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1.

Introduction

This
report
describes
the
planning,
coordination,
and
implementation provided by the Institute For Simulation and
Training (1ST) for the 1994 Interservice/Industry Training Systems
and
Education
Conference
(I/ITSEC)
Distributed
Interactive
Simulation (DIS) demonstration (IDEM094).
This report is a deliverable item CDRL A008 under subtask 3.1.2.3,
"IDEMO and Compliance Testing", of the U. S. Army Simulation,
Training and Instrumentation Command (STRICOM) contract N61339-94C-0024, enti tled "TRIDIS: A Testbed for Research In Distributed
Interactive Simulation".
1.2 Acronyms and Abbreviations

2D
3D
ARP
AUSA
BDS-D
BMPS
CAU
CGF
DARPA
DI
DIS
DLIF
DMSO
DSI
e-mail
FAC
FFS
HARM
HMMWV

IDA
IDEMO
IDEM093
IDEM094
IST/UCF
I/ITSEC
IP
ISDN
LAN
MITL
NAN
OPFOR
PA
PC

2 Dimensional
3 Dimensional
Address Resolution Protocol
Association of the United States Army
Battlefield Distributed Simulation - Developmental
Soviet combat infantry vehicle
Cell Adapter Unit
Computer Generated Forces
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Dismounted Infantry
Distributed Interactive Simulation
Data Log Interchange Format
Defense Modeling and Simulation Office
Defense Simulation Internet
Electronic Mail
Forward Air Controller
Fast File System
High Speed Antiradiation Missile
High Mobility, Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
Institute for Defense Analyses
I/ITSEC DIS Demonstration
1993 I/ITSEC DIS Demonstration
1994 I/ITSEC DIS Demonstration
Institute For Simulation and Training / University of
Central Florida
Interservice/Industry Training Systems and Education
Conference
Internet Protocol
Integrated Services Digital Network
Local Area Network
Man-In-The-Loop
Not A Number
Opposing Forces
Public Address
Personal Computer
1

PDU
PEGASUS
PM
SA
SIF
SIMAN
SIMNET
SM
STRICOM
STOW -E
TRIDI S
TWSTIAC
UAV
UCP
VGA
VME
WAN

Protocol Data Unit
Programmable Environment: Ground, Air, Sea, Universal
Simulator
Program Manager
Simulation App lica tion
Standard Interchange Format
Simulation Management
SIMul ator NETworking
Simulation Manager
U.S. Army Simulation,
Training and Instrumentation
Command
Synthetic Theatre of War - Europe
A Testbed for Research In Distribut ed Interact ive
Simul ation
Tacti cal Warfare Simulation and Technology Information
Analysis Center
Unmann ed Air Vehicle
User Datagram Protocol
Video Graphics Accelerator
Type of bus architecture used In computers
Wide Area Network

I
I
I

2 Purpose and Scope

The purpose of this report is to describe the processes used to
prepare for the demonstration and to support its conduct as well as
activity at the confe rence site itself. It will describe actions,
processes and equipment that worked well as well as some to be
avoided.
This report covers the initial planning, which started
January 1994 through the last demonstration and follow-up
activities in December 1994.
The demonstration consisted of a group of organizations with
heterogeneous DIS equipment that interacted over a network located
within the conference exhibit area.
The purposes for the
demonstration itself were many and included:
a. Developing a better understanding of the functionality of
the version of the Standard being employed among DIS
practitioners and balloters.

I

I

b. Providing an environment where companies and laboratories
are motivated to bring their simulations and simulators up to
a contemporary level of the Standard and submit to a
validation test.
c. Providing a forum wherein DIS technology can be brought to
thousands of potentially interested,
but non-practicing
simulation users and customers, both civilian and military. It
is unique in the breadth of types of simulations available in
a confined environment.
2
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d. Giving simulation technologists and ne twork ing specialists
a "learning lab" where they can each find out what it means
a n d requires to put a large number of non - homogeneous DIS
compliant simulations on a netwo rk simultaneously.
e.
Providing
an
opportunity
for
some
experimentation in a networked DIS environment.

contro ll e d

The scope of th e demonstrations was intended to include as wide a
variety of simulat ion types as could be induced to participate.
Most of the simulations and simulators were in the virtual domain,
containing live operators in simulat ed systems. There was one
example of a co nstructive to virtual simulation linkage, that
between the EAGLE model and the vir tual simulati ons on the network.
There was also a good cross-section of
services which promoted the" jointness"
Compared to prior years, the amount of
emissions was considerably greater, as
fold increase in network data traffic.

representation from all the
of the exercises conducted.
traffic involving radio and
was reflected in the five-

2.1 Background

DIS has its foundation in the Defense Advanced Research Projects
. Agency (DARPA) SIMNET (SIMulator NETworking) project. DIS evolved
when it was desired to make a standard out of the SIMNET
technology.
The 1992 I/ITSEC conference in San Antonio was the setting for the
first proof-of-concept for DIS beyond the original SIMNET
experiments. 1ST acted as the coordinator and planner for this
demonstration in which all organizations participated in one
scripted scenario. The 1993 I/ITSEC DIS demonstration in Orlando,
also coordinated by 1ST, again had participants playing in one
large coordinated scenario, but more types of Protocol Data Units
(PDUs) were used and more organizations participated.
The 1994
I/ITSEC DIS demonstration took a different approach.
1ST
coordinated several groups conducting mini-demos, each of which
highlighted a different venue of DIS capabilities and therefore
showing off each organization's specific contributions .
Through
all
three
demonstrations,
1ST
acted
as
planner,
coordinator, and provided testing to insure interoperability among
the participating DIS applications.
This report will describe
these activities as they were executed for the 1994 I/ITSEC DIS
demonstration.
2.2 Goals

Consistent with the stated purpose, the goals of the demonstration
were to include as many DIS practitioners as possible in the
overall exerClse,
while employing a distributed,
mini-demo
3

strategy. This strategy of distributed demos was also used as a
tool to make information and education on DIS available and
accessible to the entire 8000 attendees at I/ITSEC, rather than
just the 2600 who registered.
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It was observed that in prior years the DIS demonstrations had been
seen as outstanding successes by those who understood the
significance of what was happening in networked simulation. The
problem was that too few were leaving these demos with any new
knowledge of DIS. Those who did not understand the technology going
in had little appreciation of the significance of the events they
witnessed.
This year, there was an attempt to get the attendees, both
registered and walk-ins, to visit the DIS practitioners in the
exhibit halls, ask questions and learn first hand what was
happening in distributed simulation. The idea was to catch the
walk-ins' attention and raise their curiosity through hand-out
fliers, signs, public address system announcements and word of
mouth. Registered attendees were invited to visit booths as part of
the plenary presentation and also to attend an 1ST organized
tutorial on DIS on Tuesday afternoon.
A conscious effort was made to distribute the demonstrations over
time and space. By distributing the planned demos through the day,
from 10:30 AM to 3:05 PM, there was a much greater chance that
attendees would find a demo in progress that they could visit or
witness. Also, by having sites scattered about the exhibit hall,
there were more chances they might be in close proximity to a demo.
Another goal this year was to make the participants more fully
responsible for their own success while promoting their chances
wherever possible. Testing procedures were improved to better
insure they could function well in a network environment. The
network itself was upgraded from last year's configuration to allow
better monitoring and faster response if switches on or off a net
were required. A rehearsal week was set aside before I/ITSEC to
allow participants to get together on the net and work out their
scenarios. Most importantly however, the participants themselves
were charged with deciding what they could demonstrate. The results
were generally excellent as evidenced by the comments and critiques
received after the event.

I
I

3 Innovations for the 1994 Demonstrations

The following is a list of the innovations incorporated for the
1994 DIS demonstration:
" Four long-haul Players participated from overseas;
three
British and one Dutch agency. These long-haul participants
connected via a combination of Defense Simulation Internet
(DSI) and Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). One of
4
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the British a gencies, DOAC, had a long-ha ul c o nn e ction from
the SIMNET Site at Grafenwoehr, Germany
wh ere an armored
ba t tali on was operating in coope ration with AH-64 suppor t from
Ft . Ruc ke r, Al a bama. The Dutch participa nt, TNO- FELS, used an
ISDN li ne between the i r f a c il ity and th e DSI node i n t he UK,
coming i n via DS I from there .
• One o f t h e o ther long - haul pl ayers t hi s year, McDo nne l l
Douglas Training Systems, operat e d t h e pi lo t' s s tation of an
AH- 64 f r om th e ir facilit y i n Mesa , AZ ,
a n d the co pilot/gunne rs station from the floo r of the con fe r e n c e c enter
in Orl a ndo .
• A ni gh t comb at d e monstration wa s att emp t e d th is yea r b e twe e n
those players who can operate in the d a rk. The g r ound radar
of t he forward observer vehicle f rom Ma rconi located and
adjusted fire on the CGF driven Dismounted In fa ntry (DI) ,
tanks and vehicles.
A "close-in- fire - support" mission was
called using the night V1Slon goggle fitted AH-64 from
McDonnel l Douglas.
• Constructive and virtual players were linked for the first
time during the 16th I/ITSEC. The U. S. Army's Eagle Project
was linked with the TRAC constructive wargame with the DIS
network.
• Man-in-the-loop
(MITL)
wheeled vehicle simulators were
introduced for the first time in the IDEM094 with the Univ. of
Iowa's High Mobility, Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) and
the Kaman Science's NBC Fox Vehicle.
• Marine laser designator marking targets for Army and Air Force
• High speed antiradiation missile (HARM) attacking a radar site
• Control of simulation
Management PDUs

applications

uSlng

the

Simulation

• Use of experimental Stealth PDU
• Extensive network of DIS radios and radar
• Radar warning receiver simulator
3.1 version of DIS Standard,

Specifics and Modifications

The participants were invited to vote on the version of the
standard they wished to use for this year ' s demo and elected to use
2.0.3. As was learned last year, attempting to develop a simulation
capability or a test capability against a standard that is still
evolving is to invite chaos and assurance that schedules will slip.
Companies indicated a strong desire to avoid the cost impact that
5

resulted from th e changes required last year from the evolving
standard. There were some variations from version 2.0.3 of the
standard, however. These included:
1. Demos e mpl oyed only the following Protocol Data Units
(PDUs): Enti t y State, Fire, Detonation, Collision, Simulation
Management, Emission (to include Sonar, Acoustic, Radar,
Signal Elect ro nic Warfare capabilities), Laser, Transmitter,
Signal and Stea lth.

I
I

2. Enti ties were limi ted to having 2 or fewer articulated
parts no mo r e than 2 articulated parameter records.
3. Unique e xe rcise I Ds were used to segregate demos while
sharing a common network.
4. Decisions on communications included: use User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) port 6994, use IP (Internet Protocol) broadcast
and Ethernet 2.0 as the Physical Layer. Both broadcast and
multicast DIS data were allowed. Any non-DIS data was to be
point-to-point. For the communication architecture, UDP(User
Datagram Protocol)/IP was used and ARP (Address Resolution
Protocol) was required.
5. Attendees decided to
algorithms 1-5 this year.

implement

only

dead

reckoning

6. All agreed to exempt aircraft from collisions.
7. Use of Simulation Management (SIMAN) PDUs: It was decided
that during all hours,
except SIMAN Mini-Demo hours,
participants were to issue all SIMAN PDUs with non-wildcard
SITE, HOST, GROUP, and ENTITY IDs and/or use a separate
Exercise ID number. Anyone not using the GROUP ID field was to
set this field to O.
3.1.1 New and Different Entities

New visual models were created and distributed using the
These models included:

SIF.

• M93 FOX Vehicle - This vehicle was requested by Kaman Sciences
for their use in the IDEM094. The M93 is a newly adopted NBC
wheeled vehicle in use by the U.S. Army and Marine Corps.
• Sea King Helicopter - This vehicle was requested by Marconi
Simulation and Training for use ln the anti-submarine
simulation demonstration.
• Bunker
This
destructible
entity was
requested
by
ADTI(Advanced Distributed Technology Inc.)/ENSCO to provide
suitable targets for their demonstration of an airfield
6
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attack.
• Tri-Level Hangers
Thi s destruc tible entity was also
requested by ADTI/ENSCO to provide suitable targets for their
demonstration of an airfi eld attack.
3.1.2 New PDUs
3.1.2.1 Laser Designator PDU

This PDU simulates the emissions from a variety of a v ailabl e laser
designation platforms against ground targe ts.
A United States
Marine Corps (USMC) Forward Air Controller (FAC) on the gr ound
using the Deployable Forward Observer - Modular Universal Las er
Equipment (USMC DFO/MULE) was paired up wi th an Army AH-64, a
Navy/Marine Corps F/A-18 and an Air Force F-15 to engage ground
targets. The AH-64 self-illuminated and responded to the DFO/MULE
Laser designation and fired Hellfire Missiles.
The Fixed wing
aircraft engaged with Maverick Missiles and dropped Laser Guided
Bombs.
3.1.2.2 Emissions PDUs

These new expanded Emission PDUs allow demonstrations of Synthetic
Aperture Radar, High Speed Antiradiation Missiles, and Voice
Radios.
3.1.2.3 SIMAN PDUs

Simulation Management PDUs allowed the managed control of networked
simulators. One simulator could control other simulators to start,
stop, fire, etc.
3.1.2.4 Acoustic PDU

A new version of the Acoustic PDU was used this year. Originally
three organizations were going to issue the Acoustic PDU, but only
one organization issued it during the demos.
3.1.2.5 Stealth PDU

During the I/ITSEC demonstration, an implementation of the Stealth
PDU was attempted.
This implementation involved the use of the
Entity State PDU architecture with a 'kind' field of 130. The PDU
was populated with position and orientation information along with
basic dead reckoning parameters. The object was the 'slaving' of
one or more stealths to a master eyepoint. There were problems with
latency mismatch of the PDUS over the show network that caused
significant jitter for the slave stealth displays.
There was no
opportunity to debug these problems prior to the conference and
therefore the Stealth PDUs were not used for the demonstrations.
7
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3.1.2.6 Aggregate/DeAggregate PDUs

Eagle/BDS-D is a system that links an aggregate level constructive
wargame-based simulation with a vehicle level virtual simulation
(Battlefield Distributed Simulation - Developmental, or BDS-D).
Eagle is a Corps / Division l e vel battlefield simulation with
resolution down to the company level. BDS-D is a networked virtual
battlefield which plays exercises at the resolution of individual
platforms.
The BDS-D portion of the Eagle/ BDS-D sys t em is
implemented uSlng 1ST's Computer Generated Forces (CGF) testbed.

I
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The integration of Eagle and BDS-D is achieved by making it
possible for Eagle units of battalion size or smaller to be
automatically
"disaggregated"
into
their
component
vehicle
platforms in the virtual battlefield.
Once disaggregated, the
vehicles move and fight in the virtual simulation under the control
of a CGF system or a manned simulator.
When their engagement is
concluded, the vehicles are removed from the virtual simulat i on and
the Eagle units are reaggregated.
Eagle units can be displayed in the virtual environment in one of
three states:
icon, disaggregated, and pseudo-disaggregated.
In the icon state, the unit is under control of the Eagle model but
the center of mass of the unit is displayed in the virtual
environment with a single icon ( using appropriate military symbols
for echelons) .
In the disaggregated state control of the unit is passed from the
constructive model to the virtual simulation. Individual vehicles
are instantiated as
CGF and/or manned simulators.
On the
constructive simulation, a "ghost" unit is maintained for each
disaggregated unit.
Ghost units receive information about
disaggregated units from the virtual environment so that the
constructive simulation can continue the battle with the latest
information.
The pseudo-disaggregated state is a hybrid of the icon and the
disaggregated states. Pseudo-disaggregated units are under control
of the constructive model, however individual vehicles are
displayed in the virtual environment (as they would appear if the
unit were disaggregated) at the position of the unit, rather than
having a single aggregate icon appear.
These vehicles are
not
capable of interacting with fully disaggregated vehicles in the
sense that they cannot fire at targets or receive damage, but they
can be sensed in the virtual environment by other disaggregated
vehicles.
4 Demonstration Coordination

Coordination of 1DEM094 started in February 1994 with meetings
between the 1/1TSEC program committee and 1ST staff discussing
8
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lessons learned at the IDEM093. At this time it was already
obvious that the organizations supporting DIS and the demonstration
were feeling
the pinch of Defense budget cutbacks and wanted to
lower their cost of participation. 1ST began looking into ways of
minimizing costs to the participants and identified two potential
areas for savings; minimize changes from the IDEM093 baseline and
provide sufficient
long-haul network connections
to
the
participants that they would not have to send multiple people and
simulators to Orlando in order to participate.
A kick-off planning meeting was held with the Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office (DMSO) and STRICOM in February to propose an
approach and seek DMSO support for the
IDEM094. One of the
sensitive points brought out was that even though DMSO provides
funding for the infrastructure (networks, testing,
etc. ), the
companies wanted the I/ITSEC Program committee to have a greater
role in managing the conduct of the demonstration. In 1993 DMSO
controlled the process but did not have on-site supervision of the
demos. Some companies felt that they did not get sufficient
visibility of their effort to warrant the resources they put into
participating.
The Program Committee proposed, as a partial
solution to the perceived management problem, the creation of a
demo "CZAR", or Project Manager, to pull together the diverse
elements of putting on a demo. This "CZAR" would have the backing
of the I/ITSEC sponsors to make necessary decisions. It was
approved in principle in February that 1ST would provide that
person and the conference would fund the work. The proposal to do
so, submitted to the I/ITSEC Program Chairman in April, was not
funded until late October. That funding ended up coming from DMSO
and the Army (STRICOM) rather than the Conference.
announcement of the planned IDEM094 was advertised in the
Commerce Business Daily in February. The initial planning kick-off
meeting was held during the Standards Workshop in March.
Approximately 76 organizations had representatives at that meeting
and indicated at least some interest in the 1994 demonstration. In
the end 56 organizations participated.
Coordination of the
planning and preparation for the IDEM094 was accomplished through
two means.
An

First, a series of meetings was scheduled on a monthly basis so
that participants could get together with each other and the IST
staff to work out procedures and discuss
testing and networking
issues. From these meetings, a list of Actions and Decisions was
generated for all things questioned and agreed to by participants.
This list can be found in Appendix A.
The second tool for coordination was establishment of an electronic
mail (e-mail) conference, or reflector, for the participants.
Participation
in
this
conference
was
made
mandatory
for
participants, as it gave assurance that all were being given the
same information and opportunity to interact in the demo planning
9

process. This tool was offered free of charge to all participants
through the Tactical Warfare Simulation and Technology Information
Analysis Center (TWSTIAC), operated out of 1ST.
E-mail access had proved its utility in the preparation for the
IDEM093. For 19 94 , with 100 % of the participants on the e-mail net,
1ST expected
that the efforts could be better coordinated and
travel money saved by skipping some planning meetings (g e tting the
information
fr om the reflector, instead).
The reflector system
worked extremely well. The best evidence that it was accepted and
used is the fact that at the last demo coordination meeting b efo re
I/ITSEC, in October at 1ST, only half of the
participating
organizations s ent representatives. It was also more
essential
than originally a nticipated, due to the process
adop ted f or
planning and conduct of the mini-demos. At the August coordination
meeting participants decided that they
wanted to take on the
mini-demo planning responsibilities themselves. At that meeting
eleven (11) separate mini-demonstrations were
propos e d. Having
decided on this approach, the availability of the e-mail conference
was invaluable to those who accepted assignments as planning
leaders for the individual demos and for the 1ST Program Manager
(PM) responsible for overall . coordination. It was used extensively
to put draft demo plans before the prospective participants, to get
their comments and to confirm their participation. As the date of
the I/ITSEC approached, and the procrastinators started realizing
time was running out, a late flurry of mail started appearing,
asking if Company X or Lab Y could get into one of the demos.
Again, the reflector let them reach all involved parties with one
message and all were eventually accommodated.
4.1

I

I
I

Format For This Year's Exercise

The recommendation to use separate demonstrations to point out
highlights of distributed simulation came directly out of last
year's after action review, or "hot wrap" meeting after the last
demo concluded. It was inspired by the problems observed in getting
a large number of heterogeneous simulations up and functioning on
the
network
simultaneously,
and
having
their
capability
demonstration depend on the functionality and reliability of one
"Show Stealth". This, after the stealth in question · suffered
"crashes" at approximately 15 minute intervals.
As the idea was discussed and debated, it became popular not so
much from the benefit of reliability gained from mUltiple stealths,
but the opportunity it afforded to reach a much larger percentage
of the I/ITSEC attendees by virtue of having mUltiple sites and a
longer time period during which attendees could see a DIS
demonstration.
4.2

I
I

Evolution of Participants

In IDEM093 46 organizations participated in the demo after having
10
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gone through the compliance testing and rehearsal process. Of
these, only 29 came back to participate in 19 94 . For the 1994
demonstration, 76 organizations came to the initial demo meeting in
March, held in conjunction with the DIS Standards workshop. After
the long process of planning and testing leading to the I/ITSEC
conference was finished,
56 actually followed
through and
participated in the IDEMO. The list of participating organizations
can be found in Appendix B.
Two events occurring close to the same time as the I/ITSEC
conf erence posed conflicts for the attention of the participants.
The AUSA convention in Washington, D.C., in October, where firms
were paid to participate in simulation demonstrations was one
event. The Synthetic Theatre of War - Europe (STOW-E) was the
other. Severa l organizations indicated that they simply could not
support both I/ITSEC and one of these other events. Obviously , the
opportunity to be paid for participating in a demonstration would
have priority over volunteering to participate.
4.3 Video Presentation

Th e I/ITSEC Program Committee notified the 1DEMO development team
of the proposed Opening Session Briefing Schedule in early Augus t
1994.
The Committee requested that a 15 minute talk on DIS be followed by
a 30 minute tour of the IDEM094 network and participants on the
Conference floor.
The time frame scheduled for this presen ta tion
and tour was set from 1115 to 1200.
The touring party would consist of the Opening Session Speakers,
General Carl E. Mundy, Commandant of the Marine Corps and Mr.
Gordon England, President of the Lockheed, Ft. Worth company.
4.3.1 Original concept

Originally the IDEM094 development team conceived of a slide
presentation augmented by a short, 3-5 minute, video tape showing
a visual sampling of the anticipated activities in the 1DEMO. Due
to the lack of a central Stealth at the opening session, this video
tape would be created ahead of time using CGF to generate the
entities to be demonstrated and the 1ST Stealth to visually display
the models of the entities.
This would avoid the necessity of
creating and presenting a live demonstration.
4.3.2 Stealth Requirements for Video

To support the making of the video, 1ST was given a set of models
(on a non-disclosure basis) created by Viewpoint Labs to use in the
Stealth for the making of the video. Articulation was added to
several of the models so that the video would be more realistic.
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4.3.3 Scripting Of The Computer Generated Forces

A CGF Script was prepared, as outlined below, to present mat e rial
from the 11 different areas of interest that would be show - c ase d in
the mini-demonstrations .

I

1. Air Demo: Open with scene of air strip with bunkers, SA BB, SA-6, SCUDS, Trucks, BMPs T-72s.
Switch view to
STEALTH view of P3 in flight over land.
Switch view to
show F-15s, F-16s flying en route to airstrip.
Launch
AGM-BB (HARM Missile). Launch Maverick. Follow fly-out
to kill SA- B.
Show bombs hitting Bunkers and runway.
Show craters in bunkers and runway.
2 . Air Defense:
Open with 1 SCUD Launcher erect and 1 on
TEL.
Fire 1 SCUD.
Switch scene to Patriot Launcher
ready to fire, Show Patriot Launch.
3. Ground Demo:
Open to show 4 M1 Tanks doing bounding
overwatch en route to battle area.
Engage 4 Opposing
Forces (OPFOR) T-72 tanks with fire while on the move.
Switch scene to show UAV flying over NBC Fox vehicle,
(Stinger under armor), DI (Dismounted
Infantry) (DFO MULE), M-35 Truck as Ground Station for
UAV.

HMMWV with TOW, M2

Switch scene to AH-64 firing Hellfire and
launching Maverick against mix of T-72s and BMPs.
fly-out of Maverick on OPFOR tanks.

F/A-1B
Follow

I

Switch scene to 2 Challenger Tanks and 2 Warrior vehicles
engaging 2 T-72 Tanks and 2 BMPS. Fire TOW Missile from
MCV-BO.
Switch scene to show 4 AH-64 and/or 4 RAH-66 engaging
OPFOR Tank column.
4.

Surface Demo:
Open with Blue Force ships in full view
steaming due North. 1 CVN, 3 CGs, 4 FFG7s.
2 F/A -lBs
fly over CVA in center of Battle Group.
Stealth picks
up 1 Sea King helo flying due North fires Exocet type
missile.
F/A 1Bs fly due North (approx 10 k) to within sight of
Red Force of 1 CG and 3 FFG7s and l ' Tango Class
Submarine. 3 Mig-29s enter view over Red Force.

5. Air-to-Ground Demo: Switch scene to show 2 T-72s moving
from right to left. Switch scene by moving back to show
Dr DFO/MULE TM on hillside OP. Move STEALTH back further
12
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to show hovering AH-64 launching Hellfire into first T-72
moving from right to left in front of OP.
Switch scene
to attach to F/A 18 or F-16 launching Maverick against
the second tank.
Follow Maverick launch into T-72.
6. Air-to-Air Demo:
Against 1 F/A-18)
speed turns.

Show Air-to-Air engagement (1 F-15
within visual range performing high

7. Emissions:
Script reference only.
(Try to pick up and
record 9 line brief from DFO/MULE to AH-64 or F/A-18
Laser designated Target.)
8. CGF:

Spoken script reference only.

9. STEALTH:

Spoken script reference only.

10. Listen Only:
11. SIMAN:

Spoken script reference only.

Spoken script reference only.

4.3.4 Production of Video

The scenarios outlined above were scripted using the 1ST PC-based
CGF system.
These scripts were reviewed for accuracy and their
ability to depict the activity described. Upon being reviewed and
edited, the scripts were played back to provide input to the 1ST
Stealth. The Stealth was manipulated to provide the optimum visual
viewpoint from which to observe the highlighted DIS interaction
being narrated from the script.
The video was produced using the services of a professional video
recording contractor.
Using the Stealth to display the CGF scripted scenarios proved to
be beyond the visual capabilities of the Stealth as the Stealth did
not provide the full range of all of the firing signatures,
detonations, dust , and other significant visual effects at the time
the video was produced in October. Though the Stealth did have the
visual models provided by Viewpoint, it did not have all of the
visual models approved for use in the IDEM094 because these other
models were being provided by the organizations simulating the
entities and the organizations did not provide the models in time
for video production.
Faced with the encroaching I/ITSEC deadlines and 'a Stealth that did
not have all of the desired visual capabilities, 1ST made the
decision to abandon the production of this Plenary Session video
tape. Rather than try to show exact activities that would occur at
the demonstration, 1ST chose to create a more generic visual
sampling of the anticipated activities in the IDEM094.
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The concept of using CGF to script DIS action for use in a video
previews of the IDEMO is worthy of continued support in future
IDEMOs.
This capability to preview the action of the assembled
players in advance of the network being established has a great
deal of desirable cost saving potential.
4.4 Demonstrations and Presentation

I
I

As planning efforts for the IDEM094 exercise progressed and the
concept of supporting distributed mini-demos matured, it became
evident that presentation of the exercises to the attendees would
be a new chall enge. Whereas in past years the intended audience
was gathered in a plenary hall or a dining room, this year the
desir e was to reach individuals as they toured the exhibit hall,
yet give them a common demonstration. Also, because many of the new
features and capabilities on the network this year were expected
to be of a non-visual nature (e.g. radio, emitters, or interactions
with remote sites), there needed to be narration of the events to
describe that which could not be seen.
4.4.1 Concept Description

The approach proposed for a distributed visual presentation
attempted to get participants to implement a "Steal th PDU". The
concept was to appoint within each demo team at least one stealth
operator ,,,,,ho,
through rehearsal, would become proficient in
following the action of that mini-demonstration.
The other
stealths on the network could then simply attach to that stealth
in order to follow the visual activity of a particular demo.
As
was pointed out earlier in the report, there were problems with
the function of the Stealth PDU, as implemented. An even larger
problem was that few of the participants were willing to commit the
time and effort to implement it. Most organizations arrived at the
conference site with no capability to link stealths. As a result of
the
two problems, each booth that had a Stealth had to have a
stealth operator assigned follow the individual demos or, as was
often the case, ignored them.
The audience did still have the
opportunity to see the mini-demos as
they visited the exhibits.
The public address system in the exhibit halls was used to notify
attendees of the start of each demo and who the participants were.
Handout brochures were also provided at the
registration desks.
These included a map of the exhibit halls highlighting the DIS
exhibitors,
a list of the demonstrations and participating
organizations,
and
a
timetable
for
the
sequence
of
the
demonstrations. With this information available, it was possible
for interested visitors to go to the booths of the participants of
the demo in progress and get information directly.
4.4.2 Narration

A second part of the concept for getting information to the
audience was to provide narration of each demonstration at the
14
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booths which had stealths. This was to be accomplished by having a
separate audio system for the demonstrations which consisted of
speakers and a microphone beside each stealth.
1ST contacted
several sources about the need for distributed narration at the
site of the stealths. The Marriott's Public Address (PA) system was
ruled out as it would unduly intrude on the non-DIS exhibitors.
Commercial vendors offered both wire and wireless connections to
the booths, all with powered speakers at the individual sites. The
wireless approach was selected on the basis that it offered both a
lower cost and a more logistically flexible solution, in that wires
did
not have to be run in the ceiling of the exhibit halls to
reach the sites. Because, as mentioned above, exhibitors were slow
to commit their
stealths to serve the IDEM094, the flexibility
afforded by a wireless
solution was attractive.
The equipment
provided had many desirable features.
There was a wireless
microphone which permitted the narrator to roam up to approximately
100 feet from the receiver, so that several stealths were within
range. Each exhibit hall had an RF transmitter tied
to the
wireless mike's receiver through the Marriott's intercom wiring"
accomplished wi th their cooperation. Each speaker site was provided
a receiver/amplifier and a speaker.
Unfortunately, the narration to support the mini-demos did not
execute as planned. The major problems were in the equipment used
to present the narration and the narrations - or lack thereof available for the demonstrations. Both problems were exacerbated
by the widespread reluctance of participants to make commitments
to the needs of the IDEM094 in a timely manner. Case in point; two
weeks before rehearsal only four organizations had made a
commitment to use their stealths to support all of the mini-demos.
Commi tments were obtained only by
phoning each known stealth
demonstrator and asking whether they would support the demos. As
for equipment to support the narration, those speakers that worked,
worked well,
but reliability of the remaining booth speakers was
a continuing problem.
The other problem with the narration strategy was a lack of
narrators who could work from a site within the roaming range of
the microphone. Narration scripts were generally not available or
were sketchy. 1ST learned too late that narrators really needed to
be able to work from a site within their demo and
see what was
happening there, because events rarely occurred exactly
as
scripted (a characteristic of MITL systems). This requirement was
a need that could not be satisfied with the equipment available.
4.5 Milestones for IDEM094

As pieces fell into place and communication occurred at planning
meetings and on the e-mail reflector, dates became established for
the milestones of IDEM094. A list of the milestones and the dates
is given in Table 1.
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Milestone

Original Date

DMSO Planning Me e ti ng

February

Demo Coordinati o n Me eting s

Ma rch 14

Slippe d Dat e

I

22

Ma y 5
Jun e 6

I
I

July 12
August 23
Se ptember 27
October 20
Commitment of Participants

Au g. 1

Oct . 15

Distribute New SIF Models

J uly 1

Nov. 1

Locate Airfield on TDB

J u ne 2 0

Nov. 1

Distribute Enumerati ons

Aug. 2 0

Sept . 20

Provide Cap abilities to 1ST

Au g. 1

Oct. 15

1ST Test Proc . Distribution

Au g. 1 5

Oct. 5

Distribute CGF Test Tools

J u l y 31
Oct . 1 0

Sept . 5

First Leve l Test Complete

Oct . 17

Oct. 31

Rehearsal

Nov. 2 1 -28

Demonstrati o n

Nov . 31-Dec . 2
Table 1. IDEM094 Milestones and Dates

5 Testing Compliance for IDEM094

Pa rticipants i n the I/I TS EC DIS demonst r at i on were r e q u i r ed to hav e
t h eir applic a t i ons c ompl i ance tested p r io r t o comi ng to t h e
con ference. Testing was p erformed by 1ST against t he 2 .0 .3 PDU
Draft Standard.
5.1 Test Methods

As in the previous yea r, 1 ST used four methods for testin g:
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1. In-Hous e - participants brought their equipment to 1ST to be
tested.
2. 1-800 Numbers - participants tested over a phone line using a
1-800 number and a BReeze 1000® bridge to connect. Since the
previous year , many participants had purchased their own
BReezes.
Others borrowed BReezes from 1ST.
3. Logged Testing - participants used a copy of the 1ST Test
Tools (CGF a nd Data Logger) to run the tests themselves a nd to
record the data. They sent the logged files to 1ST for
analys is.
Organizations used the Logg ed Testing Handbook to
step themselves through the testing process and the Test
Procedures to guide them in performing the tests.
4. On-Site - 1ST took a portable test system to an organization's
location or used 1ST test tools on available PCs at that
location.
1ST tested one organi zation on-site ' at that
organization's facility. This method also accounted for
testing
at
the
demonstration,
which
occurred
for
15
organizations.
5.2 Testing Documentation

As in IDEM093, organizations in IDEM094 were required to fill out
a Capabilities Statement (Appendix C) for each system to be tested.
Using the completed Capabilities Statement, 1ST then chose which
tests to perform on the system. The Test Procedures for IDEM094
(Appendix D) were similar to the Test Procedures for IDEM093 with
the fo llowing additions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

test procedures for Laser/Designator PDUs
test procedures for Simulation Management PDUs
adverse test procedures for all PDU structures
power down/power on test
some erroneous PDUs for Entity State

The Logged Testing Handbook (Appendix E), which describes the steps
an organization must go through to perform tests at their site and
log their own data, was also modified for IDEM094 based on the
changed test procedures.
The Visual Testbed proj ect at 1ST performed the correlation testing
of terrain databases. These tests, though, were used for guidance
to indicate possible terrain correlation problems and were not a
discriminator to participating in the demonstration.
The report
describing this testing can be found in Appendix F.
5.3 Test Tools

Tools enhanced from IDEM093 were used for compliance testing of
IDEM094.
The following paragraphs describe the tools.
17

5.3.1 Scanner

The "Scanner" was a key tool for compliance testing in 1993. The
1993 Scanner was a tool which allowed the tester to look at logged
PDU traffic and manually do the analysis of the data. This v ersi on
of the Scanner ran on PC platforms and was used with the PC v e rsion
of the Data Logger. Becaus e manual analysis of test data cons ume d
so much time in the testing for IDEM093, 1ST decided to improve t h e
Scanner by incorporating automation of test management information
and automation of the tests themselves.
With this goal in mind,
the Scanner was redesigned and rehosted to run in X Windows in a
Unix Sy stem 5 Release 4 environment .

I

The r e design of the Scanner focused on making the tool ve ry
flexible by making it easy to reconfigure . The rationalization was
that testing would always be exercise dependent and the t e sters
using the Scanner should be able to set up the tool for te s ting
only the configuration that they needed. The Scanner is based on a
set of text configuration files that can be changed, through the
use of menus and manually with a text editor, to tailor the testing
to
a
specific version of
the
standard,
specific network
requirements, and specific test procedures.
A set of default
configuration files was created for IDEM094 based on version 2.0.3
of the PDU standard.
Testing for IDEM093 was not always consistent because the testers
interpreted the test procedures differently and hand wrote results
they thought were important. A second goal of the redesign of the
Scanner was to automate the testing process and recording of
results as much as possible. This was done through a complex user
interface which forces the tester to enter all information related
to testing a system via a series of X-Windows screens.
This
information then becomes part of a database of information for the
organization and for the system being tested.
Once the SUT information is entered, the tester then selects the
tests to be applied to the system by pulling up the screen that
defines the tests and clicking a button associated with that test.
When a test is selected, the Scanner shows a default name of a
logged file to analyze.
The tester can change the name of this
file if desired.
Once the tests are selected, the tester then
chooses to do automated or manual testing. The manual testing is
very similar to that allowed by the 1993 Scanner except that more
capabilities such as filtering and searching are available to the
tester.
The manual mode allows the tester to view a text dump of
the DIS PDU and then enter the results of the test in text windows
on another screen.
The automated mode is set up to associate a software module which
does the automatic analysis of the logged file with the test being
run. When the test is selected, the analysis routine is run against
the logged data file. The results are automatically written to a
18
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Test Log File. The tester can then choose to view the results by
selecting the appropriate screen and can enter observations in the
same text window described for manual testing. The only automated
test incorporated into the Scanner in time for I/ITSEC was range
validation of each field of each PDU.
Some of these ranges were
validated against minimums and maximums determined by the data type
and some were validated against enumeration tables defined for the
field. The software hooks are in place to add analysis modules for
every test.
The information about the tests, the results from the tests,
automatic and manual, and information about the system being tested
are all written to a Test Log File for that system. Two reports can
be generated from this file; a deta~led results sheet which lists
test results and comments by the tester, and a status summary sheet
which lists the tests run and a status of Pass, Failor Incomplete.
5.3.2 Logger

1ST modified the PC version of its Data Logger to run in a Unix
System V Release 4 environment. This data logger was then run on
the Motorola VME hardware along with the Scanner for testing prior
to the demonstration.
5.2.3 Stealth

Based on feedback from the last IDEM093, it was recommended that
using a Stealth for testing would help visually identify problems
that were not readily evident when looking at the binary dump of a
DIS PDU. IST determined what requirements would be necessary in a
testing stealth and based on those requirements investigated
existing stealths. Because of limitations in hardware to run the
stealths or limited capabilities of the stealths, no currently
available stealths met the needs for testing.
The discussion of
requirements and selection process can be found in a detailed
report on the IST Stealth [IST-TR-95-08].
1ST therefore decided to create a testing stealth and use as much
existing software, from vendors and public domain, as possible. A
decision was also made to use the Stealth for the production of a
video for 1DEM094 (see Section 4.3.2).
More enhancements were
integrated based on this requirement. And last, the stealth was
used as a high quality 3D display for the IST manned simulator, the
Pegasus (see Section 7.1.1).
There were specific features for testing that were not developed
into the Stealth because of this shift of priorities. (See [IST-TR95-08] for details.) The Stealth was available but was never used
for testing because training never occurred to integrate the
Stealth into the testing process. By the time the Stealth was
available, the testing was scheduled for 8 hours on multiple
19

systems every day and manpower could not be spared for training.
The equipment to run the Stealth was also being used for continued
developme nt o f the Stealth for the video and therefore caus e d a
conflict for the resource .
5.3.4 CGF

The 1ST CGF was enhanced with several capabilities that allowed for
testing and participation in the mini-demos.
Dead reckoning
algorithms 2-9 were implemented. Target tracking capabilities were
added to allow for issuing the Laser/Designator PDU. The CGF was
modified to respond to Simulation Management commands such as
Start/Resume and Stop/Freeze and was able to issue all Simulation
Management commands in a testing mode.

I
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5.4 Test Equipment configuration

The test equipment configuration this year included the use of the
Motorola VME Unix systems and PCs. The Scanner and Logger ran on
the Motorola and the CGF and X-Windows software ran on the PCs. The
Motorola had a motherboard running the Scanner and a target board
running the Logger.
The motherboard was connected to an
administrative net over which X-Window traffic ran.
The target
board was connected to a dedicated test net with the PC CGF and the
system under test.
The mother and target boards communicated via
the VME bus in the Motorola chassis. The diagram below shows the
test configuration.

VME
~

Mother Target

I

SUT

CGF

X-Win
Term

1

I

Figure 1. Test Equipment Configuration

I
I

5.5 Testing Process

During the demonstration planning meetings a schedule of testing
dates was presented and agreed to by participants.
Special cases
had to notify 1ST early to be accommodated. Two special cases were
allowed to do first testing at 1/1TSEC because of their equipment
unavailability. All other participants had to do first testing by
November 4. For participants submitting logged files, those files
had to be at 1ST by November 4.
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Of 54 organizations who tested, 23 tested over the 1-800 numbers
via the BReeze 1000's, 10 testing in house at 1ST, 2 tested on site
at I/ITSEC and the remainder tested by submitting logged data
files.
7 of the organizations testing over the 1-800 numbers had
purchased their own BReeze 1000s. The remainder were shipped one
of the loaner BReezes from 1ST.
The organizations testing in-house or over the 1-800 numbers
received immediate feedback on their testing in most cases.
Some
of the analyses were not completed during the scheduled test times
and were usually given to organizations within two weeks.
Logged
test data was analyzed on a first-come-first-served basis and most
results were returned within two weeks.
The goal of analysis to
give back at least preliminary analysis of all logged data by the
testing cut-off date of November 17th was achieved.
If critical
problems were detected, that feedback was given immediately.
Approximately 15 organizations finished testing (mostly showing
that they had fixed problems) during Rehearsal Week before the
conference.
5.5.1 Information Flow

The coordination of testing was accomplished by phone conversations
and electronic mail.
General testing information was put on the
demo reflector created by the TWSTIAC for all participants to
receive.
In 1993, personal contacts for test scheduling and test
support consisted of 80% phone calls and 20% e-mail. In 1994,
personal contacts consisted of 80% e-mail and 20% phone calls. An
e-mail account named "idemo-test" was created at 1ST so that
participants could send mail to this account and it would be
forwarded to three 1ST personnel. This insured that the mail would
be answered and not lost in one person's e-mail basket.
5.5.2 File Transfer Protocol

(FTP) Nodes

Another advancement in electronic transfer this year was in the
form of two File Transfer Protocol (FTP) sites from which
participants could get testing documents and tools.
The TWSTIAC
provided an anonymous FTP node (meaning anyone can access it) on
which the draft versions of the Standards documents resided.
A
"test" area . was created on this node and the testing documents,
Test Procedures,
Capabilities Statement,
and Logged Testing
Booklet, were put there.
The other FTP site was one machine within the 1ST DIS Testbed lab
where copies of the executable of the 1ST DIS Test Tools (CGF, Data
Logger and Playback) were placed.
This node was protected and
participants had to request an account and password to access it.
Approximately 75% of the participants requested these tools.
6 Conduct of Demo
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As stated previously, the format this year was to be a distributed
demonstration, presented in the exhibit halls. This could
have
taken on many different structures in terms of participants,
timing and presentation methodology. Much of the emphasis in early
planning meetings focused on narrowing the options on how the
participants would demonstrate their DIS capabili ties.
The
process of bringing together 56 organizations, most of whom are
participating voluntarily, has been likened to "herding cats". Each
has
specific interests and capabilities and wants to see them
emphasized. Organization of this disparate group required putting
them in touch with others of similar enough interests that they
could work together to develop scenarios for demonstrations.
Volunteers were obtained to lead in the development of these
indi vidual scenarios, wi th help from 1ST where needed. As the
individual scenarios firmed up and the time requirements for each
could be defined 1ST set up a
schedule for the conduct of the
individual demos to be run at the
conference itself.
The
mini-demo teams were responsible for their internal organization
and coordination. 1ST facilitated the process in many ways, from
helping
organizations
find
demo
opportunities
to
holding
coordination meetings at the demo site. 1ST also attempted to
monitor the DIS network traffic for compliance with agreed
practices,
but was hampered by a lack of tools for policing the
network, exacerbated by the high network traffic rates this year.
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6.1 Support Infrastructure Required

As learn~d from prior IDEMOs, success depends on many factors
beyond just the capability of the participants to interoperate. The
infrastructure needs include:
• A robust and reliable Local Area Network (LAN)
• An accessible and reliable Wide Area Network (WAN) - if remote
sites are to participate
• Reliable verbal communication links between all participants
within an exercise
• Verbal communication between participants within an exercise
and the exercise coordinator
• Viewpoints from which each exercise can be observed
6.1.1 Communication with Participants

The need for communication between participants was satisfied
again this year by the use of "walkie-talkies". Once again Motorola
made the generous contribution of the use of fifty (50) of their
radios
for the two week period. It was fortunate that several
participants shared booths, so that 1ST could sign the radios out,
one per booth,
and therefore had a sufficient quantity. It was
also fortunate that the radios were, once again, totally reliable
so that everyone could
communicate when needed.
Communication
between the demo coordinator and participants was satisfied by a
combination of using the Hotel's PA system and the
Motorola
22
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radios. The PA system had the marked advantage of reaching those
who might have missed a radio call, but had to be
used wi th
discretion to avoid undue disturbance to other exhibitors.
6.1.2 Demonstration Network

wi th the encouragement and support of DMSO, one early planning
emphasis was to make it easy for organizations to participate in
the
demonstration via a wide area network so that they could
avoid the expense of moving people and equipment to Orlando.
Investigations into the capability of commercial phone-line
providers
revealed that they cannot support a mul ti-terminal,
broadcast network; such as called for to support a DIS exercise;
without special terminal equipment like that used to implement the
DSI network.
The WAN therefore defaulted to using DSI. The
remaining problem
was to provide access to DSI for commercial
firms, because they are not
normally allowed access unless
specific government contract terms require it. The Institute for
Defense Analyses (IDA) volunteered to
organize and manage the
network, including both the WAN and the
LAN, because of their
experience with DSI and networking in general.
Even with their
capability, the process of obtaining connectivity for firms that
wanted it was complex and expensive. As it turned out, traffic on
the network was so intense that at times it saturated the
capability of the DSI connection to the Marriott.
6.1.3 Logging the Demonstration Network Traffic

1ST logged network traffic for the IDEM094 network during the hours
that the I/ITSEC conference was open.
The type of hardware and
software used to perform the data logging is described below.
Three hardware suites were taken to I/ITSEC for data logging
purposes. IDA was responsible for implementation and management of
the IDEMO network. IDA's advertised intention was to have three
networks operating simultaneously, so 1ST brought three loggers.
As it turned out, only two networks were in operation at anyone
time, a testing network, and the main network.
Data logging was performed on the testing network only when TRIDIS
personnel were performing compliance testing of demo participants.
The testing network was only up during rehearsal week.
The main network was the network to which all of the IDEMO
participants were connected. It was the most important network in
terms of data logging. To ensure that TRIDIS would capture as much
data as possible from the main network, the network was logged
using a high speed real-time system.
Each logging system used two MVME197 target boards in a VME
backplane.
One target board runs UNIX, and the other runs the
VMEExec real-time micro-kernel. Each target board has its own SCSI
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bus and Ethernet port.
The user interface for the logger runs
under UNIX and uses X/MOTIF, a UNIX windowing environment.
The
logger process runs as a real-time task under VMEExec.
The VMEExec targ et board's Ethernet port is connected to the
network to be data logged.
Data is captured by the target board
and written to SCSI disks on the target board's local SCSI bus.
The disks are formatted using Motorola's proprietary Fast File
System (FFS).
During the show week, two loggers were used to log the main
network. The first l ogger would be started and would run until its
disks were nearly full.
Then, the second logger would be started
and the first, stopped, and so on, in Ping-Pong fashion. Whil e one
logger was running, the other would be backed up.
The data was
backed up on both 4mm and 8mm DAT drives to attempt to achieve
reliability through redundancy.
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The data was logged in a format similar to the standard 1ST logger
format.
The only difference was the addition of a file header
which records the date and time of day when each file was written.
Additionally, for ease of data handing, the logged data was stored
in files that contain no more than 16 Mb of data, and no more than
one hour of data.
The data is currently archived on tape and will be converted to the
Data Log Interchange Format (DLIF) 95 when conversion tools are
available. More information on the 1ST Data Logger can be found in
[IST-TR-95-02]
6.2 Rehearsal

Some of the demo teams started rehearsing prior to the "rehearsal
week", using their own interface equipment across phone
lines.
Most teams, however, exchanged only scenario plans and comments
prior to rehearsal week. For them, rehearsals started the Tuesday
before Thanksgiving.
Rehearsal times were requested by each
Mini-Demo group starting on Monday 21 November 94.
A rehearsal
schedule was posted outside the 1ST booth and updated or changed
as required. This informal scheduling approach was effective and
worked well considering the number of players (56) and mini-demos
(15) Those players involved in mUltiple mini-demonstrations faced
an immediate scheduling problem. Most of these players were aided
by a sequential mini-demo schedule rather than parallel rehearsal
tracks.
Those players involved in mUltiple demos somehow or
another got sufficient practice with their playing partners to
accomplish the original scenarios outlined. Some of the mini-demo
scenario rehearsal roles were filled by CGF
entities to act as
"place holders" until the real MITL simulators were
free from
other commitments or until the WANs were reestablished
for the
Long Haul players with restricted time schedules.
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6.3 Live Demos

The following is a summary of the mini-demos that actually took
place at the 1 / 1TSEC conference:
1. S1MAN Players - Use of S1MAN to control
multiple levels
Coordinator = Ralph Whitney, Motorola

Exercises

at

2. CGF Players - Large scale battle using CGF
Coordinator = Richard Schaffer, Loral
3. Air to Air Mission Players - Joint air to air mlSSlon with
air defense, scud intercept, etc.
Coordinator = Ray Duckette, McDonald Douglas
4. Naval Players - Sea Surface and Sub-Surface Engagement with
Air, EW and Missile play
Coordinator = vicki Moore, NAWC-TSD
5. Night Combat with a Land Battle
Coordinator = Graham Shanks, Marconi
6. Helicopter Armed Recon Mission - air to ground battle,
armed recon mission
Coordinator = Chris Bouwens, CAE- Link
7. Air-to-Air Players - Air to air battle within visual range
Coordinator = Don Shilcutt, GreyStone
8. Land Battle - Land battle within the High Definition area
with Tanks; British Long Haul Demo; DFO/Mule, NBC Vehicle,
Mines, HMMWV, D1; British Challenger and Warrior Demo
Coordinator = Dan Mullally, UCF, 1ST
9. Advanced Targeting Precision strike with sensors, C31 and
F/A-18 Strike Aircraft.
Coordinator = Reed Whittington, T1
10.Constructive, Virtual, Live
Coordinator = Mikel Petty, UCF, 1ST
11.Above Real-Time and Road of Death Players
Coordinator = Dutch Guckenberger, ECC
12.Mission planning scenario
Coordinator = David Reinberger, Logicon
13.1ntegrated Multi-Warfare
Coordinator = Susan Gross-TRW
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14.ADA Players
Coordinator

=

Joe Fann, CRC

1 5 .Emissions Players
Coord inator = John Eisenhardt, FAAC
Appendix G contains the detailed sc ripts for each demo that was put
together by the demo coordinator.
7 IST's Participation in the Demonstrations

Along with coordinating the IDEM094, 1ST participated i n some of
the mini-demos.
Below is a description of the equipment u sed a nd
the l eve l of participation.
7.1 Equipment used for the Demonstrations
7.1.1 CGF

As stated in section 5.3.4, the 1ST CGF was enhanced for test i ng
and this in turn allowed for participation in the mini-demos. 1ST
participation in the demos utilized the 1ST CGF running on a Dell
486 DX-2 66 Mz PC equipped 16 Mb of RAM and a 17 inch monitor. The
visual display consisted of the basic Simulator Interface providing
a simple Plan View display and a wide range of entity status
messages, rather than the more graphically oriented Operator
Interface (01).
Recent modifications to the CGF development
environment have alleviated previous DOS memory restrictions, and
the CGF is now capable of supporting a much larger number of
entities on an individual PC.
Target tracking capabilities were
added to the CGF which allowed 1ST to use and demonstrate the Laser
PDU.
The CGF was also modified to responded to Simulation
Management commands.
7.1.2 Stealth

The 1ST Stealth that was developed for testing was modified to be
used as a visual system for display of the demos as they occurred.
The same stealth software was used as a high fidelity visual
interface for the PEGASUS.
1ST experienced some problems with the Stealth at the show.
The
principal loss of system performance at the conference came from
poorly correlated terrain databases that were available for use on
the Silicon Graphics machines. 1ST chose to use terrain databases
for the Stealth that were available to participants free of charge.
This restricted the project to four database cho'ices. Only one of
these
choices
provided
the
correct
cultural
features
for
visualizing the principal demo areas and this database, originally
created by Marconi, was chosen for the Stealth. The database had a
mean elevation error of -0.9 meter. Because ground entities could
appear as if they were flying with this error difference, 1ST chose
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to use terrain clamping for ground entities.
In deference to the
provider, the database was intended for air ops (i. e. a "high
flight" database) not ground forces. Of the other three databases
that were available (see [IST-TR-95-08]), one had a similar error
level and did not contain the airport, and the other two which had
significantly better correlation,
had even
fewer
features
referenced for visualization.
These problems were the result of
dueling database generation criteria. Almost all of the databases
originated from the S1000 Hunter-Liggett terrain database that was
processed into the Standard Interchange Format (SIF).
The error in elevation on the "high flight" database caused by the
reduced resolution of the database was the reason 1ST chose to
implement
ground
clamping.
Ground
clamping
is
much
more
computationally abusive to the host computer system than the added
polygons for higher resolution would have been.
Because of the
computational load, the visual scene on the 1ST Stealth had a
choppy update rate that was 50% lower than the unclamped visual
mode.
7.2 IST's Role in the Demonstrations
7.2.1 Simulation Management Mini-Demo

During the Simulation Management demonstration, the CGF received
and responded to Simulation Management commands for entity
initialization, control, and exercise management. For more details
on the implementation of Simulation Management into the CGF, see
[IST-TR-95-06].
The objective of the Simulation Management demo
was to investigate and demonstrate the SIMAN protocol for entity
and exercise management. Overall demo coordination was accomplished
by Ralph Whi tney of Motorola, and included several planning
meetings held at 1ST. Version 2.0.3 of the DIS Standard was the
basis for the conduct of the demo.
The number of applications with SIMAN capabilities increased
significantly from IDEM093. In 1993, SIMAN PDUs were used on an ad
hoc basis for Stealth control or inter-system communications. For
IDEM094 several DIS compliant systems participated in a controlled
exercise, including two highly functional Simulation Managers (SM)
and several Simulation Applications (SA). Due to the overall number
of mini-demos conducted each day, there were only 30 minutes
available for Simulation Management activities.
The SIMAN protocol includes a great deal of support for preexercise setup functions such as time synchronization, positioning
forces, instantiating entities, and initializing CGF.
These
actions are often time-consuming and difficult to convey to an
observer on a Stealth, but their accomplishment was an integral
part of the demo.
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To highlight Simulation Management, the demo was divided into 2
distinct scena rios , with Mdtorola managing all sea battle
participants and Veda the land battle entities. Th is gave each SM
or application the best opportunity to demonstrat e its particular
S1MAN capabilit ies in the context of an actual exercise.
All
activity took place on Exercise 1D 4 on the main demo network.
The land scenario requ ired the Veda SM, D1SMAN, to create and
initialize 5 T7 2 tanks, 2 M1 tanks, a Warrior AFV, a nd t wo AH-64
helicopters. The T72 and AH-64 entities were provided by 1ST CGF.
The remaining entities were M1TL simulators, with the DRA Warrior
AFV participating via a dedicated long haul connection.
Preexercise setup commenced with D1SMAN issuing 7 Crea te Entity PDUs
to 1ST, which were f o llowe d by 7 Set Data PDUs con ta ining force
id, entity type, velocity, orientation, and location for each 1ST
entity. Other par tici pants were also created and initialized at
this time according to the level of S1MAN they could respond to.
Some participants required a Create Enti ty PDU to bring their
system on line, whil e others initialized themselves without action
from the SM and awaited a Start/Resume PDU
to indicate the
beginning of the exercise.
The Motorola "Middle Man" SM
initialized Sea participants in a similar fashion.
After initial
conditions were established, the Martin Marietta Exercise Manager
issued a single Start/Resume PDU addressed to all applications on
Exercise 4.
Afte r several minutes of activity, the exercise was
frozen in order to reset all entities to initial conditions.
For
1ST,
this consisted of removing the existing entities and
performing the create, set data, and start sequenc e again.
The
simulation was then resumed in response to another Start/Resume
PDU.
One identifiable use of the protocol occurred late in the exercise
after 1ST had created a force of 5 M1-24 helicopters in response to
a request for targets.
As the helicopters flew along, D1 SMAN
issued a
Set Data command that changed the Force 1D of the lead
helicopter from Opposing Force to Friendly Force. Seconds later,
the other 4 helicopters correctly identified the entity as a new
target and turned in unison to fire, quickly destroying i t.
Although of questionable practical significance,
the act of
changing force 1D in the midst of an engagement did provide a clear
instance of Simulation Management used for entity control. At the
conclusion of the scenario, all participants were stopped and then
removed from the exercise. 1ST's participation demonstrated 10 of
the 12 existing Simulation Management PDUs, the other two being
Event Report and Message. Event Report PDUs were not issued by the
CGF during the demo .
Message PDUs are intended as a Simulation
Manager function, to insert text messages into the data stream for
later analysis.
Both PDUs were issued during the demo by other
participants.
A summary of the interactions between Simulation
Managers and 1ST CGF during 1DEM094 are given in Table 2.
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SM Command

CGF Response

Action

Action Request Action Response
Create Entity Acknowledge
Data Query
Set Data

Data
Data

Start/Resume
Stop/Freeze
Remove Entity

Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Acknowledge
Table 2.

Set internal real world time
Entity
created,
requiring
initialization data
Returned requested datum values
Set/returned
internal
datum
values
Begin/resume simulating
Suspend entity/application
Remove entity, issue final ESPDU

SM/CGF Interactivity

For most participants,
the SIMAN Mini-demo was the first
opportunity to interact with diverse applications in an exercise
involving significant use of Simulation Management. Veda's DISMAN
had been previously utilized in support of the Anti-Armor Advanced
Technology Demonstration. This year's SIMAN Mini-demo provided a
solid demonstration of the Simulation Management protocol to assist
in the conduct of DIS exercises.
Future exercises may take
advantage of additional facilities proj ected for the protocol
including increased data reporting and collection utilities, tools
for
network
analysis
and
management,
and
initialization
functionality not implemented for IDEM094.
7.2.2 Night Mini-Demonstration

The Night Battle was developed in order to demonstrate a DIS
exercise conduc.ted during simulated hours of darkness.
Graham
Shanks of Marconi Simulation & Training was the demo coordinator.
1ST provided US and OPFOR CGF entities in support of the demo. CGF
capabilities were modified to simulate conditions commonly
associated with nighttime operations.
Modifications included
reductions in sighting probabilities, engagement ranges, hit
probabilities, and ground vehicle speeds. Marconi and DRA Warrior
vehicles utilized visual displays that provided the operator with
an Infrared or Image-Enhanced view of the battlefield.
1ST is
unaware of addi tional changes made by other participants to
simulate night operations.
The scenario for the Night Battle was modified during rehearsal
week as participants were added, and ultimately consisted of a
sequence of two engagements.
Initially, CGF forces were equally
divided among Loral and 1ST entities. This was later changed to
facilitate control, giving 1ST responsibility for providing OPFOR
for the first engagement. The second force was assigned to Loral.
In the first phase, MITL UK Warrior simulators with mounted IUSS
CGF Infantry encountered and engaged an 1ST CGF convoy of OPFOR
vehicles.
1ST capabilities were greatly reduced to ensure UK
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success in phase 1.
After the infantry had dismounted and
OPFOR vehicles destroyed, UK forces continued movement towards
and Loral assets moving to support the convoy. At that point,
demo continued as "free play" until the UK or OPFOR f o r ce
destroyed.

the
CAE
t he
was

The demo was rehearsed several times during setup we e k.
All
activities were conducted using Exercise ID 8 on the main demo n e t.
During that time, minor conflicts in interoperability were
addressed. Enumerations from 2.0.3 but outside the I/ITSEC subset
were used,
although many were subsequently changed to an
appropriate I/ITSEC value.
Invalid timestamps were common in one
application's Entity State PDUs.
Long-haul participants had
intermittent problems that limited participation during rehearsals.
1ST CGF entities were frequently provided to replace long - haul
players during setup week.
Problems were corrected during
rehearsals, and the demo was successfully conducted as scheduled
each day during the conference. For more details on the Laser
implementation in the CGF, see [IST-TR-95-01].
7.2.3 CGF Mini-Demonstration

This was the first I/ITSEC in which laser PDU's were used.
Laser
PDU's were used by IST,SWRI,NAWC-TSD, and CAE-LINK in the demos
that they participated in. NAWC-TSD's manned flight simulator, and
SWRI's manned DFO-MULE laser designator simulator participated in
a cross-platform laser PDU demonstration during rehearsal week.
This demo showed that the laser PDU could be transmitted by one
entity to another entity as useful information. The target in this
case was a CGF tank, which was successfully destroyed using a laser
guided missile from an F14, using the laser spot provided by SWRI.
The coordinator for the demo was from Jon Williams of Loral, and
the participants were Loral, CAE-LINK, and 1ST. The scenario for
the CGF Battle consisted of a sequence of two engagements, a ground
battle, and an air battle to demonstrate the capabilities of
computer generated forces. 1ST did not participate in the air
battle.
The ground battle consisted of US tank forces attacking
OPFOR tank forces supported by AH64 helicopters. 1ST provided four
US AH64 helicopters, and 10 OPFOR T72 tank CGF entities in the demo
using a single CGF on a 486-66 pc. The opposing forces basically
moved toward each other and engaged when line of sight was
obtained, no "strategy" was used. The "free play" lasted until the
time for the demo was up, or the vehicles were all destroyed.
Rehearsal of the demo occurred 2 to 3 times a day throughout the
setup week. All activities were conducted using Exercise ID 5 on
the main demo net.
During that time minor conflicts in
interoperability were addressed.
Even though most problems were
corrected, the 1ST CGF still would crash before the end of the
demo.
The network traffic that caused it was never isolated, and
so the CGF could not be "bullet proofed" against it.
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Laser designation was successfully used during the demo to
designate targets.
1ST, and CAE-LINK used laser PDU' s to self
designate OPFOR tanks, which were then attacked with laser guided
missiles.
8 Observations on Network Traffic

No monitoring of network traffic rates was performed, with the
exception of the average traffic rate. An average traffic rate of
about 300 packets/second was observed during show hours.
After
show hours, the rate was much lower, sometimes as low as 20
packets/second.
8.1 Network Utilization

Monitoring of network utilization was not performed by 1ST for
IDEM094.
8.2 Network Monitoring

The Network Policeman tool created by 1ST at IDEM093 was enhanced
and used again at IDEM094.
The filtering options were improved,
resul ting in a much smaller data set being extracted for PDU
policing. The error checking throughput of the Policeman was much
greater, 200 packets/second compared to 50 packets/second, because
fewer PDUs need to be bounds checked.
This resulted in a higher
percentage of errors being detected, and a lower time required to
find bad PDUs in the logged data file.
The number of erroneous PDUs compared to the IDEM093 network was
substantially reduced.
This is due to earlier and more complete
testing.
Of the errors which were detected, nearly all of them
were from companies who had not yet finished compliance testing.
The few remaining ones were mostly harmless.
Reports or "traffic tickets" were issued to companies who had
issued erroneous PDUs. The errors were usually fixed, only to show
up again later.
An example of this is unapproved enumerations.
These enumerations may have been valid 2.0.3, but were not approved
for IDEM094. When identified, the organization would correct the
enumeration value at that time. The enumeration, however, was set
during initialization routines and would reoccur each time the
system was initialized.
Some errors which were detected were never fixed.
These included
having non-zero values in the padding fields of PDUs.
Because
these fields were not supposed to be interpreted, these errors were
deemed non-critical and fixing them was not enforced.
The number of non DIS packets on the network was substantially
lower than in IDEM093.
This was mainly due to the network
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configuration used this year.
Each site had a bridge which
filtered its local traffic and prevented it from leaking onto the
main net. There were some notable exceptions, however. One site,
which was participating via SIMNET through a DIS CAU (cell adapter
unit), consistent ly broadcast large amounts traffic on the wrong
UDP port number (i.e. port 3000 instead of 6994).
This was
apparently due to a lack of configurability in their CAU software.
Analysis of the IDEM094 traffic can be found in [IST - TR-95-09] .
8.3 Network Problems Observed

The design and implementation of the network was coordinated well
in advance. It was easy to manage because it used a star topology.
Initially, during the first two days of Rehearsal Week there were
some setup bugs. 1ST did not have a connection to the network until
midday Tuesday and t h erefore could not do testing until that time.
1ST had three connections so that it could monitor each of the
three networks individually. During Rehearsal Week, 1ST used the
third network to isolate systems being tested.
IDA provided
request sheets so that the requests for the connection of 1ST and
the organization being tested could be formalized.
1ST used this
procedure for most of testing.
This setup worked well except
initially when the organization being tested would accidently be
switched to another net or another organization would be put on the
test net.
As soon as this was reported to IDA, the problem was
rectified.
Even though testing focused on eliminating bad PDU data from the
participants and bullet-proofing systems to expect bad data, some
PDUs containing NANs (invalid IEEE 755 floating point numbers, i.e.
Not-A-Number) still slipped through.
From the analysis of the
I/ITSEC demo data [ IST-TR-95-09], 2 to 4% of the DIS traffic
contained fields with values out of range.
Most systems created
filters to ignore these problems.
9 Conclusions and Findings

As stated previously, this was the third year running in which a
demonstration of DIS capability was scheduled for the I/ITSEC
conference. Each time the planning and preparation process has been
particularly beneficial in pointing out needs and opportunities for
improving the DIS standards documents, evaluating the version
being used for the exercise and evaluating 1ST's testbed
performance.
9.1 Post IDEM094 Feedback
9.1.1 Hot Wrap Meeting

A meeting of the demo participants was held at 3:00 PM Thursday,
1 Dec., immediately after the last mini-demo. The purpose of this
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meeting was to obtain feedback on things that worked well and those
that need to be
changed if a similar demo is to be done again.
Attendance was
relatively light, but a representative group did
attend and offer their
insights.
Conunents recorded below are
written as understood by the 1ST attendees who tried to take notes.
Additional conunents, corrections and additions were invited, using
the e-mail reflector . The conunents following are entered in the
order in which they were made and do not reflect a priority. The
actual minutes of the Hot Wrap meeting can be found in Appendix H.
An initial observation was that there was increased interest in the
demos going on in the booths this year, as compared to last. This
was
especially true where a good stealth was complemented by a
good narrative description of events.
A question was raised on
the continued availability of the TWSTIAC DEMO reflector, followed
by a significant number of attendees indicating that it would be
helpful to maintain it. [This will be done.]
There was a general
feeling that the demo lacked the publicity it needed to get
attendees to the mini -demos. The next demo needs big signs,
placards or whatever telling attendees what demos are on, where
and at what time, located outside the exhibit halls and throughout
the facility.
The most accepted suggestion by the attendees of the hot wash
meeting was to use the "blue light special" type beacon in booths
participating in an active demo to show the crowd where to go.
A corollary problem was the lack of stealths showing the demos. A
suggestion was given that a central "show" stealth in addition to
the stealths in participants booths might help.
The problem of
the distributed narration of demos was discussed. The sound system
that was used this year did not work, in most cases. Narrators
were not heard, and many demos did not even have a narrator. Most
participants accepted the suggestion that next time the narration
should be done by individuals at each stealth site involved, with
each site having some sort of sound amplification capability so
that the narrator could be heard. Hot wash attendees agreed that
this was a reasonable condition for
which they should be
responsible.
An observation was made that, for multiple narrators at dispersed
stealths to work together, the a script must be developed so that
the narrators can follow script. Development of scripts was
generally not possible this year, due to the continued evolution of
the scenarios. A much earlier freeze on players and scenarios will
be required, next time.
Visual verification of entities was not done this year. Almost all
simulators showed up at the demonstration with the entities center
at the center of the intersection with the ground, rather than the
center
of bounding volume as specified in the Standard. This
caused ground vehicles to appear halfway buried, when viewed from
a correctly set up image generator.
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Comments on testing in general requested that it be speeded up. The
process of stepping through the sequence of tests might be
automated. An observation was made that IST needed to test their
tests.
When emissions attached to an entity,
the
entity
identification was lost. There needs to be a better ability to
flood test, perhaps using data-logged traffic from this year. The
flooding capability should be made available so participants could
use it at their home location and better prepare themselves for the
network.
An observation was made that the network traffic this
year was five times greater than experienced last year. The traffic
peaked at approximately 1.6 megabits/second. If the traffic load
continues to grow or even maintain this high rate, network
separation might be necessary to keep PC based simulators alive.
Participants showed up with inappropriate number of articulated
parts and with entity enumerations not on the agreed to list for
IDEM094.
On a show of hands, all in attendance indicated that they would
like
to do a DIS demo again next year. There was a strong
preference for a new terrain data base, one with more interesting
terrain features than Ft. Hunter-Liggett, with an adjacent sea, of
course. It was agreed to that, if a demo is in the cards for next
year's I/ITSEC, then a data-base needs to be selected in January.
There was an observation/recommendation that the use of geocentric
coordinates be dropped from the Standard. The suggestion was
referred to the DIS Steering Committee and encouraged to write a
position
paper.
Several noted and complained that a few
participants did not show up for the beginning of rehearsal week,
yet were allowed to participate. The suggestion of a stricter
enforcement next year that all participants must be in rehearsal
was made.
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9.1.2 Survey

In the tradition of IDEM093, IST issued a post-IDEM094 survey on
the
DEMO
mail
reflector
to
obtain
addi tional
feedback.
Participants were asked to answer the questions and had the option
of identifying themselves.
The results of the survey were then
compiled and summarized.
The survey and results can be found in
Appendix I.
9.2 Issues and findings
9.2.1 DIS Standard

There are still several problems with the DIS PDU standard.
IST
participation on the Test Tiger Team has produced a list of these
problems.
This list was submitted to the balloting committee as
balloting comments for the 2.0.4 standard. See Appendix J for this
list.
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9 .2.2 Network

Even though there were fewer than 100 entities on the IDEMO network
this year , the DSI connection became sa turated. This is a
reflection of the increased bandwidth consumption associated with
the wider use of several of the newer PDU types, espec ially radio
and emissions. Future demonstrations will have to account for an
even greater increase in traffic.
9.2.3 Future Compliance Testing

The ini tial automation of the testing process and procedures
reduced the time it required to complete tests, but that time was
consumed by the addition of more tests.
The current test
procedures are being superseded by the work of the Test Tiger Team
and will be increased to fully test all requirements in the DIS PDU
standard.
The number of test procedures will approach one
thousand. To test any system against these will require automation
of the entire process. Another desirable enhancement would be the
creation of self testing systems so that organizations could do
their own testing, at their leisure, and get immediate feedback.
9.3 Recommendations for Future Development

1ST should continue to support the testing process for DIS.
This
includes expanding the test procedures for full compliance,
creating test procedures for interoperability and compatibility and
making them tailorable to exercise specific requirements.
1ST
should also continue research and investigation into the automated
testing tools by expanding the Scanner and researching and using
other automated test applications whenever possible.
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Appendix A : Actions and Decisions
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The following is a l ist of actions and decisions that evolved for
the demonstration this year.
IDEM094
ACTIONS AND DECISIONS
as of 10/20/94
[New or revised entries are denoted by *]
Actions:
1. All participants are requested to sign on to the DIS - STD-DEMO
e-mail reflector at the TWSTIAC at 1ST.
2. Participants are invited to vote on the version of the
Standard (2 .. 0.3 or 2. 0.4) to be used this year. [Suspense 20
May] See decision 12.
3. Participants identify any new models they proposed for
incorporation this year at the next coordination meeting.
[Suspense 6 June]
4. Sponsors of new models accepted for IDEM094 provide models in
SIF and mUltigen as well as enumeration data to all other
participants. [suspense 6 July]
5. 1ST is to look at the impact of the coordinate system chosen
on performance of the dead reckoning algorithm. [Assigned K. Lin,
suspense 3 June] (Lin recommends DR calculations be done in
world, rather than body coordinates)
6. 1ST needs to identify the location of an airstrip on the FHL
database to support scenarios this year. [Assigned D Mullally,
Suspense 25 June] (Assigned to E&S, See action no. 14)
7. 1ST is to be provided sample acoustic PDUs for use in
compliance testing. Offer was extended by Marconi to provide
same. [Assigned G. Shanks, Suspense 30 Jul.] (Suspense changed to
30 Aug.)
8. 1ST is to assign new enumerations for Underwater Acoustic and
Stealth-Appearance PDUs. [Assigned Amy Vanzant-Hodge, Suspense 30
June] (Suspense changed to 30 July)
9. In order to support mUltiple concurrent mini-demos, exercise
ID will be required. Organizers of these mini-demos must request,
and be assigned ID numbers. [All, request IDs from J Williams by
1 Nov., Williams assign ID numbers by 15 Nov.]
10. For the DIS tutorial/demo J Williams needs videotape coverage
of simulation facilities, events, experiments, demonstrations,
etc. preferably on super VHS. Approximate one minute snips,
preferably with voice narrative is requested. [Suspense for input
to 1ST 15 July for either VHS or a statement of what you will
provide and when it will be available.]
11. Demo participants are to provide 1ST (Williams) an abstract
of what capability they are bringing to the demo; what it is,
what it can/will do, unique features to highlight, etc. [Action
all, Suspense 15 JUl.}
12. Demo participants are to provide the 1ST Testbed completed
capability statements for all systems they plan to bring into the
demo, so that the test planning can accommodate that capabi lity.
[Action all, Suspense 1 Aug.]
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13. All sims will adhere to the Standard and use the center of
the bounded volume of the basic entity for location. Evans and
Sutherland (Ron Moore) agreed to furnish the center locus for
each of the models being used this year. [ 8/ 1 8 ] (Action slipped)
14. E&S will also provide an airfield for the high resolution
TDB. [7/30] ( *This action slipped to 26 Aug.)
15. All part icipants must provide a br idg e at the interface
between their booth and the LAN. [ 11/21]
16. Part icipants are reminded that they must contact IDA's Grant
Shackelford [shackel@charm.isi. edu] for assignment of network
s it e numbers for the demo. [11 /1 ]
17 . 1ST (Williams) to provide confirmation of date and time of
August meeting to be held at the SGI facil ity in California.
[7 /15 ]
18. 1ST (Amy) to provide IDEM094 test plans and procedures to
participants by 18 Aug.
19. 1ST will publish a list of prospective demo participants
along with abstract of capabilities and POCs. [Action Williams,
suspense 30 Jul.]
20. New version of the CGF test tool to be made available by 1ST
by August 1. [Action Darren, suspense 8/1]
21. 1ST visual systems lab will provide new SIF (or Multigen)
models via FTP as they become available. Contact - Ken Hardis
407-658-5511, e-mail <hardis@vsl.ist.ucf.edu> for info or access
information will be posted on the reflector by 22 July.
22. Organizations wishing to be connected to the demo network at
I/1TSEC must have their request in to IDA, Grant Shackelford, by
15 October in order for him to process it contractually with his
support team. IDA and 1ST will coordinate to insure that those
who are connected have passed the compliance test requirements.
[Action: all, suspense 15 Oct.]
23. IDA will obtain a NTE cost from the LAN provider for the
rental of bridges by those firms not wishing to bring their own.
24. All who wish to participate in the demo must have completed
the first round of compliance testing by 21 October as test time
thereafter will be reserved for retests and add-ons for those who
have started the process. Testing at the Marriott will definitely
be limited to network interoperability and any who could not (for
real reasons) test before the conference.
25. Updated enumeration list and hit-kill matrix to be published
by 1ST (Williams). [Suspense 26 Aug.]
26 Scenario development leaders are to get their outline or draft
scenario on the reflector by 2 Sep. for follow on finalization,
if possible, 26 Sep.
27.*Participants are to inform 1ST (Williams) if they have a
preference as to the time of day for the "all players demo".
[suspense 10/26]
28.* All participants are to be available at the Marriott to
begin rehearsal by 8:00 AM Tuesday 22 Nov. They are encouraged to
come in on the 21st to arrange their work area and equipment.
After the Thanksgiving break and subsequent exhibit moves,
participants should be back on the network, ready to support
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rehearsal again by 8:30 ~~ Monday, 28 Nov.
29.* 1ST will provide badges for all rehearsal participants, so
names must be provided to 1ST by each organization by 14 Nov .
30.* 1ST is to check a potential elevation error in the TDB us ed
with the test tools. An update of the test tools are to be
released 10/24 .
Decisions :
1. Version of the Standard is to be voted upo n, but we will
employ the following PDUs, at least for t esti ng: Entity State ,
Fire, Detonation, Collision, Simulation Management, Emission (to
include Sonar, Acoustic , Radar, Signal EW), La ser , Transmitter,
Signal, Receiver, Aggregate / De-Aggregate and Stealth. [5/5] (See
deci sion 12, wh ich revised this list)
2. Will use the same models as in 93 plus any voted in; again
with 3 levels of d etail, no damage models and black identifying
destroyed models. [5/5 ]
3. Use the Ft. Hunter-Liggett terrain data base again, available
from 1ST, with the same 10 x 30 high detail area. [5/5]
4. Entities are limited to having 2 or less articulated parts and
they in turn limited to no more than 2 parameters. [5/5]
5. Allow both relative and absolute timestamps. [5/5]
6. Employ multiple exercise IDs. [5/5]
7. Site and Host I Ds will be assigned by IDA, Grant Shackelford
(6/6 )
8. (See decision 13)
9. 1ST will distr i bute an updated list of entity and munitions
enumerations and also the interaction matrix, once the suspense
date for changes has passed (6 July). [5/5]
10. Decisions on communications included: use port 6994, use IP
class broadcast and Ethernet 2.0 as the Physical Layer, both
broadcast and multi-cast DIS data will be allowed, any non-DIS
data must be point - to-point, we will use UDP/IP and ARP is
required. [5/5]
11. Testing this year will include adverse and erroneous ~DUs.
Participants are encouraged to build in protection for their
systems against this type problem. [5/5]
12. Review on 6 June of the PDU types participants intend to use
this year eliminated Receiver and Aggregate/Disaggregate PDUs
from further consideration for this years demo and testing. [6/6]
13. Attendees expressed a preference for including dead reckoning
algorithm #5, in addition to 1-4 so it will be included in test
procedures. [6/6]
14*. The participants agreed to include the following new models,
on the condition t he sponsors distribute them in SIF and Multigen
by 6 July:
Model
Sponsor
Status
Sea King Helicopter Marconi
[processing]
FOX NBC vehicle
Kaman
[done]
Missile Fragments
Kaman
[done]
Aircraft Shelters
Appl.Data Tech. [done]
LVTP7
DMSO
[delete]
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Ground control (TOC) Raytheon
[use existing]
As of the 8/19 meeting, 1ST has only been provided the models
from Marconi, Kaman and a mine from Raytheon. We had a Toe in 93,
model no. 38, so plan to use it again. If organizations wish to
use other models or entities in their booths, they must get a
unique exercise ID or disconnect from the net.
15. All agreed to exempt aircraft from collisions, as has been
done in the past. [6/6]
16. OBE
17. Participants equipment and representatives must be on site at
Marriott starting 21 Nov. in order to support network checkout
and coordinate/rehearse mini-demos.
18. It was agreed that we will use 10 base T ethernet for the
local area net at the Marriott.
19. Terrain database correlation testing must be done before
starting the rest of the compliance testing process for any land
based mover or entity that interacts with land based systems.
20.* All participants must have gone through at least a first try
compliance test by 21 Oct. Testing thereafter will be limited to
retests. [*This date was extended to 28 Oct.]
21. Use of SIMAN PDUs during non-SIMAN Mini-Demo Hours:
It was decided that during all hours, except SIMAN Mini-Demo
hours, participants are to issue all SIMAN PDUs with non-wildcard
SITE, HOST, GROUP, and ENTITY IDs and/or use a separate Exercise
ID number. Anyone not using the GROUP ID field shall set this
field to O.
22*. There will be one demo each day in which everyone plays and
the narrator mentions everyone who is participating. This demo is
intended to be datalogged before the exhibit hall opens, either
during rehearsal week or Monday, the 28th.
Jim Williams
1ST
williamj@ist.ucf.edu
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AAI
Applied Data Technology Inc. (ADTI)
Amherst Syst_e ms
Advanced Simulation Technology Inc. (ASTi)
Booz, Allen & Hamilton
CAE-Electronics
CAE-Link
Coleman Research
Concurrent Computer Corporation
Coryphaeus Software
Defence Research Agency - Chertsey (UK)
Defence Research Agency- Centre for Human Sciences (UK)
Defense Nuclear Agency
Defense Operational Analysis Center (UK) (DOAC)
Digital Equipment Corp.
Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO)
ECC International
Encore Computer Corporation
Endicott Electronics
ENSCO
FAAC
General Research Corporation (GRC)
Greystone
Harris Corporation ISD
Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA)
Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST)
Kaman Sciences
Logicon RDA
Loral Advanced Distributed Simulation (LADS)
Loral Federal Systems (LFS)
MaK Technologies
Marconi Simulation & Training
Martin Marietta Information Systems
McDonnell Douglas Training
Motorola
MRJ Inc.
U.S . Army Natick RD&E Center
Naval Air Warfare Center-Aircraft Division Manned Flight
Simulator (NAWC-AD MFS)
Naval Air Warfare Center-Training Systems Division (NAWC-TSD)
Northrop Grumman Adv. Tech. & Design Center
Naval Surface Warfare Center-PHD Battle Force Tactical Trainer
(NAWC-PHD BFTT)
Raytheon MSD
Reality by Design
Reflectone
Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI)
Southwest Research Institute (SWRI)
U.S. Army Simulation Training and Instrumentation Command
(STRICOM)
SYSCON
Technology Systems Inc. (TSI)
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Texas Instruments (TI)
TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory (TNO-FEL) (Netherlands)
U.S. Army Tank - Automotive Command (TACOM)
U.S. Army TRADOC Analysis Command (TRAC)
TRW Integrated Engineering Division
Uni sys
Uni vers ity of Iowa
U.S. Air Force Wright Laboratory
U.S. Air Force, Modeling and Simulation, Theater Battle Arena.
Veda , Inc .
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Appendix C : Capabilities Statement
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CAPABILITIES STATEMENT FOR COMPLIANCE WITH
DIS PDU Standard Ver. 2.0.3

This form is to be filled out for each System Under Test (SUT) to
describe the capabilities of the SUT. The SUT will t h en be
test ed in the DIS testbed according to those capabiliti es.
The
tests that the SUT will be subjected to will come from the Test
Procedures Document and will be chosen based on the capabiliti e s.
The SUT will be required to pass the tests for the capabiliti e s
claime d . The capabi liti es and tests passed will b e use d as a
classification of the level of DIS interoperability for the SUT .
Failure to return this form implicates that the SUT will be
required to pass all test s in the Test Procedures document .
SUT Information
Company Name
Address

Point of Contact
Phone and fax
email
SUT Name

1. NETWORK CAPABILITIES
Indicate the lower layer network protocols used by the SUT and
the level of implementation (Full or list individual options,
i.e . checksum is implemented, concatenation is not, etc.) :
Check
Protocols
Used
TCP

Describe Level of Implementation
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UDP

IP

PPP

SLIP

ARP

Ethernet

IEEE 802.3

FDDI
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Other

I
Indi cate t he a pplica t ion l ayer network proto c ols (non-DIS) used
by the SUT and the level of implementation (Full or list
individual o ptions, i . e. checksum is implemented, concat e n at i on
is n ot, et c.) :
Che ck
Protocols
Used
FTP

Describe Level of Implementation

I

Telnet

Network Management:
implementation

Specify protocol and level of

Oth e r ___________________________________________________________________

I
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Is the SUT capable of:
Receiving out-of-order packets without crashing or sending
garbage data onto the network?
Receiving erroneous packets without crashing or sending
garbage data onto the network?
Describe any other network capabilities the SUT may have (such as
voice, video, or bulk transfer) not described above:

2. PDU CAPABILITIES
The SUT can (choose one)

send and receive PDUs
only receive PDUs
only send PDUs.

If you chose send, indicate the DIS 2.0.3 PDUs that the SUT can
send:
Entity State
Detonation
Collision
Offer
Resupply Received
Complete
Repair Response
Remove Entity
Start/Resume
Acknowledge
Action Request
Data Query
Set Data
Report
Message

Fire
Service Request

Resupply

Resupply Cancel

Repair

Create Entity
Stop/Freeze
Action Response
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Data

Event

Emission

Laser

Tra n s mit t e r
Receiver

Signal

Other (list other PDUs) :

Describe the maximum rate at which the SUT generat es PDUs fo r
each of the PDUs indicated above:

I
I

If you chose receive, indicate the DIS 2.0.3 PDUs that the SUT
can recelve:
Entity State
Detonation
Collision
Offer
Resupply Received
Complete
Repair Response
Remove Entity
Start / Resume
Acknowledge
Action Request
Data Query
Set Da ta
Report
Message
Transmitter
Receiver

Fire
Service Request

Resupply

Resupply Cancel

Repair

Create Entity
Stop/Freeze
Action Response

Other (list other PDUs):
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Data

Eve n t

Emission
Signal

Laser
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Descr i be t he max imum PDUs / t i me wh ic h can be proce s sed by t he
SUT for t h e PDUs indicated above:

Ar e t h ere a ny PDUs the SUT c a n not fully rece i ve?
no
If yes,

____ yes

l ist the PDUs and describe what makes t hem unr e c e ivable:

Is the SUT capable of r eceiving PDUs with erroneous data without
c r ashing or sending garbage data onto the network?

Is the SUT capable of r eceiving PDUs out of order (such as Fire
and Detonation or Logistics PDUs) without crashing or sending
garbage onto the network?

For variabl e length PDUs (i.e . Entity State and Detonation ),
the SUT capable of receiving the maximum size PDU without
crashing or sending garbage onto the network?
____ yes
no

is

If no, describe the maximum size for variable length PDUs that
the SUT can receive:
51

--------------------------------------------- - -

Does the SUT implement time stamping? ____ yes
If yes, is it
Absolute or
Relative

no
no

Does the SUT use a protocol translator? ____ yes
(If yes, please answer question in Section 5.)
3. TERRAIN

P~D

COORDINATE

State the primary coordinate system used by the SUT for
positioning itself with respect to the earth:

Does the SUT translate between coordinate systems? ____ yes ____
no
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If yes, describe the coordinates systems and the translation
algorithm:

Does the SUT use a terrain database?

yes

no

If yes, indicate the terrain databases and their internal format
used by the SUT:

I
I
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4. ENTITY MODELING CAPABILITIES
Does the SUT model external entities?

____ yes

____ no

If so, indicate the dead reckoning algorithms used for external
entity modeling (rotation is fixed(F) or rotating(R), dead
reckoning rates are position(P) or velocity (V), and coordinate
system is either World Coordinates WGS 84 Geocentric (W) or Body
Coordinates (B)):
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM

(F,P,W)
(R,P,W)
(R,V,W)
(F,V,W)
(F,P,B)
(R,P,B)
(R,V,B)
(F, V, B)

Other

List the external entities modeled by the SUT:
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I
For the external entities, does the SUT implement guise
capabilities?
____ yes
no
If yes, describe the guise capabilities the SUT implements for
each different external entity modeled:

For external entities, list the maximum number of articulated
parts the SUT can interpret and for different types of entities :

Does the SUT visually display entities?
If yes,

____ yes

no

indicate the type(s) of visual display:

entity model display (via image generator or other)
plan view display
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other
If other, describe the visual capabilities:

Does the SUT visually display emissions?

no

If yes, describe the visual capabilities (i.e. radar display,
etc.) :

Does the SUT model (internally simulate) any entities?
_ _ no
Is the SUT a manned simulator?

yes

no

Does the SUT simulate a radio?

yes

no

If yes, does it
voice? _ _ yes

transmit
no

receive?

_ _ yes

Can it transmit

Does the SUT respond to Simulation Management requests? ___ yes
no
If Yes, describe which simulation management commands the SUT can
respond to:

Does the SUT generate Simulation Management requests? ___ yes
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yes

no
If yes, describe which simulation manag e ment commands the SUT can
generate :

Can the SUT interpret BIT 23 of the Appearance field of the
Entity State PDU? ____ yes ____ no
For each entity internally simulated by the SUT, answer the
following questions.
1. Indicate the type of entity (kind, domain, country, category,
subcategory, specific, extra):

2. Indicate the appearances the entitYls capable of
on fire, dust clouds, other):

(destroyed,

Does the entity have marking capabilities? ____ yes

no

Can the entity change appearance when crossing varied terrain,
i.e. dust clouds on roads, wake on water, no dust clouds on hard
surface roads?
yes
no
If yes, describe the appearance change for crossing varied
surfaces:
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Does the entity s et BIT 23 of the Appearance field for the l ast
PDU it sends out wh e n it i s destroyed?
yes ____ n o
3 . Does t h e ent ity have a rticu lated parts? ____ yes

____ n o

If yes , descr i be the a rti c ulat ed parts (type , moveme n t
capa bil ities , e t c .):

4 . Indicate the dead reckoning algorithm(s) used f or the entity:
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM
DRM

(F,P,W)
(R,P,W)
(R,V,W)
(F,V,W)
(F,P,B)
(R/P,B)
(R,V,B)
(F,V,B)

Other
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5. Does the entity have an alternate ide n tity type?
____ no

____ yes

If yes , describe the a lternate identity:

6. Does t he entity have munitions?

____ yes

no

If yes , describe all munitions of the entity:

I

7. Can the entity fire the munitions? ____ yes

no

If yes, indicate which munitions can be fired, how they can be
fired (single shot or burst, ground, air, water, sky shot), i f
they are tracking munitions (indicate whether separate entity
state PDUs are generated for the munitions), and if they can be
detona ted:
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8 . Is the entity :
stationary
mobile
9 . Can the ent ity be positioned anywhere on the terrain database?
____ yes ____ no
10. Can the e ntity be "instantaneously beamed" from one position
to another?
____ yes ____ no
11. For stationary entities, describe the range of positions the
entity is capable of, i.e. any rotational capabilities in terms
of roll, pitch and yaw:

12. For mobile entity, can the entity maneuver to a given set of
coordinates?
____ yes ____ no
If no, describe how the entity maneuvers (include route planning
capabilities) :
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Can the entity move In fixed glven increments of roll, pitch,
yaw? ____ ye s
no
If no, d e scribe limitations of rotational movement:

Can the entity maintain a constant, given velocity?
no
Can the entity accelerate?

____ yes

Can the entity remain stationary?

____ yes

____ yes

no
no

Can the entity perform adverse movements (tanks doing backflips,
ships jumping out of the water, etc)? ____ yes
no
Can the entity change velocity or depth when entering or leaving
water?
yes
no
Describe the limitations of the entity's movements:

13. Can the entity collide with other entities or terrain
obstacles? ____ yes
no
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If no or uncertain, describe entity's collision capabilities:

Does the entity use a collision detection/avoidance algorithm?
no
yes
14. Can the entity receive supplies ?

____ yes

no

If yes, describe what supplies the entity can receive (include
maXlmum and minimum quantities:

15. Can the entity give supplies?

____ yes

no

If yes, describe what supplies the entity can give, including the
maximum and minimum quantities the entity can keep on board:
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16. Can the entity receive repairs?

____ yes ____ n o

If yes, describe the repairs the entity can receive :

I

17. Can the entity make repairs?

____ yes ____ no

If yes, describe the repairs the entity can make:

18. Describe any other capabilities the entity has that have not
been covered in the previous questions:
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19. Does the entity generate emissions? ____ yes

no

If yes, describe the emissions generated b y the entity:

Does the entity respond to emissions? ____ yes

no

If yes, describe the response of the entity to emissions:

20. Does the entity respond to Simulation Management requests?
____ yes
no
If yes, describe which simulation management commands the entity
can respond to:
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5. PROTOCOL TRANSLATOR CAPABILITIES
Des cri be the protocol being translated to IEEE 1278:

I
I
I

Do e s the protocol translator translate between other network
protocols?
yes ____ no
If yes, indicate which protocols are being translated:

I
Does the protocol translator translate between coordinate
systems? ____ yes
no
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If yes, describe the translation (if different than description
in Section 3 :

Has the performance of the translator been measured ?
no

____ yes

If yes, please describe the performance of translation (number of
milliseconds it takes to translate between DIS and other
protocol:

6. PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES
Indicate the maximum number of entities the SUT can model before
the system halts :
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Test Procedures
For Compliance With DIS Version 2.0 Draft 3
Standard For Information Technology Protocols For Distributed Interactive Simulation Applications
And

Interoperability with DIS Compliant Systems

Version: October 3, 1994
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to define the interoperability
requirements for participating in a Distributed Interactive
Simulation (DIS). Since a wide variety of simulations may be
us ed in a DIS, each simulation's level of conformance with the
DIS Standards will be based on its uniqu e capabilities .
A
system must pass the test s identifi ed in this documen t in
order to be approved for the level of interoperability that
the system is capable of achieving.
0.1

Scope and Criteria

0.1.1

Scope

The tests described in this document are performed under the
following set of assumptions:
Protocols.
Each Application Under Test (AUT) is
required to be able to connect to and cOITUllunica te wi th a
network. At this time, the network is based on Ethernet. In
addition, AUTs are required to select one of the protocol
suites specified in the COITUllunication Architecture for DIS
(CADIS) standard.
If the AUT is sending information on the
network, it should be able to utilize the cOITUllunication
protocols to send and receive information. If the AUT is only
receiving information from the network, it should be able to
interpret cOITUllunication protocols.
DIS Protocol Data Units
(PDUs) will be sent using broadcast mode. Non-DIS info rmation
will be sent using point-to-point services.
Network

Each AUT is requ ired to be able to
interpret the DIS PDUs as defined in the proposed IEEE
Standard Draft Standard for Information Technology - Protocol
for Distributed Interactive Simulation Applications ", version
2.0, third draft (hence forth known as DIS 2.0. 3) .
This
document will verify that the above noted Protocol Data Units
are correct with respect to syntax and consistent with respect
to interpretation and utilization by a simulator. AUTs which
send information on the network should be able to correctly
build the appropriate PDUs according to the rules found in the
DIS PDU standard. AUTs which only receive information should
be able to correctly interpret the DIS PDUs.

Application Messages.
II

Each AUT is required
base and others for

Terrain, Feature, and Model Information .

to

use

the

Project
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development of terrai n, feature, and dynamic entity models for
use in testing .
Correlation of various terrain databases
developed from SIF and other data must be within specified
limits for participa ti on in testing.
Behavior of AUT.
Each AUT is required to demonstrate the
generation and/or interpretation of location, orientat ion, and
velocity information. If a simulation entity generated by the
AUT is capable of interacting with other simulation entities,
the AUT must demonstrate that it can generate events and
respond to external ly generated event s as specified in the DIS
PDU standard.
0.1.2

I
I

Criteria

Criteria refers to the standards upon which judgements are
made .
With respect to this document, criteria are the
quantity of tests which must be successfully completed f or a
system to be judged interoperable. Criteria must, the r efore,
be consistent with the scope in a g e neral sense and the
specific tests (enumerated below) in precise t erms .
A
simulator must meet all of the detailed requirement s which
follow to satisfactorily meet the criteria of interoperability
associated
with
DIS
applications.
Rationale
for
deleting/modifying specific tests in this document shall be
mutually documented by the TESTER and the AUT.
0.2
0.2.1

Graduated Testing
Rationale

Validation testing is divided into
attempt to isolate problems in the
the lowest possible level.
The
communications tasks upward through
behavior.

a sequence of levels i n an
System Under Test (AUT) at
tests proceed from basic
progressively higher ~or der

The first test level verifies that the AUT can transmit and
receive information on the network using the selected
communication protocols. Once communication is establi shed,
the AUT will be tested to ensure that the PDUs generated are
correct with respect to syntax and consistent with respect to
interpretation.
The third test level demonstrates that an
entity is correctly oriented on the terrain.
The next test
level demonstrates that an entity is capable of moving around
the terrain. The last test level verifies that the entity can
interact with other entities on the terrain.

10
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0.2.2

Organization of the Test Levels
NETWORK LEVEL TESTS focus on verifying the ability to transmit

and receive data packets using
protocols.

the required conununication

PDU TESTS verify the bi-directional exchange of Application
Level Messages (PDUs) generated or interpreted by the AUT.
TERRAIN ELEVATION COMPARISON TESTS verify correlation between

the Terrain Database
TDB.
APPEARANCE,

LOCATION

(TDB)

used by the AUT and a reference

AND

ATTITUDE

TESTS

generation and interpretation of location,
velocity information.

verify proper
orientation, and

INTERACTIVITY
TESTS
verify
that
the
AUT
interacts
appropriately with the rest of the simulation by generating
events appropriately or by responding properly to externally
generated events.

0.3
0.3.1

Test Methodology
Test Modes

For each of the test levels described above,
modes of testing:
Transmission Test - AUT sends data,
Reception Test -

there are two

the TESTER recelves data

the TESTER sends data, AUT receives data.

In Transmission mode, the TESTER will verify that the AUT can
generate and transmit the required data and will determine if
the AUT has successfully completed the test.
In Reception
mode, the AUT will be responsible for verifying that it is
capable of receiving the TESTER generated information.
Further analysis of the TESTER data is encouraged, not
required.
AUTs that will be transmitting and receiving data (i.e., CGF
and manned simulators) will be required to pass both
Transmission and Reception tests.
AUTs that will not be
transmitting data (e.g., stealth, radar displays) will be
required to pass the Reception Tests only.

11
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0.3.2

Test Conditions

Within each level of validation tests, the AUT's behavior is
tested under three conditions: Ideal, Adverse, and Erroneous.
Ideal tests will verify that the AUT can generate and/or
interpret information as specified in the DIS PDU standard .
Ideal tests will be conducted in transmission and reception
modes, as defined above.
Adverse tests will be used to evaluate a AUT's performance
under adverse conditions. An example would be in the case of
network failure where some interaction may be interupted and
data lost. The case where a AUT receives erroneous data will
also be tested.
Adverse and Erroneous Tests will always be
conducted in reception mode only (i.e ., the TESTER sends the
AUT data).
The AUT will not be expected to generate adverse
and erroneous data.

12
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PART II:
1

COMPLIANCE TESTS

NETWORK LEVEL TESTS

Specifying the appropriate addressing structures and data
length fields is a prerequisite to being able to exchange DIS
PDU's.
Network Level Tests verify that the player can
generate and interpret these addresses and the data lengths
for the protocol suite selected by the AUT.
This is not a conformance test of the communication protocols;
it is a test of only those fields which are important to the
transfer of DIS PDUs, e.g. addressing and data.
Data
integrity calculations, i.e. checksums, will not be checked
other than to determine if the transmitted data has been
corrupted.
If the data has been corrupted, it will be
discarded.
1.1

Phase 1 Protocol Suite

The Phase 1 protocol suite is defined in the proposed IEEE
draft. standard Communication Architecture for DIS (CADIS).
The communication protocols used in this phase are based on
the Internet protocol suite. For testing purposes, the TESTER
will verify a AUTs use of the required services (as specified
in DIS 2.0.3) through the use of the following protocols':
Transport Layer

User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP)
Internet Protocol (IP)

Network Layer

The CADIS ~tandard does not mandate the use of a particular
Data Link or Physical Layer protocol.
While this document
does not exclude and underlying protocols, it uses examples
based on IEEE 802.3 (Carrier Sense Multiple Access With
Collision Detection - CSMA/CD) and Fiber Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI).
1.1.1

Ideal Tests

1.1.1.1

Addressing Validation

The AUT must demonstrate the capability to send and receive
DIS PDUs in broadcast, unicast, or multicast mode in order to
achieve interoperability in a DIS application. Testing this
capability will be done in two steps.
The first step is to
13
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tes t the AUTs ability to build and address packets correctly.
Th e second step is to verify t he AUTs ability to receive a nd
interpre t s uch data.
The tests are described In the
paragraphs that follow.
The fields which are of interest in these tests are
destination address, pro to co l address, data length , a nd data
content.
Destination Address
Only destination addr esses will be
teste d because DIS do es n ot ca re where the data originates.
These fie lds are found in the Ethernet and IP h ead er frames.
Protocol Address - There are only three protocols (above the
physical int erface) to be used, viz. IP, UDP and DIS.
Each
protocol is identified in the preceding lower layer by a
unique number.
If these numbers are not used, the PDU will
not reach the simulation destination.
The tests will be
conducted for both valid and invalid protocol numbers.
Data Lenath - At each layer of the communication stack, the
PDU is encapsulated in protocol headers.
In each protocol,
the data length field represents the total size of the data
(i.e., data + header) for that layer.
The data length is
represented in octets.
The test will determine if the
appropriate length is calculated for the Fire PDU.
1.1.1.1.1

Transmission Test - Broadcast

To test broadcast
transmi t a packet
capture the packet
Transport, Network,

transmission, the AUT will generate and
containing a DIS PDU.
The TESTER will
and verify correctness of the player s
and Physical Layer header frames.
I

Succesful comoletion of these tests shall be achieved if the
AUT can generate and interpret destination addresses, protocol
addresses, and data lengths for the test method in use.
Fields of Concern

Except wher e indicated by a prefix of Ox to indicate base 16
(hexadecimal), decimal values are specified below for all
fields of concern.
The TESTER will verify that the cor re ct
values appear in all fields.
Destination Address

=

Ethernet Dest Address

14
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IP Destination Address

=

determined
by
exercise
( f o r
I DE M 0 9 4 ,
1 64. 2 17 .255 . 25 5)

Ethernet Type Field

=

2048 o r Ox08 00 I I IP

IP Protocol Field

=

17 or Ox11

UDP Port Number

=

determined by exercise II
DIS
Application
(for
IDEM094, port# = 6994)

Ethernet Length Field

=

4 (LLC length) + 20 (IP
length) + 8 (UDP length)
+ length of UDP data in
octets

IP Length Field

=

20 (IP length) + 8 (UDP
length) + length of UDP
data in octets

UDP Length Field

=

8 (UDP length) + length
of UDP data in octets

Protocol Address

I I UDP

Data Length

1.1.1.+.2

Reception Test - Broadcast

To test the AUT's ability to receive packets, the TESTER test
sys tem wi 11 generate and transmi t (in broadcas t mode) the
packet defined in 1.1.1.1.1 above.
It is the responsibility
of the AUT to verify that it receives the entire packet and
interprets all fields correctly.
1.1.1.1.3

Transmission Test - unicast

In the case where the AUT intends to use non-DIS traffic on a
network running DIS applications, it is required that the
information be sent using a unicast service (also called
point-to-point).
In this case, the AUT must demonstrate its
ability to use this network service in order to be
interoperable on the network during a DIS exercise.
Since point-to-point traffic can be generated by other network
users, AUTs must expect such data and should be able to
receive and subsequently reject such data without adverse
15
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affect on the AUT or the network.
AUTs not using th e
point- to-point services are still required to pass t h e
point-to-point reception tests.
AUTs that will be u s ing
point-to-point services (those sending non-DIS traffic) a re
required to pass all tests described in this section.
To test point-to-point transmission, the AUT will generate and
transm it a packet whose data will be an example of the nonDIS data the participant will generate.
TESTER will capture
the packet and verify correctness of the player's UDP, IP, and
Ethernet header frames for the following fields: destination
address, protocol address, data length, and data content.
Succesful completion of these tests shall be achieved if the
AUT can both generate and interpret destination addresses,
protocol addresses, and data lengths for the test method in
use.
Fields of Concern

Except where indicated by a prefix of Ox to indicate bas e 16
(hexadecimal), decimal values are specified below for all
fields of concern.
The TESTER will verify that the correct
values appear in all fields.
Destination Address

Ethernet Dest Address

=

xxx-xxx-xxx-xxx-xxx-xxx
(determined by ARP)

IP Destination Address

=

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
(tbd at time of test)

Ethernet Type Field

=

2048 or Ox0800 II IP

IP Protocol Field

=

17 or Ox11

UDP Port Number

=

determined by exercise II
DIS Application

Ethernet Length Field

=

4 (LLC length) + 20 (IP
length) ' + 8 (UDP length)
+ length of UDP data in
octets

IP Length Field

=

20

Protocol Address

II UDP

Data Length

16

(IP

length)

+

8

(UDP

I
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length) + length of
data in octets

=

UDP Length Field

1.1.1.1.4

UDP

8 (UDP length) + length
of UDP data in octets

Reception Test - unicast

To test the AUT's ability to re cei ve UDP/IP/Ethernet packets,
the TESTER test system will generate and transmit
(in
point-to-point mode) the packet defined in 1.1.1.1.3.
It is
the responsibility of the AUT to verify that it receives the
entire packet and discards it appropriately.
1.1.1.1.5

Transmission Test - Multicast

Not required at this time.
1.1.1.1.6

Reception Test - Multicast

Not required at this time.
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.2.1

Fragmentation Validation
Transmission Test

Not required at this time.
1.1.1.2.2

Reception Test

Not required at this time .
1.1.1.3
1.1.1.3.1

Other Protocols
Transmission

-

ARP

In addition to the capability of sending and receiving
information, it is recommended that the AUT be able to
implement ARP in order to obtain physical address information.
In the point-to-point transmission test, the AUT will be given
the IP address for the TESTER test system. Using the supplied
IP address, the AUT will broadcast an ARP Request onto the
network. The TESTER system, recognizing the IP address, will
respond to the ARP request with an ARP reply containing the
Ethernet address of the TESTER test system.
This Ethernet
address
will
be
used
to
establish
point-to-point
17
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c ommunications with the TESTER te st system.
1.1.1.3.2

Reception - ARP

Similarly, in the poi nt -to -po int r e ception test, the AUT wi ll
s upply the TESTER test syst e m with its IP address. Th e TESTER
t e st system wil l issue an ARP Re q uest to the AUT suppli ed IP
address. The AUT, recognizing it s IP a ddress, s hould r esp o nd
wi th an ARP r eply containing its Et hernet addre s s .
Th is
Ethernet addr e ss will be u sed b y the TESTER t e st s y s t e m for
p oint-to-po int communicati o n s.
1.1.2

Adverse Tests

1.1.2.1
1.1.2.1.1

Addressing
Broadcast

To test the AUT's ability to receive erroneous communication
packets, the TESTER system will generate and transmit (in
broadcast mode) the packet d e fined in section 1.1.1 . 1 .1 with
the following changes:
Ethernet Frame
type

=

OxFFFF

It is the AUT's responsibility to verify that it recelve s the
packet and discards/processes it appropriately.
1.1.2.1.2

unicast

To test the AUT's ability to receive erroneous UDP/IP/Ethe r net
packets, the TESTER system will generate and transmit (i n
point-to-point mode) the packet defined in . section 1 . 1. 1 . 2
with the following changes:
Ethernet Frame
type

= OxFFFF

It is the AUT's responsibility to verify that it rec eiv es the
packet and discards/processes it appropriately .
1.1.2.1.3

Multicast

Not required at this time.
1.1.2.2

Fragmentation
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Not r equ ired a t t hi s t ime .
1.1.3

Erroneous Tests

1.1.3.1
1.1.3.1.1

Addressing
Broadcast

Not req uir e d at t his time .
1.1.3.1.2

Unicast

No t r e qui red at t hi s t ime .
1.1.3.1.3

Multicast

Not required at this t i me.
1.1.3.2

Fragmentation

Not required at this time .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1.2

Phase 2 Protocol Suite

Not avaliable at this time.
1.3

Phase 3 Protocol Suite

Not available at this time.
2

PDU TESTS

PDU Tests will be conducted to determine whether the AUT can
build and interpret the Application Level Data structures
defined by the DIS Standard 2.0 draft 3.
Both Transmission
and Reception tests will be conducted for each of the required
PDU types.
2.1

Description of PDUs

PDUs will be built using the values as specified in this
section except where indicated. Values to be placed in fields
marked "selected by AUT" will be provided at the time of the
test by the operator of the AUT . The intent of the tests is
to verify alignment, byte ordering,
data types,
etc. ,
therefore the values specified below are not intended to
realistically depict a specific vehicle at a specific
19
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location.
The number of articu lation parameters in the Entity State PDU
or Detona tion PDU is indicat e d in the # OF ARTICULATION
PARAMETERS (numPar ) f ield.
If the value of the numPar field
is zero, the PDU is 1152 bits in l ength.
If the value of the
numPar field is greater than zero, this indicates how many
ARTICULATION PARAMETERS the PDU carries , and the PDU is (115 2
+ 1 28 * numPar) bits long.
2.1.1

Entity State PDU

I I PDU HEADER

=
=
=

h eader.version
header. exercise
header. kind
header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length

=
=
=

=

h eader.padding_1 6

Ox03
Ox01
Ox01
II EntityState
DC
selected by AUT
Ox90
I
I
n
0
articulated
part s
DC

II ENTITY ID

= selected

entityID. simulator. site
entityID.simulator.host
entityID .entity

=
=

by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=

OxO

=

selected by AUT

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

I
I
I
I
I

II FORCE ID

forceID

IIBLUE FORCE

II ARTICULATED PARTS ARRAY SIZE

numParts

II ENTITY TYPE
entity.entityKind
entity.domain
entity. country
entity. category
20
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e ntity. sub_ca tegory
entity.specific
entity. extra

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected

II ALTERNATIVE ENTITY TYPE (guise)
gu i se . entityKind
guise.domain
guise.country
guise.category
g uis e. s ub_ca tegory
g uise. s pecific
guise . extra

=

=
=
=

by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

II ENTITY LOCATION, VELOCITY, ORIENTATION

= selected

location.x
location.y
location.z
velocity.x
velocity.y
velocity.z
orientation.psi
orientation. theta
orientation.phi

=
=
=
=
=

=

selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected

=

selected by AUT

deadReckonParms.algorithrn

=

selected by AUT

deadReckonParms.unused_8
deadReckonParms.unused_16
deadReckonParms.unused_32
deadReckonParms.unused_32 2
deadReckonParms.unused_32_3

=
=
=
=
=

DC
DC
DC
DC
DC

deadReckonParms.acceleration.x
deadReckonParrns.acceleration.y
deadReckonParms.acceleration.z

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

deadReckonParrns.angularVelocity.x

=

selected by AUT

=
=

II ENTITY APPEARANCE
appearance

II DEAD RECKONING PARAMETERS
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deadRec konParms.angularVelo city . y
deadRe ckon Parms.angularVel ocity.z

= se l e ct ed by AUT

=

selec t ed by AUT

marking.characterSet

=

OxOl

marking . t ext

= selec ted by AUT

II ENTITY MARKING
II ASCII

II CAPAB IL ITIES

=

capabili ti es

selec t ed by AUT

II ARTICULATION PARAMETERS
II First record if numParts = 1 or 2
II Not present if numParts = 0

=

parts[O] . change

selected by AUT ; this
field shall start with 0
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

par ts[O] .partID
parts[O] .numberParms
parts[O] .partsParms

II Second record if numParts = 2
II Not present if numParts = 0

=

parts[l] . change

selected by AUT ; this
field shall start with 0
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

parts[l] .partID
parts[l] .numberParms
parts[l] .partsParms
2 .1 . 2

Fire P DU

II PDU HEADER
header.version
header . exercise
header. kind
header.padding_B
header. timeStamp
header. length
header.padding_16

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
22
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II FIRING ENTITY ID
= select ed by AUT
= selected by AUT

attackerID.simulator.site
attackerID.simulator.host
attackerID.entity

=

selected b y AUT

II TARGET ENTITY ID
= selected by AUT

targetID.simulator.site
targetID.simulator .host
targetID . entity

=

selected by AUT

= selected b y AUT

II MUNITION ID
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

munitionID.simulator.site
munitionID.simulator.host
munitionID.entity

II EVENT ID

=

selected by AUT

eventID.simulator.site
eventID.simulator.host
eventID.entity

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

padding_32

= DC

II LAUNCH LOCATION
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

location.x
location.y
location.z

II BURST DESCRIPTOR
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

burst.munition
burst.warhead
burst. fuze
burst.quantity
burst.rate

=

selected by AUT

= selected by AUT

II VELOCITY
= selected by AUT

velocity.x
23
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velocity . y
ve locity . z

=
=

selec t ed by AUT
selected by AUT

=

selected by AUT

header.version
header . exercise
h eader. kind
header.padding_8
header. time Stamp
header. length

=
=
=
=
=
=

header.padding_16

=

Ox03
OxOl
Ox03
II Detonation
DC
selected by AUT
Ox68
II leng th + 0
ar ticula tio n
p a rameters
DC

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=

selec ted by AUT
selected by AUT

II RANGE
range
2 . 1.3

Det o n at ion PDU

II PDU HEADER

I
I

II FIRING ENTITY ID
attackerID.simulator.site
attackerID.simulator.host
attackerID.entity

I I TARGET ENTITY ID
targetID.simulator.site
targetID.simulator . host
targetID.entity

II MUNITION ID
munitionID.simulator.site
munitionID . simulator.host
munitionID.entity

II EVENT ID
eventID.simulator.site
eventID.simulator.host

24
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eventID.entity

=

selected by AUT

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected
selected

II VELOCITY
velocity.x
velocity . y
velocity.z

II LOCATION IN WORLD
worldLocation.x
worldLocation.y
worldLocation.z

II BURST DESCRIPTOR
burst.munition
burst.warhead
burst. fuze
burst.quantity
burst.rate

by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

II LOCATION IN ENTITY COORDINATES

= selected
= selected
= selected

entityLocation.x
entityLocation.y
entityLocation.z

by AUT
by AUT
by AUT

II DETONATION RESULT
result

=

selected by AUT

=

selected by AUT

=

DC

II ARTICULATION PARTS ARRAY
nurnParts

II First record if numParts = 1 or 2
II Not present if numParts = 0

=

parts[O] . change

selected by AUT; this
field shall start with 0
= selected by AUT

parts[O] .partID
25
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=
=

parts[O] .numberParms
parts[O] . partsParms

II
II

Second record if numParts = 2
Not present if numPart s = 0

=

parts[l] . change

selected by AUT ; t his
field shall start with 0
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

parts[l] . partID
parts[l] . numberParms
parts[l] .partsParms
2. 1 .4

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

I

Collision PDU

II

PDU HEADER

header . version
header. exercise
header.kind
header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length
header . padding_16

II

=
=

=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

se l e c ted by AUT
selec ted by AUT
selec ted by AUT

=

DC

COLLIDING ENTITY ID

collideID.simulator.site
collideID.simulator . host
collideID.entity

II

Ox03
OxOl
Ox04
II Collision
DC
selected by AUT
Ox3C
DC

ISSUING ENTITY ID

issueID . simulator . site
issueID.simulator . host
issueID . entity

II

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

EVENT ID

eventID . simulator.site
eventID.simulator.host
eventID.entity
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II VELOCITY
velocity . x
velocity.y
velocity.z

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=

selected by AUT

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=

Ox03
OxOl
OxOS

=
=

selected by AUT
by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

II MASS
mass

II LOCATION (wrt entity)
location.x
location.y
location.z
2.1.5

=

service Request

II PDU HEADER
header.version
header. exercise
header.kind

Service
I I
=
Request
= DC
= selected by AUT
II length + 0
= OxlC
supply types
II length + 1
= Ox28
supply type
= DC

header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length

header.padding_16

II REQUESTING ENTITY ID
reqEntityID.simulator.site
reqEntityID.simulator.host
reqEntityID.entity

= selected

II SERVICING ENTITY ID

serEntityID.simulator.site
serEntityID.simulator.host
serEntityID.entity
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II

= se l ected by AUT
II 0 - other
II 1 - resupply
II 2 - repair

serviceType

II

I
I

SERVICE TYPE

NUMBER OF SUPPLY TYPES

numSupplyType

=

se l ec t ed by AUT

=

DC

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected

I

II 0 for repair

II

SUPPLIES

quantity . entity
quantity . domain
quantity. country
q u antity . category
quantity. subcategory
quantity. specific
quantity. extra
quantity. quantity
2.1.6

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

Re s upply Off er

I I. PDU HEADER
header . vexsion
header. exercise
header. kind

= Ox03
= OxOl
= Ox06

II

Resupply

Offer
header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length

= DC
= selected by AUT

=

Ox28

= Ox34

header.padding_ 16

II length +
s upply type
II l e ngth +
supply types

= DC

II RECEI VING ENTITY ID

=
=

recEnt i tyID . simulato r. site
recEntityID.simulator.hos t
28
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=

recEntityID.entity

selected by AUT

II SUPPLYING ENTITY ID
supEntityI D.simulator.sit e
supEntityID.simulator.host
supEntityID.entity

= selected by AUT
= se lected by AUT
= selected by AUT

II NUMBER OF SUPPLY TYPES
numSupplyType

= selected by AUT

padding_24

= DC

II SUPPLIES
quantity. entity
quantity. domain
quantity. country
quantity. category
quantity. subcategory
quantity. specific
quantity. extra
quantity. quantity
2.1.7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

Resupply Received

II PDU HEADER
header.version
header. exercise
header.kind

= Ox03
= OxOl
= Ox07

header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length

= selected by AUT
= Ox28
II length

=

DC

= Ox34

header.padding_16

Resupply
II
Received
+

1

supply type
II length +
supply types

2

= DC

II RECEIVING ENTITY ID
recEntityID.simulator.site

= selected by AUT
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=
=

se lect ed by AUT
se lect e d by AUT

=
=
=

se lected by AUT
se lected by AUT
se lected by AUT

numSupplyType

=

se lected by AUT

padding_24

=

DC

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
select ed
selec ted
selected
selected
selected

=
=
=

Ox 0 3
OxOl
Ox08

=
=
=
=

DC
selected by AUT
Ox18
DC

=
=
=

sel e c ted b y AUT
selecte d by AUT
s el e c ted by AUT

recEntityID.simulator . host
recEntityID .entity

II SUPPLYING ENTITY ID
supEntityID.simulator.site
supEntityID.simulator.host
supEntityID.entity

II NUMBER OF SU PPLY TYPES

II SUPPLIES
quantity. entity
q u a n tity . domain
q u antity . country
q u antity. category
quant i ty . subcategory
quant i ty . specifi c
quantity . extra
quantity . quantity
2.1.8

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

Resupply Cancel

II PDU HEADER
head er . versi o n
head er. e xercise
heade r . kind
head er .padding_8
head er . timeStamp
header. length
head e r . p adding_16

II

Resupply

Cancel

II RECEIVING ENTI TY ID
re cEntityID . simu la t or . site
recEntityI D.simulator.host
recEnt ityI D.entity
30
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II SUPPLYING ENTITY ID
supEntityID.simulator.sit e
supEntityID.simulator.host
supEntityID.entity

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected b y AUT

Repair Complete

2.1.9

I I PDU HEADER
header.version
header. exercise
header. kind

= Ox03
= Ox01

=

header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length
header.padding_16

Ox09

Repair
I I
Complete

= DC

=
=
=

selected by AUT
Ox1C
DC

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

repair

=

selected by AUT

padding_16

=

DC

=
=

Ox03
Ox01

II RECEIVING ENTITY ID
recEntityID.simulator.site
recEntityID .simulator.host
recEntityID.entity

II REPAIRING ENTITY ID
repEntityID. simulator. site
repEntityID.simulator.host
repEntityID.entity

II REPAIR

2.1.10

Repair Response

II PDU HEADER
header.version
header. exercise
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Repair
I I
Response

header. kind

=

OxOA

header . padding_8
header. timeStamp
header . length
header. padding_l 6

=
=
=
=

DC
selected by AUT
OxIC
DC

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

II RECEIVING ENTITY ID
recEntityID . simulator.site
recEntityID.simulator.host
recEntityID.entity

=

II REPAIRING ENTITY ID

=

repEntityID.simulator . site
repEntityID.simulator.host
repEntityID.entity

=

selected by AUT
by AUT
selected by AUT

=

selected by AUT

=

DC

header.version
header. exercise
header. kind

=
=
=

Ox03
OxOl
OxOB

header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length

=
=
=
=

DC
selected by AUT
OxIC
DC

= selected

II REPAIR RESULT
repairResult

2.1 . 11

I
I
I
I

Create Ent i t y

II PDU HEADER

head~r.padding_16

I
Create
I I
Entity

I

II ORIGINATING ENTITY ID
ori g. entity.site
orig . e n tity.appli c
orig . e n tity.entity
orig.entity.group

=
=
=

=

II RECEIVING ENTITY ID
32
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AUT
AUT
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rec.entity.site
rec.entity.applic
rec . ent ity. e ntity
rec.entity . g roup
2.1.12

Remove

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

=
=
=

Ox03
OxOl
OxOC

=
=
=
=

DC
selected by AUT
OxlC
DC

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Ox03
OxOl
OxOD
II Start/Re s ume
DC
selected by AUT
Ox2C
DC

=

selected by AUT

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

Ent ity

II PDU HEADER
header.version
header. exerc ise
header.kind
header . padding_8
header. timeStamp
header . length
header.padding_16

I I

Remove

Entity

II ORIGINATING ENTITY ID
orig.entity . site
orig.entity.applic
orig.entity.entity
orig.entity.group

II RECEIVING ENTITY I D
rec . entity.site
rec.entity.applic
rec . entity . entity
rec.entity . grou p
2 .1 .13

Start/Resume

II PDU HEADER
header.version
header. exercise
header.kind
header . padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length
header . paddin g_16

II ORIGINATING ENTITY I D
orig.enti t y. s ite
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o rig .enti ty.applic
o rig.enti ty.en tity
ori g. en ti ty.gro up

=

se l ec t ed b y AUT

=
=
=
=

selected
se l e c ted
se l e ct ed
selec t ed

= selected b y AUT
= selected b y AUT

I I RECEIVI NG ENTI TY ID

rec .entity .site
rec . e ntity . applic
rec.entity . enti t y
re c. entity . group

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

1/ REAL-WORLD TIME
time .hour
time . past.ho ur

= se l e ct e d b y AUT
= se l e ct ed b y AUT

/ / SIMULATION TI ME

time.hou r
time.past.hour
2.1.14

= selected by AUT
= select e d by AUT

Stop/Freeze

// PDU HEADER

header.version
header. e xercise
header . k i nd
h e ader.padding_ 8
header. timeStamp
header . length
header . padding_16

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Ox03
OxOl
OxOE
/ / Stop/Freeze
DC
selected by AUT
Ox28
DC

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
s e lected
selected

=

selec ted by AUT

II ORIGINATING ENTITY ID

orig . entity . site
orig.entity.applic
orig.entity .entity
orig . entity.group

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

/ / RECEIVING ENTI TY ID

rec.entity.site
rec.entity.applic
rec . entity.entity
rec.en t i ty.group

= selected b y AUT
= se l e c ted b y AUT
= se l e c ted by AUT

II REAL-WORLD TIME
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=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

reason

=

s elected by AUT

padding_24

=

DC

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Ox03
OxOl
OxOF
II Acknowledge
DC
selected by AUT
Ox20
DC

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

=

selected by AUT

=

selected by AUT

time.hour
time.past.hour

II

2.1.15

II

REASON

Acknowledge

PDU HEADER

header.version
header. exercise
header. kind
header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length
header.padding_16

II

ORIGINATING ENTITY ID

orig.entity.site
orig.entity.applic
orig.entity.entity
orig.entity.group

II

RECEIVING ENTITY ID

rec.enti ty.site
rec.entity .applic
rec. entity. entity
rec.entity.group

II

ACKNOWLEDGE FLAG

ack.flag

II

RESPONSE FLAG

resp.flag
2.1.16

II

Action Request

PDU HEADER
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header.ver s ion
header. exercis e
header. kind

= Ox03

header.padding_B
header. timeS t amp
h eader. length

- DC
= selected by AUT
= Ox30
Il length + 0
fixed
and
variable datum
= DC

=
=

header.padding_16

II

= selected
=
=
=

by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

RECEIVING ENTITY ID

= selected
= selected
= selected
= selected
= DC
= selected
= selected
= selected
= selected

rec.entity.site
rec.entity.applic
rec.entity.entity
rec.entity.group

request.id
action.id
no.fixed.datum
no.var.datum

II

II
Acti o n
Request

ORI GINATING ENTITY ID

orig.entity.site
orig.entity.applic
orig.entity.entity
orig.entity.group

II

OxOl
OxlO

FIXED DATUM ARRAY
II First record if no.fixed.datum

=

fix[O] . datum. id
fix[O] .datum.value

=

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

1

selected by AUT
by AUT

= selected
=

II Second record if no.fixed.datum

=
=

fix [ 1] . da tum. i d
fix[l] . datum. value

2

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

I I VARIABLE DATUM ARRAY

II

First record if no.var.datum

=
=

var[O] .datum.id
var[O] . datum. length
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=

v a r[O] . datum . value

II

Second reco r d i f n o.var.datum

s e lected by AUT

=

2

=
=
=

selected by AUT
sel e cted by AUT
selected by AUT

header . version
header. exerci s e
header.kind

=
=
=

Ox03
OxOl
Oxll

header.paddi ng_B
h eader . t ime S t amp
header. len g th

=
=
=

header . padd i ng_1 6

=

DC
selected by AUT
Ox30
I llength
0
+
fixed
and
va riable datum
DC

=
=
=
=

selected
se l ected
se l ected
se l ected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

re c . e ntity . s ite
re c .en ti ty.appl i c
r e c.en ti ty.en t i t y
rec . e nti ty.g r oup

=
=
=
=

selected
se l ected
selec ted
s elected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

padding_32

=

DC

request . i d
req.statu s
no . fixe d. datu m
no. var. da t um

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selec t ed
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

var[l] . da t um . id
var[l] .datum.length
var[l] . dat u m. v alue
2.1.17

II

II

Action Response

PDU HEADER

ORIGINATING ENTI TY I D

ori g .en t ity. s i te
o rig. e nti t y. app li c
ori g . e nti t y. ent ity
orig .enti t y. g r oup

II

II

Acti o n
I I
Respon se

RECE I VING ENTITY I D

F I XED DATUM ARRAY
I I First record if no. fi x ed. datum

=

fix [ 0] . datum. id
37

=

1
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=

fix [O ] .datum.va lue

II

=

Second record if no.fixed.datum

=
=

fix[l] . datum.id
fix[l] .datum.value

II

selected by AUT
2

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

VARIABLE DATUM ARRAY

II

First record if no. var . datum

=
=
=

var[O] .datum.i d
var[O] .datum.length
var[O] .datum.value

II

Second record if no.var.datum

=

1

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=

2

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selecte d by AUT

header.version
header. exercise
header.kind
header.padding_ 8
header. timeStamp
header. length

=
=
=
=
=
=

header.padding_16

=

Ox03
OxOl
Ox12
II Data Query
DC
selected by AUT
Ox2C
Illength + 0
fixed
a nd
variable datum
DC

var[l] .datum.id
var[l] . datum. length
var[l] .datum.value
2.1.18

II

II

=

Data Query

PDU HEADER

ORIGINATING ENTITY ID

=
=

orig.entity.site
orig.entity.applic
orig. entity. entity
orig.entity.group

II

=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

by
by
by
selected by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

RECEIVING ENTITY ID

= selected
= selected
= selected

rec.entity.site
rec.entity.applic
rec.entity.entity
rec.entity .group

=

38
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=
=
=
=

request.id
time . interval
no.fixed.datum
no.var.datum

II

selected
selected
s ele c ted
selected

FIXED DATUM ARRAY
II First record if no. fixed. datum

=

fix [0] . da tum. id

II

=

II Second record if

II

=2

=

1

= selected
no.fixed.datum = 1

var[l] .datum .id
2.1.19

1

selected by AUT

I I VARIABLE DATUM ARRAY
II First record if no.fixed.datum
var [0] . datum. id

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

selected by AUT

Second record if no.fixed.datum

fix[l] .datum. id

=

by
by
by
by

by AUT

=

selected by AUT

=

Ox03

Set Data

PDU HEADER

header.version
header. exercise
header. kind
header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length

= OxOl
= Ox13
II Set Data
= DC
= selected by AUT
=

Ox28

header.padding_16

=

DC

=
=
=

=

selected
selected
selected
selected

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

II

I I Length + 0
fixed
and
variable datum

ORIGINATING ENTITY ID

orig.entity.site
orig.entity.applic
orig.entity.entity
orig.entity.group

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

II RECEIVING ENTITY ID
rec.entity.site
rec.entity.applic
39
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rec.entity . entity
rec.entity.group

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

request.id
no.fixed.datum
no.var.datum

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

II

FIXED DATUM ARRAY
II First record if no.fixed.datum

fix[O] .datum. id
fix[O] . datum.value

II

=
=

II

=
=

II

=
=
=

=

1

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

Second record if no. fixed. datum

=

1

= selected
= selected

var [1] . da tum. id
var[l] . datum. length
var[l] . datum. value

=

by AUT
by AUT
selected by AUT

Da ta

PDU HEADER

=

header. version
header. exercise
header.kind
header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length

Ox03
= OxOl
= Ox14
II Data
= DC
= selected by AUT
=Ox28
II Length + 0
fixed
and
variable datum
= DC

header.padding_16

II

2

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

First record if no.fixed . datum

var [0] . datum. id
var[O] . datum.length
var[O] .datum.value

II

=

VARIABLE DATUM ARRAY

II

2.1.20

1

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

Second record if no.fixed.datum

fix[l] .datum. id
fix[l] . datum. value

=

ORIGINATING ENTI TY I D

40
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=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

rec . entity .site
rec.entity.applic
rec .entity. entity
rec . entity.group

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

request .id
no.fixed.datum
no .var .datum

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

orig.entity.site
orig.entity.applic
orig.entity.entity
orig.entity.group

II

II

RECEIVING ENTITY ID

FIXED DATUM ARRAY
II First record if no.fixed.datum

=
=

fix [ 0] . da turn. i d
fix[O] . datum. value

II

=
=

II

2

selected by AUT .
selected by AUT

First record if no.fixed.datum

=
=
=

var [ 0] . da turn. id
var[O] .datum.length
var[O] .datum.value

II

=

1

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

Second record if no . fixed.datum

var[l] .datum.id
var[l] . datum. length
var[l] . datum. value

II

=

VARIABLE DATUM ARRAY

II

2.1.21

1

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

Second record if no.fixed.datum

fix [ 1] . da turn. i d
fix[l] . datum. value

=

=

1

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=
=

Ox03
Ox01
Ox15

Event Report

PDU HEADER

header.version
header. exercise
header.kind
41

II
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header.padding_8
header . time Stamp
header. length

=
=
=

header . padding_16

=

DC
se lected by AUT
Ox 2 8
I I Leng t h + 0
fixed
a nd
variable d atum
DC

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

rec.entity.site
rec . entity . applic
rec.entity.entity
rec.entity.group

=
=
=
=

selec ted
selected
selected
selected

by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

event. type
no. fixed. datum
no.var.datum

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

II

ORIGINATING ENTITY ID

orig . entity.site
orig.entity.applic
orig . entity.entity
orig.entity.group

II

II

RECEIVING ENTITY ID

FIXED DATUM ARRAY
II First record if no . fixe d. datum

fix [ 0] . da tum. i d
fix[O] . datum.value

II

=
=

II

=

1

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

Second re c ord if no.fixed. datum

fix [1] . datum. id
fix[l] .datum.value

=

I
I

=

2

selected by AUT

= selected by AUT

VARIABLE DATUM ARRAY

II

First record if no.fixed.datum = 1

var [0] . datum. id
var[O] . d atum . length
var[ O] .datum.value

II

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

Second record if no.fixed.datum = 1

var[l] . d atum.id
var[l ] .datum.length
var[l] . datum. value

=
=

selec ted by AUT
selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
42
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2.1.22

II

Message

PDU HEADER

header.version
header. exercise
header . kind
header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. leng th

=
=
=
=
=
=

h eader.padding_16

=

II

ORIGINATING ENTITY ID

= selected

orig.entity. site
orig.entity.applic
orig.entity.entity
orig.entity.group

II

Ox03
OxOl
Ox16
II Message
DC
selected by AUT
Ox20
I ILength + 0
variab le datum
DC

=
=

=

by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

RECEIVING ENTITY ID

= selected
= selected
= selected

rec.entity.site
rec.entity.applic
rec. entity. entity
rec.entity.group

=

by
by
by
selected by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

=

selected by AUT

I I VARIABLE DATUM ARRAY
no.var .datum

II

First record if no. fixed. datum

=
=
=

var[O] .datum.id
var[O) . datum. length
var[O] . datum. value

II

=
=
=

2.1.23

II

Emission

PDU HEADER

43
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=
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header.version
header. exercis e
header.kind
header.padding_B
header. timeStamp
header. length

=
=
=
=
=
=

Ox03
Ox01
Ox17
II Emis s i on
DC
selected by AUT
Ox1C
110 systems, 0
beams, 0 fields
= Ox6C
III system ,
1
beam, 1 field
= DC

header.padding_16

II

ENTITY ID

emitting.entityid.site
emitting . entityid.appl
emitting.entityid.entity

II

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

EVENT ID

eventid.site
eventid.appl
eventid.entity

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

state.up.ind
no. systems
padding_16

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= DC

system.data.length
no.beams
padding_16

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= DC

II

I

EMITTER SYSTEM

emitter.name
emitter. function
emitter.id.no

II

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

LOCATION (wrt to entity)

location.x
location.y
location.z

II

= selected by AUT

=

selected by AUT

= selected by AUT

BEAM INFORMATION

beam.data.length
beam. id.no
beam.parm.index

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

44
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II FUNDAMENTAL PARAMETER DATA
parm. freq
parm. fre q .range

=
=

selected b y AUT
s e l ected b y AUT

p arm. e rp
p arm. prf
parm.pul s e.width
p arm. b e am . a z .center
p arm.be am.az.sweep
parm.be am . el . center
p a rm . b e am.el.swe ep
p a rm.be am. sweep. s ync

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

se l ected
se l ected
selected
se lected
s elected
se le c ted
se l ec t e d
s e l ec t e d

b eam. f unction
n o . t gt.track
h i .de n s ity.track

=
=
=

s e lected b y AUT
selec ted by AUT
selected b y AUT

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

= DC
jam.mode.seq

=

selected by AUT

=
=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected
selected

I I TRACK I JAM ARRAY
track. site
track . app
track. entity
track.emitter.id
track.beam.id
2. 1 . 2 4

by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

Transmitter

II PDU HEADER
header.version
header . exerc ise
header . kind
header.padding_8
header. timeStamp
header. length

= Ox03

header.pad ding_16

=

=
=
=

=
=

OxOl
OxlA
II Transmitter
DC
selected by AUT
Ox68
II 0 mudulation
parameters
DC

II ENTITY ID

= selected

entity. site
entity.app
entity . entity

=
=

45
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II RADIO ARRAY
radio.id

=

selected by AUT

radio.entity.entity
radio. entity. domain
radio . entity.country
radio.entity.category
radio. entity. subcat
radio. entity. specific
radio.entity.extra

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

selected
sele cted
selected
selected
selected
selected
selected

transmit. state
input.src

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

padding_16

=

DC

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

rel . antenna.loc.x
rel.antenna.loc . y
rel.antenna.loc.z

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

antenna.pat . type
antenna.pat.length

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

freq
transmit.feq.bw
power

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

mod.type.sspec
mod.type.major
mod.type.detail
mod . type. sys tem

=
=
=
=

selected
selected
selected
selected

crypto.sys
crypto . key.id

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

length.mo d.parm

=

se l ected by AUT

padding_24

=

DC

by
by
by
by
by
by
by

AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT
AUT

I

II ANTENNA ARRAY
antenna.loc.x
antenna . loc.y
antenna.loc.z

I

II RELATIVE ANTENNA ARRAY

II MODULATION TYPE ARRAY

46
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II

MODULATION PARAMETERS ARRAY

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=

=
=
=
=
=

Ox03
OxOl
OxlB
II Signal
DC
selected by AUT
Ox20 + length of sample
DC

entity. site
entity.app
entity .entity

=
=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

radio.id
encode. scheme

= selected
= selected
= DC
= selected

mod [ 0] . parm
mod [ 1] . parm

II

ANTENNA PATTERN PARAMETERS ARRAY

antenna[O] .pa t.parm
antenna[l] .pat .parm
2.1.25

II

Signal

PDU HEADER

header. version
header. exercise
header. kind
header.padding_B
header. timeStamp
header. length
header.padding_16

II

ENTITY ID ARRAY

sample. rate
length
samples

II

II

=
=

by AUT
selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=
=

selected by AUT
selected by AUT

=

Ox03

DATA ARRAY

data[O]
data[l]
2.1.26

by AUT
by AUT

Receiver

PDU HEADER

header.version

47
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header.exe rcise
header.kind
header . padding_8
header. timeStamp
header . length
header.padding_16

=
=
=
=
=
=

OxOl
OxIC
II Receiver
DC
selected by AUT
Ox24
DC

II ENTITY ID ARRAY
entity. site
entity . app
entity.entity

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

radio.id
rec.state

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT

padding_16

= DC

rec . power

= selected by AUT

I
I

II TRANSMITTER ENTITY ID ARRAY
trans.entity . site
trans.entity.app
trans. entity. entity

= selected by AUT
= selected by AUT
= selec ted by AUT

tran s . radio.id

= selected by AUT

2.1 . 27

II

Laser

PDU HEADER

header.version
header. exercise
header. kind
head er.padding_8
he a der . timeStamp
header. length
head er.padding_16

II

Ox03
OxOl
Ox18
II Laser
DC
selec ted by AUT
= Ox48
= DC
=
=
=
=
=

Designating Entity ID

designator_id.site
designa tor_id.app
designator_id.entity

= selec ted by SUT
= selected by SUT
= selec ted by SUT

II Laser system
system_name

= selec ted by SUT

48
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II Targ et ID if known
target_ id.site
target_id.app
target_id.entity

=
=
=

selected by SUT
selected by SUT
selected by SUT

padding_8

=

DC

=
=
=

selected by SUT
selected by SUT
selected by SUT

II Laser sys tem information
designator_ code
power
wavelength

II Location of

spot (wrt target, if the spot is on an entity)

entity_Ioc .x
entity_Ioc.y
entity_loc.z

=
=
=

selected by SUT
selected by SUT
selected by SUT

=
=
=

selected by SUT
selected by SUT
selected by SUT

II Location of the laser spot
world- loc.x
world_loc.y
world- loc .z
2.2

Ideal Tests

2.2.1 Transmission Tests

During Transmission Tests, the TESTER will verify that the
correct values appear in all the fields .
If discrepanc ies
arise, the TESTER will attempt to determine the cause (e.g.
byte ordering reversed, field not initialized, etc.) .
Successful comDletion of these tests shall be achieved if the
AUT can transmit each of the PDUs defined in sect i on 2.1.
2.2.2 Reception Tests

During Reception Tests, the AUT operator will verify that all
fields of PDUs received are interpreted as defined.
Successful completion of these test shall be achieved if the
AUT can receive the PDUs defined in section 2.1.
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2.3

Adverse Tests

This test was designed to eval u ate the AUT' s ability to
receive and process/discard PDUs wi th the extreme rang e of
values that might not normally appear in the PDUs.
These
tests are meant to help isolate specific field s where t h e AUT
might have problems. The AUT is expected to process/di sregard
the data without system failure.
For each PDU defined in section 2. 1 , the TESTER will create a
set o f PDUs where each PDU progressively replaces a field in
the previous PDU with all l's or all O's. For example, given
the Entity State PDU defined in 2 . 1.1, the s e t of PDUs woul d
consist of the data specified in 2.1.1 with the following
f ield valu e changes:
PDU
PDU
PDU
PDU
PDU
PDU

1
2
3
4
5
6

- header.version
- header.version
- header. exercise
header. exercise
header. kind
- header. kind

PDU 90
unused_8_ 2
91
unused_8_ 2
PDU

=
=
=
=
=
=

OxFF
OxOO
OxFF
OxOO
OxFF
OxOO

=
=

OxFF
OxOO

Articulated parts will be tested slightly different because of
the need to have corresponding articulated parameter records.
To first test the records, the following PDUs will be used:
PDU 92
PDU 93

-

PDU 94
PDU 95
PDU 96 PDU 97 PDU 98 PDU 99 PDU 100-

numParts
numParts
parts.change
nurnParts
parts.change
numParts
parts.partID
numParts
parts.partID
numParts
parts.numberParms
numParts
parts.numberParms
numParts
parts.partsParms
nurnParts
parts.partsParms
50

=
=
=
=
=
=

=

=

=
=

=
=

=

=
=

=
=

OxOO (no records)
Ox01
OxOOOO
OxOl
OxFFFF
OxOl
OxOOOO
OxOl
OxFFFF
OxOl
OxOOOOOOOO
Ox01
OxFFFFFFFF
Ox01
OxOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OxOl
OxFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
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=

PDU 101- numParts

OxFF

For this maximum number of Articulated Parts, the number of
structures to be created by the TESTER will be 37 and then 40.
The number 37 is chosen to test the discrepancy between number
of parts and number of structures. The number 40 is chosen to
go just beyond the maximum amount of data that will fit into
an Ethernet packet before fragmentation (37 is the maximum) .
The values of the fields in the parts records will be all O's.
Similar sets of PDUs will be created by the TESTER for the
Fire, Detonation, Collision, Logistics, Simulation Management,
Emissions and Radio PDUs with the same articulated parts type
tests repeated for variable length PDUs .
2.4

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
3

TERRAIN ORIENTATION COMPARISION TESTS

This test is applicable to entities which operate on the
terrain or in close proximity to the terrain (wi thin 100
meters of the terrain based on a vertical nadir (lowest point)
struck from the entity's center of gravity or axis system
origin) .
Correlation
is
necessary
for
successful
interoperability since each AUT will have to separately
convert the terrain database used in a DIS application l .
Note: all coordinates used for the remainder of the test plan
are found in Appendix A, seperated according to the terrain
database being used for testing.
3.1
3.1.1

Ideal Tests
Transmission Test

Ground, sea, and air entities shall follow the specific course
as described below.

An air entity being simulated will follow the stated course,
starting at position stated in Appendix A: .

The terrain data bases to be used for DIS applications will be supplied
by Project 2851 an other organizations, as specified in the Forward of the DIS
PDU standard.
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Proceed Nor th , at a constant speed (to be provided by the AUT)
and orientation relative to sea level, along a straight line
course toward the position stated in Appendix A .
A ground entity being simulated will follow the s tated course,
starting at position stated in Appendix A:
Proceed toward the Lockwood Post Office on a bearing of 125
degrees from North clockwise. Attempt to maintain a constant
speed (to be provided by the AUT) .
A sea entity being simulated will the stated course starting
at the position stated in Appendix A:
Proceed North, at a constant speed (to be provided by the AUT)
along a straight line course toward:
The TESTER will data log Entity State PDUs produced by the
AUT. The TESTER will examine the position and time stamps of
at least three samplings of Entity State PDUs to verify
internal consistency. Visual observation, if possible, will
also be made of this test to note any anomalies not detected
in the analytical data.
In the case of ground vehi cles , t h e
TESTER recognizes that course maneuvering will be required to
avoid obstacles. This will be taken into account.
Succesful completion will be achieved if each Euler angle of
the terrain polygon surface normal vector is within . 05235 9877
radians (approximately 3 degrees) of the reference en t i t y 's
Euler angle.
Visual observation will also be made of this
test to note any anomalies not detected in the analyt ical
data.
3.1.2

Reception Test

Not required at this time.
3.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
3.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
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4

APPEARANCE TESTS

Tests in this section are intended to validate the algorithms
used by the AUT to determine and interpret location, attitude,
and velocity information, pos iti on of articulated parts, and
special appearanc e indications.
4.1

Location and Attitude Tests

Tests in th i s section shall be made to determine proper
interpretation of location and orientation structures used in
Entity State PDUs. Only the Entity State PDU is used for this
section of tests. The Protocol Version, Exercise Identifier,
Padding, Entity ID, ForceID, Entity Type, and Alternate Entity
Type fields are not evaluated on this set of tests; therefore ,
their values are not relevant . Unless stated otherwise, all
velocities and accelerations shall be equal to zero.
These
tests will be performed in Transmission mode.
4.1.1

Ideal Tests

4.1.1.1

Location Test

Tests in this section ensure that the Enti t y Location is
interpreted uniformly between simulators. The Entity Location
and time stamp fields of the Entity State PDU are the primary
fields studied in this section.
4.1.1.1.1

Transmission Test

Step 1:
For ground entities, sea entities, and rotory winged aircraft,
the AUT shall position a stationary entity at the position
stated in Appendix A.
In the case of a jet, the scenario will be mutually determined
by the TESTER and the AUT.
The AUT shall then send Entity State PDUs for a period of one
minute.
The TESTER will check the resulting PDUs to verify
that the location of the entity (origin) is within 1 meter
(tolerance) of the designated position and that PDUs are
transmitted at a rate of approximately .2 Hz. The TESTER will
check the resulting PDUs to verify that all fields in the
Entity State PDU remain the same except for the time stamp.
The TESTER will verify that the PDUs are sent at the correct
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fre qu e ncy by analyzing th e timestamp f i e ld.
Step 2 :
Relocate ( i nstantaneou s ly BEAM) the e ntity list e d above fr om
its initia l position to each of the following p o s itions l isted
in Appendix A and generate one PDU a t e ach new loc a t i on.
Su c cesful completion of these tests shall be achieved if t h e
location o f t he entity (origin) is within 1 meter (measured
al ong any sing l e axis) and if new PDUs are transmitt e d at a
rate of . 2 Hz. The value of 1 meter was determined bas e d up on
the approximate value of .00005625 radians*Semi-Major axis o f
the Earth (me ters). The value of .2 Hz is based upon the DI S
default value found in paragraph 4.7.2.1.3. c (minimum issue o f
once every 5 seconds) of the DIS Standard.
4.1.1.1.2

Reception Test

The TESTER will repeat the test ln section 4.1.1.1.1.
4.1.1.2

Attitude Test

I
I

(Full Compliance)

Tests in this section shall be made to validate consis t en t
interpretation of axis system orientation in the DIS Standard.
Tests in this section primarily use the Entity Orienta t ion
field of the Entity State PDU.
4.1.1.2.1

Transmission Test

STEP 1:
At the coordinates of (geocentric) X=6378137.0, Y=O.O, z =o . O
create an axis system with the x-axis oriented to the local
east (i.e., aligned to be parallel with line of latitude), the
y-axis oriented to the
local north (i. e., aligned to b e
parallel with the line of longitude),
and the z -axis
perpendicular to the x and y axes and oriented to crea t e a
right hand cartesian coordinate system.
Record the Euler
angles (in the Entity Orientation field of an Entity State
PDU) between this local axis system and the reference axis
system (i.e., WGS 84).
STEP 2:
With the axis system established as above, perform the
following rotations in sequence. After each rotation, record
the Euler angles (using the Entity Orientation field of a new
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Enti ty State PDU) between the local axis system and the
reference axis system.
The rotations below shall be
understood as angular displaceme nts from the initial position.
pitch
Pitch
Roll
Roll
Yaw
Yaw
Pitch
Roll
Yaw

= .52359877 rad
= -.52359877 rad
= 1.04719754 rad
= -1.04719754 rad
= 57.3 rad
= -57.3 rad
= .52359877 rad
= 1.04719754 rad
= 57.3 rad

STEP 3:
Orient the local axis system from step 1 as follows i the
origin shall be located at X=-2650618.45033,
Y=-4423019 .118142, Z=3741821.1509920.
The x-axis shall be
oriented positive south and parallel to
the origin's
longitude.
The y-axis shall be oriented positive west and
parallel to the origin's latitude.
The z-axis shall be
perpendicular to the x and y axes and oriented to yield a
right hand cartesian coordinate system.
Record the Euler
angle (using the Entity Orientation field of an Entity State
PDU) between this local axis system and the reference axis
system.
STEP 4:
Same as Step 2 above.
Succesful completion of these tests shall be achieved if the
actual orientation, as measured by each Euler angle, is within
.00005625 radians of the commanded orientation. The tolerance
is to ensure an accuracy of approximately 1 meter if the
angular deviation is mUltiplied by the Semi-Major axis of the
earth (per WGS 84).
positional accuracy shall be within 1
meter along any axis.
4.1.1.2.2

Reception Test

The TESTER will repeat the test in section 4.1.1.2.1.
4.1.1.3

Attitude Test

(Reduced Scope)

For minimum interoperability, the AUT must pass the following
attitude test.
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4.1.1.3.1

Transmission Test

For ground entities , the AUT shall position a n entity on the
terrain surface at the position stated in Appendix A. Proceed
North for approx imately 10 seconds, make a 7 2 0 d egree right
turn, proc eed North for approximately 10 seconds . Then make
a 90 degr ee left turn.
Sea e nti ties shall be positioned at the position stated in
Appendix A. Proceed North for approximately 10 seconds, make
a 720 d egree right turn, proceed North for approximat ely 10
seconds. Then make a 90 degree left turn .
Air vehicles shall fly through the p osition stated in Appendix
Proceed North for approximately 10 seconds, make a 720
A.
degree right hand turn, fly North fo r approximately 10
seconds, make a 90 degree left hand turn. Then, if possible,
make a barrel roll and an inside loop, steady up and head West
straight and level.

I

Succes sful comoletion will be determined by observing the
f ollowing: when the AUT's entity turns through 360 degre es,
the turn shall be smooth and the entity should continue to
travel in the correct direction.
4.1.1.3.2 Reception Test

The TESTER will repeat the test In section 4.1.1.3.1 .
4.1.2

I

Adverse Tests

4.1.2.1

Location Test

Not required at this time.
4.1.2.2

Attitude Test

(Full Compliance)

Not requir ed at this time.
4.1.2.3

Attitude Test

(Reduced Scope)

Not required at this time.
4.1.3
4.1.3.1

Erroneous Tests
Location Test
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Not required at this time.
4.1.3.2

Attitude Test

(Full Compliance)

Not required at this time.
4.1.3.3

Attitude Test

(Reduced Scope)

Not required at this time.
4.2

Dead Reckoning Validation

This section will build upon tests conducted in Section 4.1 to
test the consistency between a simulator's representatlon of
linear velocity,
orientation,
and other dead reckoning
parameters.
4.2.1

Ideal Tests

4.2.1.1

Algorithm Validation

The Algorithm Validation test will be used to determine
whether a AUT properly dead reckons another entity.
4.2.1.1.1

Transmission Test

Not required at this time.
4.2.1.1.2

Reception Test

Not required at this time.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4.2.1.2

Linear Velocity Validation

The Linear Velocity Validation test will be used to determine
if a AUT can maintain constant velocity for an entity it is
generating.
4.2.1.2.1

Transmission Test

Begin moving the entity in a straight line to the east
(parallel to the Equator) beginning coordinates defined in
section 3.1.
Continue in a straight line approximating a
constant velocity until the entity crosses the end coordinates
defined in section 3.1.
The TESTER will record the PDUs
generated and will examine the position, velocity, and time
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stamps to verify internal consistency in the PDUs .
Succ esful completion of these tests shall be achieve d if the
e ntity crosses the designated e nd point (wi thin 1 cm) within
2 00ms o f the idealized time necessary to traverse the linear
distance at a constant velocity .
4.2.1.2.2

I

Reception Test

Not required at th is time .
4.2.1.3

Angular Velocity Validation

Tests in this section shall be made to validate the correct
dead reckon ing of angular velocity of a AUT. This test is to
be used only for those systems implementing second order
algorithms.
4.2.1.3.1

Transmission Test

The AUT shall repeat the reduced scope attitude test ln
section 4.1.1 . 3. The location will be hand calculat e d by the
TESTER based on velocity, t ime stamp, and Euler angl es.
Successful
update.
4.2.1.3.2

comp letion will

be

determined by

frequency

I
I
I

of

Reception Test

Not required at this time.
4.2.1.4

Linear Acceleration Validation

Tests in this section shall be made to validate the correct
dead reckoning of linear acceleration of a AUT.
4.2.1.4.1

Transmission Test - Acceleration

The AUT shall repeat the test in section 4.2.1.2 with the
approximate acceleration of +1 m/s/s .
The entity shall
continue in a straight line toward the end coordinates defined
in section 3.1 for a period of 5 seconds.
The TESTER will
record the PDUs generated and will examine the position,
velocity, and time stamps to verify internal consistency in
the PDUs.
4.2.1.4.2

Reception Test - Acceleration
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Not required at this time.
4.2.1.4.3

Transmission Test - Deceleration

To test deceleration, repeat the test ln 4.2.1.4.1 with an
approximate acceleration of -1 mis/so
4.2.1.4.4

Reception Test - Deceleration

Not required at this time.

I
I
I
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4.2.2

Adverse Tests

4.2.2.1

Algorithm Test

To test the AUTs ability to handle adverse data , the TESTER
will create another set of the entities described in section
3.1. As the PDUs are being issued, the TESTER will change the
dead reckoning algorithm to another algorithm and then back
three times.
The AUT must demonstrate the ability to
accept/reject the adverse data without affecting the network.
4.2.2.2

Linear Velocity

Not required at this time.
4.2.2.3

Angular Velocity

Not required at this time.
4.2.2.4

Linear Acceleration

Not required at this time.
4.2.3

Erroneous Tests

4.2.3.1

Algorithm Test

Not required at this time.
4.2.3.2

Linear Velocity

Not required at this time.
4.2.3.3

Angular Velocity
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Not required at this time.
4.2.3.4

Linear Acceleration

Not required at this time.
4.3

Appearance Validation

This set of tests shall verify the proper use of Entity Type,
Entity
Appearance ,
Entity
Marking,
Capabilities,
#
Art iculat ion Parameters , and Ar ticul ation Parameters fields in
the Entity State PDU.
4.3.1

Ideal Tests

4.3.1.1

Entity Type Validation

The Entity Type Validation test will be performed to ensure
that a AUT can correctly generate Entity State PDUs for each
type of entity it is capable of representing. The AUT should
also be capable of accepting Entity State PDUs from any type
of entity allowed by the DIS standard.
4.3.1.1.1

Transmission Test

The AUT will be required to send Entity State PDUs for each o f
the entities it can generate .
The TESTER will log the PDUs
and verify the fields are set as specified.
Successful completion of this test will be achieved if the AUT
correctly generates an Entity State PDU for each entity type.
4.3.1.1.2

I

Reception Test

The TESTER will send Entity State PDUs for a vari e ty of entity
types that are allowed by the DIS standard.
Successful completion of this test will be achieved if the AUT
can receive each Entity State PDU withol1.t adversing effecting
the TESTER te st system. The AUT is not required to visually
represent each type of entity.
4.3.1.2

Entity Appearance Validation

I

The appearance of an entity is totally determined by the AUT's
model of the entity.
In military exercises, the basic
assumption of an entity's state is either active or destroyed .
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I f active , the entity has cert ai n attr ibu tes such as c olo r ,
s moke , d u s t clouds, etc. tha t can b e si mul a t e d . If de s t roy e d ,
the e n tity s h ould change a ppearanc e and become inac tive . The
fol l owing sec t ions discuss va lida tion t est s for t h e s e various
entity appe a r ances.
4.3.1.2.1

Transmission Test - Destroyed Appearance

The bas i c a ssumption of an e nti ty 's sta te is e ither act i ve or
destroyed.
The r e fo re, a v a l i dat ion test for des troyed
enti ties will be requir ed.
Many en ti ties go through a
destruct i on s equenc e o f
fl a ming,
s mok i ng ,
and f i nally
des troyed which is usually indicated by the c o l or black. For
all d e st r oyed e ntities, the bit 0 ( zer o) of t he Entity
Appe aranc e field of the Entity Stat e PDU s h ould be s e t t o
i ndi cate its destruction.
The AUT c a n go through any
d e struction sequence as long as this bi t is s e t wi thin 15
seconds of destruction.
In the ground case, the AUT will create a stationary vehicle
on the ground at the position stated in Append i x A. In the
surface case, the AUT will create a ship at anchor at the
position stated in Appendix A. In the air case, the AUT will
create a rotorary winged aircraft hovering at 500' Above
Ground Level (AGL) at the position stated in Appendix A.
The TESTER will create one entity of its choice at least 1000
meters from the AUT entity. The TESTER will maneuver t owar d
the AUT's vehicle until it is close enough to use its weapon
of choice. Once in a position to open fire, TESTER will do so
in an attempt to achieve a kill. The TESTER wi l l record the
exercise using its data logger .
Succes s ful completion will be achieved if the AUT's Entity
Appearance bit was set within 15 seconds.
4.3.1.2.2

Reception Test - Destroyed Appearance

Not required at this time.
4.3.1.2.3

Transmission Test - Other Entity Appearances

Every AUT models its entity(s) uniquely. Certain appearance
characteristics are riot required and may not be needed.
To
accurately test the possible entity appearances, the AUT will
provide the TESTER with the capabilities of each entity. The
TESTER will then design a test to make sure the bits for the
appropriate appearances are set at the appropriate times .
These tests will include the modeling of fired munitions in
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detonation and sky shot conditions.
Successful completion
TESTER and the AUT.
4.3.1.2.4

will

be

mutu al ly

determined

by

the

Reception Test - Other Entity Appearances

Not required at this time.
4.3.1.3

Entity Marking validation

This test will verify that a AUT which has entity mark i ng
capabilities can consistently generate Entity State PDUs with
markings and interpret the markings.
4.3.1.3.1

Transmission Test

The AUT will repeat t he test in section 3.1 and create the
marking provided to the TESTER at the time of this test. The
TESTER will log the PDUs and review them to verify the
marking. If the AUT has visual representation of the entity,
the TESTER will view the representation to verify the marking.
Successful completion will be achieved if the AUT can create
the markings provided to the TESTER.
4.3.1.3.2

Reception Test

This test is used to validate the capability of a AUT to model
and interpret markings on entities. The TESTER will create an
entity with a specific marking of:

=
=

marking.characterSet
marking. text

OxOl "Ascii"
"ABCl

After a period of time, the TESTER will alter the marking text
to be:

=

marking. text

"ABC2

If the AUT has visual representation of the entity, the TESTER
will view the representation to verify the marking.
4.3.1.4

Entity Capability Validation

Not required at this time.
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Articulated Parts validation

4.3.1.5

Thi s t es t is onl y a p p licabl e for AUTs tha t h ave entities with
art iculat ed par ts or AUTs t hat can vi s u a ll y display enti ti es
with ar ticulat e d par t s . The validation t e st s are divided in t o
tran s mi ss i o n and r e c e ption to t e st these two types of sys tems.
4.3.1.5.1

Transmission Test

The AUT will p osit ion an e ntity anywhe r e on t he ter ra i n,
incl uding in the air or at sea, within the specified ter ra i n
database.
The entity will then pro ceed t o move each
art i cula t ed part f rom one end of it s r a n ge of mot i on t o the
other end of it s range o f motion.
Any ra t e of moveme nt is
ac cept a bl e .
For rotating parts without a finite range o f moti on , p e rform
the following test. Turn the part clockwise t h ree revolutions
and then turn the part counter-clockwise 3 r e volutions .
For parts with a finite range of motion, put the part in a
neutral position and move from the neutral po s ition to one end
and back to neutral three times.
Then move from neutral t o
the other end of range of motion and back to neutral three
times.
The TESTER will record the PDUs generated b y these move ments
and examine a time history of the articulat e d fi elds.
For munitions, the AUT will generate an entity anywhere on the
terrain . The entity will then fire the munition. The TESTER
will record the PDUs generated during this sequence and then
examine a time history of the articulated fi e lds.
Successful
completion will
be
achieved
if
the
AUT ' s
articulated
parts
parameters
increases
and
decreases
appropriately with clockwise and counter-clockwise motion.
4.3.1.5.2

Reception Test

For those AUTs that can display enti ties wi th articula t ed
parts, the TESTER will generate the PDUs for those e ntities
and put the articulated parts through the range of motions
described in section 4.3.1.5.1.
The TESTER will visually
observe the representation of the entity and make a timing
analysis.
4.3.2

Adverse Tests
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4.3.2.1

Entity Type Validation

Not required at this time.
4.3.2.2

Entity Appearance Validation

Not required at this time.
4.3.2.3

Entity Marking Validation

To test adverse conditions, the TESTER will send one PDU that
has a non-Ascii value in the marking. text field:

=

marking. text

OxFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

The TESTER will observe the AUT
accept/discard the adverse marking
network.
4.3.2.4

Entity Capability Validation

Not required at this time.
4.3.2.5

Articulated Parts Validation

Not required at this time.
4.3.3

Erroneous Tests

4.3.3.1

Entity Type Validation

Not required at this time.
4.3.3.2

Entity Appearance Validation

Not required at this time.
4.3.3.3

Entity Marking Validation

Not required at this time.
4.3.3.4

Entity Capability Validation

Not required at this time.
4.3.2.5

Articulated Parts Validation

Not required at this time.
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5

INTERACTIVITY TESTS

These tests verify that the AUT interacts appropriately with
the rest of the simulation by generating events appropriately
or by respo nding properly to ex ternally generated events.
These tes ts will be performed in both Transmission and
Recep tion modes.
5.1

Maneuver,

Shoot,

Kill

In order to accommodate the di versi ty of simulators to be
tested, the operator of the AUT may choose to interact with a
ground, surface , or air entity in the tests described below.
These tests apply to those entities which have the capability
of maneuve ring and firing munitions.
5.1.1

Ideal Tests

5.1.1.1
5.1.1.1.1

Stationary
Transmission Test

In the ground case, the TESTER will create a stationary and
harmless vehicle on the terrain surface at position stated in
Appendix A.
In the surface case, the TESTER will create a ship at anchor
at the position stated in Appendix A.
In the air case, the TESTER will create a helicopter at the
position stated in Appendix A.
The AUT will create one entity of its choice at least 1000
meters from the TESTER entity.
The AUT will maneuver toward
the TESTER's vehicle until it is close enough to use its
weapon of choice. Once in position to open fire, the AUT will
do so in an attempt to achieve a kill.
Next, the AUT will
fire a sky shot away from the target entity up into the air.
Last, the AUT will fire a munition away from the target entity
but at the terrain.
Successful completion will be
conditionas are met by the AUT:

•

achieved

if

the

following

The Entity State, Fire, and Detonation PDUs are produced
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I

at appropriate times.
•

The AUT entity's velocity vector and position upda t es are
in the general direction of the TESTER entity and that
relevant articulated parts (e.g., turrets and guns) move
in a direction toward the TESTER ent ity.

•

For munitions fired, that the AUT is creating separate
Entity State PDU for the each tracking muniti on modeled
by verifying the unique entity identifier,
or by
verify ing an entity identifier of zero for non -tracking
muni tions.
For single rounds, the TESTER will v e rify
that the quantity field contains a value of one and the
rate field contains a value of zero.
For mul tiple
rounds, the TESTER will verify that the quantity field
and rate fileds contain the values given by the AUT . The
TESTER will also verify the remaining information in the
Fire PDU.

•

5.1.1.1.2

For detonation, the TESTER that the information in the
Detonation PDU is as specified in DIS 2.0.3 . The TESTER
will verify the time the PDU was issued, the target
entity ID, type of munition, etc.
For impact with the
entity, the TESTER will verify the detonation result of
"entity impact" or "entity proximate detonation".
For
sky shots, the TESTER will verify that a Detonation PDU
was issued with a detonation result of "none" at the time
the munition ceased to be modeled. For the terrain shot,
the TESTER will verify the impact of "ground impact" or
"ground proximate detonation".

5.1.1.2.1

I
I
I
I

Reception Test

The TESTER will repeat the test in section 5.1.1.1.1.
5.1.1.2

I

Moving
Transmission Test

A test of interaction with a moving target will be conducted
in a manner similar to that of 5.1.1 above except that the
targets will maneuver in a closed loop on the ground, on the
surface, or in the air.
The vehicles shall all move in
circular patterns.
The center of rotation shall be at the
locations noted in 5.1.1, above for each entity type.
The
radius of rotation, and velocity,
in a parallel plane
consistent with each vehicle shall be as follows:
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Helicopter .
Ground Veh.
Ship
5.1.1.2.2

Radius=500 me t ers
Rad iu s=10 0 me t ers
Radius=2000meters

ve l ocity=30 m/s
ve lo c i t y =2 m/ s
ve l ocity=6 m/s

Reception Test

Th e TESTER will repeat th e t est In sect i on 5 .1 . 1 . 2 . 1.
5.1.1.3 Deactivate (Bit 23)
5.1.1.3.1

Transmission Test

Thi s test is manda tory for all s imulat o rs a nd CGF who simul a t e
mi ss l es and fragments.
The AUT should go a posi tion wi th i n the area of interes t
(terrain database) or fly over the area of interest .
The
TESTER will provide a target.
The AUT will then proceed to
fire its amunition one at a time .
After e ach munition is
ei ther detonated or determined a s ky shot,
the munition
should terminate.
The last ES PDU sent for the munition should have bit 23 set
(to indicate DEACTIVATE). All other ES PDUs for the munition
should have bit 23 cleared .
The AUT may choose to set bit 23 upon the removal of an
entity from the exercise.
If AUT does this, check data to
verify by having AUT create an entity and remove the entity .
The last PDU from the entity should have bit 23 set.
NOTE:

5.1.1.3.2

Reception Test

This test is mandatory for
stealths,
radars,
network
simulators/CGF.

Listen Only devices (i.e . ,
monitors,
etc.)
and
for

To perform the Reception test, run the script
5.1.2

"BIT23 . SCR" .

Adverse Tests

5.1.2.1

Stationary

During interaction, the AUT should be able to survive the
introduction of a corrupted PDU. To introduce these adverse
conditions into the test, the TESTER will repeat the test in
5 . 1.1.1 and the following problems:
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(1)

During the test, the TESTER will issue one PDU t ha t
transports the entity b e ing attacked to th e SW corner of
the te rrain and b a ck t h e n ex t PDU.

(2 )

During
the
te s t,
t he
TESTER
will
cha ng e
entityID.entity field t o OxFFFF for one PDU.

t he

(3)

During
the
te s t,
the
TESTER
will
cha ng e
deadReckonParms.algorithm to OxFF for one PDU .

t he

(4)

During the test, the TESTER will change the el e vat io n of
the entity for two s e conds to an elevation wh e r e the
entity would not norma lly reside:
helicop t er to underground
tank to underground
ship to in the air 100m.

5.1.2.2

Moving

During interaction, the AUT should be able to survive the
introduction of a corrupted PDU. To introduce these adverse
conditions into the test, the TESTER will repeat the test in
5.1.1.2 and the following problems:
(1)

During the test, the TESTER will issue one PDU that
transports the entity being attacked to the SW corner of
the terrain and back the next PDU.

(2)

During
the
test,
the
TESTER
will
change
entityID.entity field to OxFFFF for one PDU.

the

(3 )

During
the
test,
the
TESTER
will
change
deadReckonParms.algorithm to OxFF for one PDU.

the

(4 )

During the test, the TESTER will at some time increase
the velocity of the entity by velocity x 3 for a period
of 2 seconds and then resume the original velocity.

5.1.2.3

Bit 23

(Deactivate)

Not required at this time.
5.1.3

Erroneous Tests

5.1.3.1

Stationary

Not required at this time.
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5.1.3.2

I
I
I
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Moving

Not required at this time.
5.1.3.3

Bit 23

(Deactivate)

Not required at this time.
5.2

Collisions

For Transmission mode, the TESTER will provide an entity to be
used as the target for a collision to be generated
intentionally.
For Reception mode, the AUT will create an
entity to be use as the target for a collision.
5.2.1

Ideal Tests

5.2.1.1

With a Stationary Vehicle

5.2.1.1.1

Transmission Test

The TESTER will create the target entity as in section 5.1.1.1
above. The AUT will create its entity as before and will then
maneuver it to cause a collision with the TESTER's entity.
Successful completion will be achieved if a valid Collision
PDU is produced by the AUT.
The TESTER will attempt to
determine that a consistent collision has occurred between
entitites (i.e., elastic or inelastic based upon conservation
of momentum) .
5.2.1.1.2

Reception Test

The AUT will create the target entity in the same location as
as specified in 5.1.1.1. The TESTER will create an entity at
least 1000 ft away and will maneuver it to cause a collision
with the AUT target entity.
Successful completion will be achieved if a valid Collision
PDU is produced by the AUT.
The TESTER will attempt to
determine that a consistent collision has occurred between
entitites (i .e ., elastic or inelastic based upon conservation
of momentum) .
5.2.1.2
5.2.1.2.1

with a Moving Vehicle
Transmission Test
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A test of collision with a moving target will be conducted in
a manner similar to that of 5.2.1.1 above except that the
target created by the TESTER will travel in a circular path at
a constant linear and angular velocity. If on the ground, it
will conform to the surface. If on the s u rface , the entity
will follow the terrai n.
If in the air, the enti ty will
maintain constant e l evation of 100 meters AGL.
Successful completion will be achieved if a valid Collision
PDU is produced by the AUT .
The TESTER will attempt to
determine that a consistent collision has occurred between
entitites (i.e., elastic or inelastic based upo n conservation
of momentum) .
5.2.1.2.2

Reception Test

The AUT will create a target similiar to the one in Sec tion
5.2.1.1 except it wil l travel in a circular path at a constant
linear and angular velocity.
If on the ground, it will
conform to the surface. If on the surface, the entity will
foll ow the terrain.
If in the air, the entity will maintain
constant elevation of 100 meters AGL.
Successful completion will be achieved if a valid Collision
PDU is produced by the AUT.
The TESTER will attempt to
determine that a consistent collision has occurred be tween
en titites (i.e., elastic or inelastic based upon conserva tion
of momentum) .
5.2.1.3
5.2.1.3.1

Collision with Articulated Parts
Transmission Test

A test of collision with an entity's articulated part will be
conducted in a manner similar to that of 5.2.1.2.1 above. The
collision test will be performed for three positions of the
articulated part: maximum position, minimum position, and
neutral posi ti on . The TESTER will observe the position o f the
entity at the collision point, as well as if the collision is
elastic or inelastic.
5.3.1.3.2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Reception Test

A test of collision with an entity's articulated part wil l be
conducted in a manner similar to that of 5.2.1.2.2 above. The
collision test will be performed for three positions of the
ar ticulated part: maximum position, minimum position, and
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neutral position. The TESTER will observe the position of the
entity at the collision point, as well as if the collision is
elas tic or inelastic.
5.2.2

Adverse Tests

5.2.2.1

with Stationary Vehicle

To introduce adverse conditions into the test, the TESTER will
repeat the test in 5.2.1.1 and add the problems specified in
section 5.1.2.1.
5.2.2.2

with Moving Vehicle

To introduc e adverse conditions into the test, the TESTER will
repeat the tes t in 5.2.1.2 and add the problems specified in
section 5.1.2.2.
5.2.3

Erroneous Tests

5.2.3.1

With Stationary Vehicle

Not required at this time.
5.2.3.2

with Moving Vehicle

Not required at this time.
5.3

Logistics Support - Resupply

In order to accommodate the diversity of simulators to be
tested, the operator of the AUT may choose to interact with a
ground, surface, or air entity.
This test applies only to
those entities that can actually perform resupply .
This is
expressed in the capabilities field of the entity's Entity
State PDU.
Prior to starting the logistics tests, the following initial
conditions must be established before one entity can resupply
another entity. These conditions include:
•
•
•

both entities must be alive,
the entities involved in the resupply activity is
within a specified distance, and
both entities are stationary (relative to each
other) .
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5.3.1

Ideal Tests

The Resupply test consists of 2 separate scenarios. The first
test will evaluate the AUT's performance in a normal resupply
activity, i.e. a request is made, supplies are offered, and
s uppli es are accepted.
Th e second test will eval ua t e the
AUT's performance when the resupply activity is canceled by
both sides.
5.3.1.1

Request, Receive, Accept

Prior to the res upply test, the AUT a nd the TESTER will
mutually d ete rmine the rate at which the transfer of supplies
will take place . The AUT's transfer rate will be reco rded as
part of its capabilities.
5.3.1.1.1

Transmission Test

The resupply interaction test will begin when the AUT
determines that it is in a state such that it should b e
resupplied.
The AUT should send a Service Request PDU
indicating the the resupply needed to start the interact ion.
I n the ground case, the AUT should be located on the terra in
surface at the position stated in Appendix A.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

In the sur fa ce c"ase, the AUT should be a ship at anchor at the
position stated in Appendix A.
In the air case, the AUT's starting location should b e the
position stated in Appendix A.
The TESTER will create one supply entity of its choice at
least 1000 meters from the AUT entity.
The TESTER will
maneuver toward the AUT's vehicle until it is wi thin the
established distance required to perform the resupply
activity. Once in position, the TESTER will offer a subset of
those supplies requested by the AUT. The AUT will accept the
supplies offered by the TESTER .
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and will verify that the AUT generates Service Request PDUs at
a rate of every 5 seconds.
The AUT should continue to
generate Service Request PDUs until such time that the TESTER
entity transmits a Resupply Offer PDU.
After this PDU is
issued, the TESTER will verify that the AUT does not cont i nue
to transmit Service Request PDUs. The TESTER will then verify
that the AUT transmits a Resupply Received PDU within 1 minute
of the issue of the Resupply Offer PDU. A verification of the
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supply types and supply quantity will be made.
The TESTER
will verify that the AUT's supply quantity is less than the
quantity indicated in the Resupply Offer PDU.
Based on the time required to return the Resuppl y received PDU
and the quantity of supplies reported by that PDU as taken,
the supply transfer rate will be recorded as a capability.
5.3.1.1.2

Reception Test

The resupply interaction test will begin when the TESTER
determines that it is in a state such that it should be
resupplied .
The TESTER shall position it's entity at the
coordinates stated in section 5.3.1.1.1 and issue a Service
Request PDU to initiate the activity.
The AUT will create one supply entity of its choice at least
1000 meters from the TESTER's entity. The AUT will maneuver
toward the TESTER's vehicle until it is within the established
distance required to perform the resupply activity. Once in
position, the AUT will offer those supplies requested by the
TESTER.
The TESTER will accept the supplies offered by the
AUT.
.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and will verify that the AUT generates a Resupply Offer PDU.
The TESTER will transmit a Resupply Received PDU within 1
minute of the issue of the Resupply Offer PDU.
5.3.1.2
5.3.1.2.1

Request, Cancel
Transmission Test

The resupply interaction test will begin when the AUT
determines that it is in a state such that it should be
resupplied.
The AUT shall position it's entity at the
coordinates stated in section 5.3.1.1.1.
The TESTER will create one supply entity of its choice at
least 1000 meters from the AUT entity.
The TESTER will
maneuver toward the AUT's vehicle until it is wi thin the
established distance required to perform the resupply
activity.
Once in position, the TESTER will offer the
supplies requested by the AUT.
The AUT will cancel the
interaction prior to receiving supplies from the TESTER.
The TESTER will record the inte+actions using its data logger.
This test will be performed in two parts:
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First, the AUT should generate a Service Requ est PDU followed
by a Resupply Cancel PDU.
The TESTER will verify that the
AUT's supply quantity is less than the supply quantity
indicated in the Res upply Offer PDU.
Second, the AUT should generate a Service Requ est PDU at a
rate of every 5 seconds. The AUT should continue to generate
Service Requ est PDUs until such time that th e AUT receives a
Resupply Off er PDU from the TESTER entity.
Th e AUT shoul d
then transmit a Resupply Cancel PDU. The TESTER will verify
that the AUT's supply quanti ty is less than the supply
quantity indic ated in the Resupply Offer PDU.
5.3.1.2.2

I
I
I
I
I

Reception Test

The resupply interaction test will begin when the TESTER
determines that it is in a state such that it should be
resupplied.
The TESTER shall position it's entity at the
coordinates stated in section 5.3.1.1.1.
The AUT will create one supply entity of its choice at least
1000 meters from the TESTER's entity. The AUT will maneuver
toward the TESTER's vehicle until it is within the established
distance required to perform the resupply activity. Once in
position, the AUT will offer a subset of those supplies
requested by the TESTER.
The TESTER will cancel the
interaction prior to receiving supplies from the AUT.

I
I

The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger.
This test will be performed in two parts:
First, the TESTER will transmit a Service Request PDU followed
by a Resupply Cancel PDU. The TESTER will verify that the AUT
does not decrement its supply counter.
Second, the TESTER will generate a Service Request PDU. The
AUT will issue a Resupply Offer PDU.
The TESTER will then
immediately transmit a Resupply Cancel PDU.
5.3.2

Adverse Tests

This test will determine if the AUT responds appropriately to
abandoning the supply activity.
5.3.2.1

Request, Receive, Abandoned

The resupply interaction test will begin when the TESTER
determines that it is in a state such that it should be
resupplied.
The TESTER shall position it's entity at the
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coordinates stated in section 5.3 .1 .1.1.
The AUT will create one supply entity of its choice at least
1000 meters from the TESTER's entity.
The AUT will maneuver
toward the TESTER's vehicle until it is within the establ ished
distance required to perform the resupply activity.
Once in
position, the AUT will offer a subset of those supplies
requested by the TESTER. The TESTER will neither cancel nor
accept the supplies from the AUT.
The TESTER will record the interaction using i ts data l ogger.
The TESTER will generate a Service Request PDU. The AUT will
issue a Resupply Offer PDU. The TESTER shall never transmit
a Resupply Received PDU.
After a period of 1 minute, the
TESTER will verify that the AUT does n ot exhibit any adverse
behavior.
5.3.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.4

Logistics Support - Repair

In order to accommodate the diversity of simulators to be
tested, the operator of the AUT may choose to interact with a
ground, surface, or air entity.
This test applies only to
those entities that can actually perform repair.
This is
expressed in the capabilities field of the entity's Entity
State PDU.
Prior to starting the logistics tests, the following initial
conditions must be established before one entity can repair
another entity. These conditions include:
•
•
•

5.4.1

both entities must be alive,
the entities involved in the repair activity 1S
within a specified distance, and
both entities are stationary (relative to each
other) .

Ideal Tests

The Repair test consists of 2 separate scenarios. The first
test will evaluate the AUT's performance in a normal repair
activity, i.e. a request is made, repairs are offered, and
repairs are accepted. The second test will evaluate the AUT's
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performance when rep air i s offered but t h e entity requ iring
repair does n ot res pond.
5.4.1.1
5.4.1.1.1

Request, Complete
Transmission Test

Th e repair i nt eraction test wi l l beg i n whe n th e AUT d e t ermines
t hat it i s in a s tat e s uch that i t s h ou ld b e r e pai red.
Th e
AUT shall position it' s entity at t h e c o o rdina t e s s t ated i n
sec tion 5 .3.1 .1 . 1.
The TESTER will creat e one repa i r e ntity o f its c ho ice at
l e ast 1000 me ter s from the AUT' s enti ty.
Th e TESTER wi l l
maneuver toward the AUT's v e hic le until it is with in t h e
established distance required to perfo r m the repair activity.
Once in position, the TESTER will offer to perform t he r epa i rs
requested by the AUT. The AUT will acc e pt the repairs of fe r e d
by the TESTER.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data log g e r
and will verify that the AUT generates Service Request PDUs a t
a rate of every 5 seconds.
The AUT should continue to
generate Service Request PDUs until such time that the TESTER
entity transmits a Repair Complete PDU. The AUT should the n
issue a Repair Re sponse PDU within 12 seconds. A verific at ion
of the repair result will also be made.

5.4.1.1.2

Reception Test

The repair interaction test will begin when the TESTER
determines that it is in a state such that it should be
repaired.
The TESTER shall position it's entity at the
coordinates stated in section 5.3.1.1.1 .
The AUT will create one repair ent i ty of its choice at l e ast
1000 meters from the TESTER's entity. The AUT will maneuver
toward the TESTER's vehicle until it is within the establi s h e d
distance required to perform the repair activity.
Onc e in
position, the AUT will offer to perform the repairs reque s ted
by the TESTER. The TESTER will accept the repairs offered by
t he AUT.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and will generate Service Request PDUs at a rate of every 5
seconds. The TESTER will verify that the AUT issues a Repair
Complete PDU.
The TESTER will issue a Repair Response PDU
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within 12 seconds.
5.4.1.2

Request, Cancel

5.4.1.2.1

Transmission Test

The repair interaction test will begin when the AUT determines
that it is in a state such that it should be repaired.
The
AUT shall position it's entity at the coordinates stated in
section 5.3.1.1.1.
The TESTER will create one repair enti ty of its choice at
least 1000 meters from the AUT's enti ty.
The TESTER will
maneuver toward the AUT's vehicle until it is within the
established distance required to perform the repair activity.
Once in position, the TESTER will offer to perform the repairs
requested by the AUT.
The AUT will cancel the repalr
activity.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and will verify that the AUT generates at least one Service
Request PDU.
The AUT should then cease to generate Service
Request PDUs thereby canceling the repair activity.
5.4.1.2.2

Reception Test

The repair interaction test will begin when the TESTER
determines that it is in a state such that it should be
repaired.
The TESTER shall position it's entity at the
coordinates stated in section 5.3.1.1.1.
The AUT will create one repair entity of its choice at least
1000 meters from the TESTER's entity. The AUT will maneuver
toward the TESTER's vehicle until it is within the established
distance required to perform the repair activity.
Once in
position, the AUT will offer to perform the repairs requested
by the TESTER. The TESTER will cancel the repair activity.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and will generate at least one Service Request PDU.
The
TESTER will then cease to issue Service request PDUs thereby
canceling the repair activity. No Repair Complete PDU should
be issued by the AUT.
5.4.2

Adverse Tests

These tests will determine if the AUT responds appropriately
to canceling the repair activity.
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5.4.2.1

Request,

I

No Response

The repair interaction test will begin when the TESTER
determines that it is in a state such that it should be
repaired.
The TESTER shall position it's entity at the
coordinates stated in section 5.3.1.1.1.
The AUT will create one repair entity of its choice at least
1000 meter s from the TESTER's entity. The AUT will maneuver
toward the TESTER's vehicle until it is within the established
distance required to perform the repair activity.
Once in
position, the AUT will offer to perform the repairs requested
by the TESTER.
The TESTER will not respond to the repairs
offered by the AUT.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and will generate Service Request PDUs at a rate of every 5
seconds. The TESTER will verify that the AUT issues a Repair
Complete PDU within 12 seconds of the last Service request
PDU. The TESTER will not issue a Repair Response PDU thereby
ending the repair activity.
5.4.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.5

Radio Communications

This test can be conducted for any AUT that can interact with
entities using Radio Comms.
Systems which do not transmit
need only pass the voice reception test.
5.5.1

Ideal Tests

5.5.1.1
5.5.1.1.1

Signal Transmission Test

(Short Burst)

Transmission Tests

This test is
transmittors.

mandatory

for

all

simulators/CGF with Radio

The AUT shall perform an off-on transition of the transmitter
followed by 1-4 seconds of signal transmission and an on-of
transition of the transmitter. Data log the PDUs generated by
the AUT.
Successful completion will be achieved if:
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1 . A correc t n umbe r of transmitter PDUs were t r a n smitted; one
for each sta t e transiti on, a nd possibly one more tran s mit ter
PDU during the s ignal b u rst.
2. The c orre ct numbe r o f signal PDUs were transmitte d b ased on
the sampling rat e, sampl e size , samp l e l e n gth , e n cod ing
scheme , and transmi s s ion du ration .
3. Th e app ropriat e f i e lds in the transmi tt er PDUs co r relate
with t h e appropriate f i e l ds i n t h e Signal PDUs .
4 . Th e t r a nsmitte r c hanges state appropri a tely at t h e state
trans itions .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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5.5.1.2
5.5.1.2.1

Signal Transmission Test (Long Burst)
Transmission Tests

This test is mandatory
transmittors.

for

all

simulators/CGF wi th Radio

The AUT shall perform the previous test again, but with 6 - 10
s e conds of signal transmission.
The PDUs shall be da ta
l o gg e d.
Successful completion will be achieved if :
The conditions from the short signa l
1.
still hold.

transmission test

2. There was no period greater than 5 seconds, + / - 5 %, that
did not have a corresponding Transmitter PDU .
5.5.1.3
5.5.1.3.1

Voice Transmission Test
Transmission Tests

This test is mandatory
transmittors.

for

all

simulators / CGF with Radio

The AUT shall perform an off-on transition of the t r ansmitter .
The AUT operator shall then speak several pre-determined
sentences into the microphone of the AUT.
The TESTER will
then monitor the transmission using a universal DIS radio
monitor . The TESTER operator will record the sentences which
he/she hears on the TESTER radio.
Successful completion of the test shall be achieved if the
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TESTER operator's list of sentences ma t ches the list s poke n by
the AUT op e rator.
5.5.1.4

voice Reception Test

5.5.1.4.1

Transmission Tests

This test is
transmittors.

mandatory

for

all

The AUT shall perform an off-on
The TESTER operator wil l then
sentences into the TESTER radio
write down what he/she hears on

simulators/CGF with

Radio

I

transit ion of its rec e ive r.
speak several predetermined
set.
The AUT operator will
the AUT radio .

If the AUT models terrain propagation or signal regeneration,
the TESTER and the AUT will mutually determine transmitter and
receiver locations, power settings, etc . in order to insure
the TESTER is sending a signal which can be heard by the AUT
operator.
Successful completion of the test shall be achieved if the
TESTER operator's list of sentences matches the list written
down by the AUT operator.
5.5.1.5
5.5.1.5.1

voice Interaction Test
Transmission Tests

This test is
transmittors.

mandatory

for

all

simulators/CGF with Radi o

As in the Voice Reception Test, the TESTER and the AUT will
mutually determine location and radio system settings that are
compatible with the AUT. The TESTER operator will then speak
sentences, one at a time into the TESTER radio set microphone.
The AUT operator will then repeat the sentences back by
speaking them into the AUT microphone.
Successful completion of the test shall be achieved if the
TESTER operator receives correct replies to each sentence
he/she transmits.
5.5.1.6
5.5.1.6.1

This

Receiver PDU Issuance Test
Transmission Tests

test

is

mandatory

for

all

simulators/CGF with

Radio
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tran smit tors .
The AUT sha ll enabl e its receive r . The AUT sha ll perform a n
o f f-o n t ransition of the r e ce ive r, wait 6 sec onds and per fo r m
an on- o ff transition of the r e c e ive r.
Th e TE STER will re co r d
al l PDUs g e nerated.
Su ccessf ul completion shall b e a chi eved i f r ece i ve r PDUs are
g enera ted a t the appropriat e rece i ve r s t a t e transi ti on s , and
there was no period greater t h a n 5 seco n ds , + / - 5% , that d i d
n ot have a corresponding Rece i ve r PDU .
5.5.2

Adverse Tests

No t requir e d at this time.
5.5.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.6

Emissions

5.6.1

Emissions State/Delta Update Test

These tests will verify that entities/sy stems which simulate
emlSSlons issue the range of systems/beams that they are
capable of.
These tests are required by those AUTs which
issue Emission PDUs.
5.6.1.1

Ideal Tests

The AUT will activate each selected emitter beam and cycle
through its selected parameter sets with a minimum 15 second
interval.
The AUT will activate multiple systems/beams if
such a configuration is possible. The AUT will deactivate all
systems and continue enti ty simulation for a period of 30
s e conds.
Successful completion will be achieved if:
1. A correct number and type (delta/state) of Emission PDUs
were transmitted.
One delta update for each parameter set
change (including deactivatation) and a state update for each
5 second interval .
2. The delta updates contain only those systems/beams which
change fundamental parameters or parameter set index.
3.

The state update indicator has a value of
81
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updates and 1 for delta updates .
4 . The sta te updates contain all active systems / b eams .

5. Emitter system
enumeration s .
5.6.1.2

function

and

b eam

function

us e

valid

I

Adverse Tests

Not requir ed at this time .
5.6.1.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.6.2

Beam Location Orientation Test Search Beam

In order to acconunodate the di versi ty of simulators to be
tested, th e operator of t he AUT may choose to inceract with a
ground, surface, or air entity in the tests described below.
These tests apply to those entities which have t he capability
of maneuvering and firing munitions.
5.6.2.1

I

Ideal Tests

5.6.2.1.1
5.6.2.1.1.1

Stationary
Transmission Test

In the g round case, the TESTER will create a stationary and
harmless vehicle on the terrain surface at Lockwood Post
Office :
geocentric (derived):
X=-2671397.8, Y=-4425792, Z=3723839.4
geodetic (derived): N 35 deg. 56' 58.5" W 121 deg. 6' 54.3"
In the surface case, the TESTER will create a ship at anchor:
geocentric (derived) :
geode tic (derived): N

o

X=-2756792.7, Y=-4419405.6, Z=36686 33.8
35 deg. 20' 21. 3"
W 121 deg.
57' 20.2"
alt.

In the alr case, the TESTER will create a helicopter at:
geocentric (derived):
X=-2757224.4, Y=-4420097 . 7, Z=366921 2.2
geodetic (derived): N 35 deg. 20' 21.3"
W 121 deg. 57' 20.2"
1000 alto
The AUT will create one entity of its choice at least 1000
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met ers from the TESTER entity. The AUT will maneuver toward
the TESTER S vehicle until it is close enough to use its
emitter system of choice.
Once in position to activate its
emitter system, the AUT will do so in a n attempt to illuminate
the target. Next, the AUT will modi fy its beam center/sweep
so as not to illuminate the target.
I

Successful compl etion will be
conditions are met by the AUT:
5.6.2.1.2

achieved

if

the

following

Moving

5.6.2.1.2.1

Transmission Test

A test of interaction with a moving target will be conducted
in a manner similar to that of 5.1.1 above except that the
targets will maneuver in a closed loop on the ground, on the
surface, or in the air (an F15 will replace the helicopter) .
The vehicles shall all move in circular patterns. The center
of rotation shall be at the locations noted in 5.1.1, above
for each entity type. The radius of rotation, and velocity,
in a parallel plane consistent with each vehicle shall be as
follows:
Helicopter.
Ground Veh.
Ship
5.6.2.2

Radius=5000 meters
Radius=100 meters
Radius=2000 meters

velocity=500m/s
velocity=2m/s
velocity=6m/s

Adverse Tests

During interaction, the AUT should be able to survive the
introduction of a corrupted PDU. To introduce these adverse
conditions into the test, the TESTER will repeat the test in
5.5.2.1.1 and the following problems:
(1)

During the test, the TESTER will issue one PDU that
transports the entity being attacked to the SW corner of
the terrain and back the next PDU.

(2)

During the test, the TESTER will change
entity id field to OxFFFF for one PDU.

(3)

During the test, the TESTER will change the
function and beam function to OxFF for one PDU.

(4)

During the test, the TESTER will change the beam centers
of the beam for two seconds to an direction where the
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beam would not normally reside .
5.6.2.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.7

Laser

5.7.1

Ideal Tests

5.7.1.1

Transmission Test

I

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF with Laser s .
The AUT shall perform an off-on transition of the laser
transmitter followed by 1-4 seconds of laser transmission and
an on-off transition of the laser transmitter.
Data log the
PDUs generated by the SUT.
The TESTER will create a stationary and harmless vehicle (the
vehicle will not be given permission to fire) at the position
stated in Appendix A.

I

I

Successful completion will be achieved if:
1. A correct number of laser PDUs were transmitted; ten per
second, and one more for the on-off transition. The final PDU
shall have power set to zero.
2. The TESTER will verify that the laser PDU is as specified
in DIS 2.0.3.
The TESTER will verify the target entity ID,
designator entity ID, location, etc.
5.7.1.2

Reception Test

This test is mandatory
Guided Weapons (LGW).

for all

simulators/CGF with Laser

The TESTER will create the same target entity as in 5.7.1.1
and another entity capable of lasing the first. The AUT will
create its Weapons Platform (WP) where ever necessary to fire
its LGW at the target.
Successful completion will be achieved if:
1. The AUT fired a LGW and the LGW hit near the target. Or
some other way to show that the SUT received the PDUs and
correctly used the information.
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5.7.2

Adverse Tests

5.7.2.1

Transmission Test

To introduce adverse conditions into . the test/ the TESTER will
repeat the test in 5.7.1 and add the following problems :
(1) During the test/ the TESTER will remove the target entity
from the field.
(2)
During the test/
X=50, Y=50.
5.7.2.2

the TESTER will beam the target to UTM

Reception Test

(1) During the test, the TESTER will remove the target entity
from the field and stop lasing.
5.8

Simulation Management

Simulation Management testing may be performed on a Simulation
Manager (SM) or on a system that can be controlled by a
Simulation Manager (SMC).
In the first case, a Simulation
Manager is tested on the ability to properly issue DIS
Simulation Management PDUs. In the second case, an SMC AUT is
tested on the ability to receive and respond to Simulation
Management PDUs directed to either the SUT Application (SA) or
AUT Entities.
In general, Transmission Tests apply to Simulation Managers
(Category 3 Devices), while Reception Tests apply to Systems
that are controllable by a ' Simulation Manager (Category 4
Devices).
(Reference: IST-TR-94-03, Para 6.0: Evaluation
Criteria)
5.8.1 Create Entity

The Simulation Management Protocol provides three distinct
methods for creating an entity. The first method provides the
most flexibility for a Simulation Manager to create and
initialize an exercise and/or entities i..n the absence of
information specified prior to exercise start
(session
database).
The second and third methods are subsets of the
first,
each requiring less interaction between SM and
Receiving Application, with entity initialization information
provided from other than the controlling SM. Testing for the
first method is outlined in the following paragraphs.
Validating

the

first

method/
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interaction between SM and Simulation Applications/Entities,
is sufficient to pass Create Entity testing, excl usive of
session database information.
5.8.1.1
5.8.1.1.1

Ideal Tests
Transmission Test

The SM AUT will demonstrate the ability to correctly build and
send a Create Entity PDU with data established at the time of
testing. Testing will verify that the SM can directly assign
the new entity id, or specify a value of 2 A 16 - 2 (OxFFFE) to
request assignment by the receiving SA.
In either case, the
id of the new entity must be returned in the Originating
Entity field of the Acknowledge PDU generated by the SA
creating the entity. The Group ID field is not evaluated. In
the event that the SUT does not use the field, it must be
initialized to zero.
The SM will build and send Create
following information:
/* DC = Don't Care
*/
Case 1:

PDUs

with

the

SM Assigns Entity ID

Originating Entity Id:
Group: DC
]
Receiving Entity Id:
ID Group: DC
]
Case 2:

Entity

Site:TBD
Site: TBD

Host:TBD
Host:TBD

Entity:TBD
Entity: Valid

SM Request Receiving Application Assign the Entity ID

Originating Entity Id:
Group:DC
]
Receiving Entity Id:
OXFFFE
Group: DC

Site:TBD
Site:

TBD

Host:TBD
Host:TBD

Entity:TBD
Entity:

The TESTER will record the activity using its Data Logger and
verify the SM AUT sends the PDU information correctly. Entity
IDs, excluding Group IDs, in the Create Entity PDU will be
validated.
Group ID should be zero unless specifically
assigned.
SM AUT response to Acknowledge PDUs generated by
the destination SA is not tested.
5.8.1.1.2 Reception Test

The TESTER will generate Create Entity PDUs with the values of
5.8.1.1.1 and send to the AUT. The AUT must demonstrate the
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ability to receive the PDUs and generate an Acknowledge PDU
for each request.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the AUT receives the Create Entity PDU and
generates an Acknowledge PDU for each PDU received. Entity
IDs, Acknowledge Flag, and Response Flag data will be
validated to ensure the new Entity ID corresponds with the
SM's request. Acknowledge PDU testing is described in detail
in Section 5.8.5.
The TESTER will continue to monitor DIS
traffic for 1 minute.
The entity mayor may not send ESPDUs
after receipt of a Create Entity PDU.
If the entity sends
ESPDUs, they must contain valid information and indicate a
stopped state. Bit 21 in the appearance field may be used to
indicate the entity is in the stopped state.
5.8.1.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.1.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.2 Remove Entity
5.8.2.1

Ideal Tests

Tests will be conducted between an active SM and one or more
entities.
The state of the receiving entity may be either
Stopped or Simulating.
The SM AUT will demonstrate the ability to correctly build and
send a Remove Entity PDU with data established at the time of
testing. SM AUT response to the Acknowledge PDU generated by
the SA removing the entity from the simulation is not tested.
The SMC will demonstrate the ability to receive the Remove
Entity PDU, respond with an Acknowledge PDU, send one ESPDU
with bit 23 (Deactivate bit) set, and remove the entity from
the Simulation.
5.8.2.1.1 Transmission Test

The SM will build and
following information:
Originating Entity Id:
Group: DC]

send a

Remove

[ Site: TDB
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Receiving Entity Id:
Group: DC]

[ Site: TDB

Host: TBD

Entity: TBD

The TESTER will record the activity using its Data Logger and
verify the SM AUT sends the PDU information correctly. Entity
IDs, excluding Group IDs, in the Remove Entity PDU will be
validated.
5.8.2.1.2 Reception Test

The TESTER will generate a Remove Entity PDU with the values
of 5.8.2.1.1 and send to the AUT.
The AUT must demonstrate
the ability to receive the PDU, remove the entity, and
generate an Acknowledge PDU.
The entity must also send a final ES PDU with the deactivate
bit set, to inform other applications of its removal from the
simulation. If the entity has not yet sent any ESPDUs, as in
the case of an entity created and removed without having been
started, then the deactivate ESPDU need not be sent.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the AUT receives the Remove Entity PDU and
generates an Acknowledge PDU and, if indicated, one final
ESPDU. Entity IDs, Acknowledge Flag, and Response Flag in the
Acknowledge PDU will be validated to ensure the data
corresponds with the SM's request.
5.8.2.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.2.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.3 Start/Resume
5.8.3.1

Ideal Tests

Testing will be conducted between an active SM and an entity
in the Stopped State.
The SM AUT will demonstrate the ability to correctly build and
send a Start/Resume PDU with data established at the time of
testing. Group ID information will not be evaluated.
The SMC will demonstrate the ability to receive the
Start/Resume PDU, respond with an Acknowledge PDU, and change
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ability to receive the PDUs and generate an Acknowledge PDU
for each request.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the AUT receives the Create Entity PDU and
generates an Acknowledge PDU for each PDU rec e ived. Entity
IDs, Acknowledge Flag, and Response Flag d a ta will be
validated to ensure the new Entity ID corresponds with the
SM's request. Acknowledge PDU testing is described in detail
in Section 5.8.5.
The TESTER will continue to monit o r DIS
traffic for 1 minute. The entity mayor may not send ESPDUs
after receipt of a Create Enti ty PDU.
If the enti ty sends
ESPDUs, they must contain valid information and indicate a
stopped state. Bit 21 in the appearance field may be used to
indicate the entity is in the stopped state.
5.8.1.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.1.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.2 Remove Entity
5.8.2.1

Ideal Tests

Tests will be conducted between an active SM and one or more
entities.
The state of the receiving entity may be either
Stopped or Simulating.
The SM AUT will demonstrate the ability to correctly build and
send a Remove Entity PDU with data established at the time of
testing. SM AUT response to the Acknowledge PDU generated by
the SA removing the entity from the simulation is not tested.
The SMC will demonstrate the ability to receive the Remove
Entity PDU, respond with an Acknowledge PDU, send one ESPDU
with bit 23 (Deactivate bit) set, and remove the entity from
the Simulation.
5.8.2.1.1 Transmission Test

The SM will build and send a
following information:
Originating Entity Id:
Group: DC]

Remove Entity PDU with

[ Site: TDB
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Receiving Entity Id:
Group: DC]

[ Site : TDB

Host: TBD

Entity: TBD

The TESTER will record the activity using its Data Logger and
verify the SM AUT sends the PDU information correctly. Entity
IDs , excludi ng Group IDs , in the Remove Entity PDU will b e
validated.
5.8.2.1.2 Reception Test

The TESTER will generate a Remove Entity PDU with the values
of 5.8.2.1.1 and send to the AUT . The AUT must demonstrate
the ability to receive the PDU, remove the entity , and
generate an Acknowledge PDU.
The entity must also send a final ES PDU with the deactivate
bit set, to inform other applications of its removal from the
simulation. If the entity has not yet sent any ESPDUs, as in
the case of an entity created and removed without having been
started, then the deactivate ESPDU need not be sent.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logge r
and verify the AUT receives the Remove Entity PDU and
generates an Acknowledge PDU and, if indicated, one final
ESPDU. Entity IDs, Acknowledge Flag, and Response Flag in the
Acknowledge PDU will be validated to ensure the data
corresponds with the SM's request.
5.8.2.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.2.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.3 Start/Resume
5.8.3.1

Ideal Tests

Testing will be conducted between an active SM and an entity
in the Stopped State.
The SM AUT will demonstrate the ability to correctly build and
send a Start/Resume PDU with data established at the time of
testing. Group ID information will not be evaluated.
The SMC will demonstrate the ability. to receive the
Start/Resume PDU, respond with an Acknowledge PDU, and change
88
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to a Simulating State at the designa ted time.
r e flect the change in stat e .

ES PDUs will

5.8.3.1.1 Transmission Test

Prior to the test, the TESTER will cre ate an M1 and an M2 (two
ground entities) at a valid location on the database . These
ent i ties will receive and respond to the start/resume request.
The SM will build and
following information:

send

Case 1: Immediate Start
Originating Entity Id:
TBD Group: DC ]
Receiving Entity Id:
TBD
Group: DC ]
Real-World Time
Simulation Time

a

Start / Resume

the

Site: TBD

Host: TBD

Entity:

Site: TBD

Host: TBD

Entity:

o
[

PDU with

0
0

0

Case 2: Delayed Start (Sent to all entities at the site)
Originating Entity Id:
Site: TBD Host: TBD Entity:
TBD Group: DC ]
Receiving Entity Id:
Site: TBD Host: TBD Entity:
OxFFFF
Group: DC ]
Real-World Time
Valid Hour, Time Past the Hour]
Simulation Time
[ Valid Hour, Time Past the
Hour]
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logge~
and verify the SM AUT sends the PDU information correctly.
Entity IDs, excluding Group ID fields, and the Time records
will be validated. Simulation time record should be set equal
to the Real World Time unless specifically set otherwise by
the SM.
SM response to the Acknowledge PDU generated by the
SA is not tested.
5.8.3.1.2 Reception Test

Prior to the test, the AUT will create two entities in the
stopped state on the database.
These entities will receive
and respond to the Start/Resume PDUs sent from the TESTER.
The TESTER will generate Start/Resume PDUS with the values of
5 . 8.3.1.1 and send to the AUT. The AUT must demonstrate the
ability to receive the PDU and generate an Acknowledge PDU in
response . The AUT must also demonstrate the ability to change
to the Simulating State at the designated time. After the
first test, the receiving entity should be placed back into
89
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the stopped state.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the AUT receives the Start/Resume PDU and responds
with an Acknowledge PDU.
Data will be logged until after the
designated Start Time, at which time the AUT should move the
entity to the Simulating State and begin sending ES PDUs with
bit 21 of the appearance field cleared to O.
5.8.3.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.3.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.4 Stop/Freeze
5.8.4.1 Ideal Tests

Tests will be conducted between an active SM and a Simulating
Entity.
The SM AUT will demonstrate the ability to correctly build and
send a Stop/Freeze PDU with data established at the time of
testing. Group ID information will not be evaluated.
SMC will demonstrate the ability to receive a Stop/Freeze PDU,
respond with an Acknowledge PDU, and change state at the
designated time, displaying behavior appropriate for the new
state.
5.8.4.1.1 Transmission Test

Prior to the test, the TESTER will create an Ml and an M2 (two
ground entities) at a valid location in the database.
These
entities will receive and respond to the Stop/Freeze PDUs.
Case 1: Immediate Stop
Originating Entity Id:
TBD Group: DC ]
Receiving Entity Id:
TBD
Group: DC ]
Real-World Time:
Reason:
Case 2:

Delayed Stop

Site: TBD

Host: TBD

Entity :

Site: TBD

Host: TBD

Entity:

o 0
TBD ]

Sent to all entities at ,the site)
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Originating Entity Id:
Site: TBD Host: TBD Entity:
TBD Group: DC ]
Site: TBD Host: TBD Entity:
Receiving Entity Id:
OxFFFF
Group: DC ]
[ Valid Hour, Time Past the Hour]
Real-World Time
[
0 .. 5]
(Enumerations
Reason:
Document, para 4.3.1.10)
The TESTER will record the activity using its data logger and
verify the SM AUT sends the PDU information correctly.
Originating and Receiving Entity IDs, excluding Group IDs,
Time record, and Reason will be validated. SM AUT response to
the Acknowledge PDU generated by the SA is not tested.
5.8.4.1.2 Reception Test

The TESTER will generate and send to the AUT a Stop/Freeze PDU
with the values of 5.8.4.1.1.
The AUT must demonstrate the
ability to receive the PDU and generate an Acknowledge PDU in
response, and change state at the designated time.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the AUT receives the Stop/Freeze PDU and responds
with an Acknowledge PDU.
Data will be logged until after the
designated Stop Time, at which time the AUT should move the
entity to the Stopped State and modify transmission of DIS
PDUs. The entity may stop sending ES PDUs, or may continue to
send them at the default update rate with velocity set to O.
Bit 21 may also be used to indicate the stopped state.
5.8.4.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.4.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.5 Acknow1edge
5.8.5.1 Idea1 Tests
5.8.5.1.1 Transmission Test

The Acknowledge PDU is not generated by SMs.
Acknowledge PDU data is not tested.
5.8.5.1.2 Reception Test.
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The Acknowledge PDU will be validated via PDUs logged during
Create, Remove, Start/Resume, and Stop/Freeze testing/
5.8.5.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.5.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.6 Action Request
5.8.6.1 Ideal Tests

Action IDs that may be tested are given in Section 4.3.1.12 of
the 2.0 . 3 Enumeration Document.
Additional enumerations, such as SET SIMULATION CLOCK will be
incorporated as required for the exercise.
The SM will generate Action Request PDUs with valid Action IDs
from 4.3.1.12.
The SMC will demonstrate the ability to receive and respond to
Action Request PDUs with an Action Response PDU (section
5.8.7) .
5.8.6.1.1 Transmission Test

Prior to the test, the TESTER will create an M1 and an M2 (two
ground entities) at a valid location in the database.
These
entities will receive and respond to the Action Request.
The SM will build and send an Action Request PDU with the
following information:
Originating Entity ID
Site:TBD Host:TBD
Entity: TBD
Group: DC ]
Receiving Entity ID
Site:TBD Host:TBD
Entity: TBD
Group:DC
]
Request ID
Unique for each Action Request ]
Action ID
[
O .• 7
]
(4.3 .1.12,
with
additions )
Number of Fixed Datum Fields,
[
]
N
Number of Variable Datum Fields
]
[
M
Fixed Datum 1
[ ID
VALUE ] (IDs from 4.3.1.15,
with additions
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Fixed Datum N
Variable Datum 1

ID
ID

variable Datum M

ID

VALUE
LEN
LEN

]
VALUE
VALUE

The TESTER will record the activity using its data logger and
verify the SM AUT sends the PDU information correctly. Entity
IDs, Request ID, Action ID, and Datum Specification Records
(as required) will be validated. SM AUT response to an Action
Response PDU generated by the SA is not tested.
5.8.6.1.2 Reception Test

Prior to the test, the AUT will create 2 entities at a valid
location in the database. The TESTER will send Action Request
PDUs to the entities.
The TESTER will generate an Action Request PDU with the values
of 5.8.6.1.1. The AUT must demonstrate the ability to receive
the PDU and generate an Action Response PDU .
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the AUT receives the Action Request PDUs and
generates an Action Response PDU for each request.
Action
Response PDU testing is described in 5.8.7.
5.8.6.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.6.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.7 Action Response
5.8.7.1 Idea1 Tests

Action IDs that may be tested are given in Section 4.3.1.12 of
the 2.0.3 Enumeration Document, plus additions. Valid Request
Status values are given in Section 4.3.1.13 of the 2.0.3
Enumeration Document,
plus
additions.
The
SMC will
demonstrate the ability to receive an Action Request PDU and
respond with an Action Response PDU indicating SA response to
the request.
5.8.7.1.1 Transmission Test

Not required at this time.
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5.8.7.1.2 Reception Test

The TESTER will generate an Ac tion Request PDU with the v a lu e s
of 5.8.6.1.1. The AUT must demonstrate the ability to r ece ive
the PDU and generate an appropriate Action Response PDU.
Entity IDs, Request ID (corresponding to the Action Request) ,
Request Status, and Datum Specification Records (as required)
will be validated.
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the AUT generates an Action Response PDU for e ach
r e quest.
5.8.7.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.7.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.8 Event Report
5.8.8.1 Ideal Tests

Event Types that will be tested are glven in Section 4 . 3 .1 . 14
of the 2.0.3 Enumeration Document.
The SMC will demonstrate the ability to generate an Event
Report, based on the occurrence of a qualifying event and a
request to enable event reporting to an SM.
5.8.8.1.1 Transmission Test

Not required at this time.
5.8.8.1.2 Reception Test

Prior to the test, the AUT will create 2 entities at a valid
location in the database. The AUT should utilize the TESTER
Testbed Simulation Management commands to set up conditions
necessary to induce an Event Report from the AUT to the TESTER
The TESTER will record the interaction using its data
SM.
logger and verify the AUT generates an Event Report PDU for
each significant event it is capable of reporting.
The AUT
must demonstrate the ability to generate an Event Report PDU
sent to the SM that has requested notification.
Entity IDs,
Event Type, and Datum Specification Record (as required) will
be validated.
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5.8.8.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.8.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.9 Data Query
5.8.9.1 Ideal Tests

Datum parameters that may be queried are given in Section
4.3.1.15 of the 2.0.3 Enumeration Document, plus additions.
Every datum parameter accessible · via Data Query PDUs and
implemented by the AUT will be queried during Reception Tests .
5.8.9.1.1 Transmission Test

Prior to the test, the TESTER will create an M1 and an M2 (two
ground entities) at a valid location in the database. These
entities will receive and respond to the Data Query PDUs sent
from the AUT.
The SM will build and send a Data Query PDU with the following
information:
Originating Entity ID
Site: TDB
Host: TBD Entity: TDB
Group: DC ]
Receiving Entity ID
Site: TDB
Host: TBD Entity: TDB
Group: DC ]
Request ID
Unique for each query ]
Time Interval
0 or Valid Interval ]
Number of Fixed Datum Fields
[ N ] (Number of Fixed
Datum IDs being queried )
Number of Variable Datum Fields
M
(Number of Variable
Datum IDs being queried )
Fixed Datum ID 1
[ ID
(From 4.3.1.15,
2.0.3 Enumeration, plus additions)
Fixed Datum ID N
Variable Datum ID 1

ID
ID

Variable Datum

ID

ID M

The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the AUT sends the Set Data PDU correctly. Entity
IDs, Request ID, Time Interval, and Datum IDs will be
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validated .
The SM will receive a Data PDU generated by the destination SA
(not tested).
5.8.9.1.2 Reception Test

Prior to the test, the AUT will create 2 entities at a valid
location in the database.
These entities will receive and
respond to the Data Query PDUs sent from the TESTER.
The TESTER will generate and send Data Query PDUs to the AUT .
The AUT will demonstrate the ability to receive each Data
Query PDU and respond with a Data PDU containing the requested
information, less any Request IDs that the entity could not
accomodate. The AUT's Data PDU will be examined to verify the
information. Single (time field 0) and recurring (time field
> 0) queries will be tested, according to the AUT Capabilities
Statement, to verify the AUT can provide Data PDUs at the rate
requested by the Data Query PDU.
Data PDU testing is
described in 5.8.11.
5.8.9.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.9.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.10 Set Data
5.8.10.1 Ideal Tests

Datum parameters that may be tested are given in Section
4.3.1.15 of the 2.0.3 Enumeration Document, plus additions.
Every datum parameter configurable via Set Data PDUs that a
receiving AUT can respond to will be validated during
Reception Tests.
5.8.10.1.1 Transmission Test

Create the initial conditions as per the Data Query testing .
The SM will build and send a Set Data PDU with the following
information:
Originating Entity ID [ Site: TDB
Group: DC ]
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Receiving Entity ID
Site: TDB
Host: TBD Entity: TDB
Group: DC ]
Request ID
[ Unique for each Set Data ]
Number of Fixed Datum Fields
[N]
Number of Variable Datum Fields [ M ]
Fixed Datum 1
[ID
VALUE
(4.3.1.15,
plus
additions )
Fixed Datum N
Variable Datum 1

ID
ID

VALUE
LEN

VALUE

variable Datum M

ID

LEN

VALUE

The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the SM AUT sends the PDU information correctly.
Entity IDs, Request ID, and Datum Specification Records will
be validated.
SM
response to Set Data PDUs generated by the SA is not
tested.
5.8.10.1.2 Reception Test

Create the initial conditions from the Data Query testing.
The TESTER will generate and send Set Data PDUs to the AUT.
The AUT will demonstrate the ability to receive the Set Data
PDU, make appropriate changes to internal data, and respond
with a Data PDU to the originating SM. The AUT's Data PDU and
ES PDUs will be examined to verify changes to state variables.
Data PDU testing is described in 5.8.11.
5.8.10.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.10.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.11 Data
5.8.11.1 Ideal Tests

Data PDUs generated by an AUT during Data Query and Set Data
testing will be used for Data PDU testing.
Datum parameters for Set Data or Data Query PDUs are given in
Section 4.3.1.15 of the 2.0.3 Enumeration Document, plus
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additions.
5.8.11.1.1 Transmission Test

SM response to Data PDUs is not tested.
5.8.11.1.2 Reception Test

Data PDUs generated during Data Query and Set Data testing
will be used for these tests.
Entity IDs, Request ID , and
Datum Specification Records will be validated. The AUT's Data
PDU will return to the SM the valu e of each datum id to which
the AUT wa s able to respond. Any parameters to which the AUT
could not respond must have been omitted from the Data PDU .
5.8.11.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.11.3

Erroneous Tests

Not required at this time.
5.8.12

Message

5.8.12.1 Ideal Tests
5.8.12.1.1 Transmission Test

If the SM h as indicated the capability to send Message PDUs,
then it must demonstrate the ability to build and send a
Message PDU t o a valid destination address.
The Receiving
Entity field shall contain a value of all zeros if the message
is addressed to no specific entity and all ones (binary) if
addressed to all entities.
Originating Entity ID
Site: TDB Host: TBD
Entity: TDB
Group: DC ]
Receiving Entity ID
Site: TDB Host: TBD
Entity: TDB
Group: DC )
[
Number of Variable Datum Fields
M
[ ID
Variable Datum 1
( ID from
LEN
VALUE ]
4.3.1.15, plus additions )
Variable Datum M

[ ID

LEN

VALUE ]

The TESTER will record the interaction using its data logger
and verify the SM AUT sends the Message PDU information
correctly. Entity IDs, Request ID, and Datum Specification
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Records will be validated
5.8.12.1.2 Reception Test

Not requ ired at this time.
5.8.12.2

Adverse Tests

Not required at this time .
5.8.12.3

Erroneous Tests

Not requ ired at thi s t i me.
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PART III:

INTEROPERABILITY TESTS

The TESTER may perf orm other tests if deemed techni ca lly
feas ible, beneficial to determini ng interoperability, and
mutually agreeable to all parties concerned.
In addition to
the tests specified below, additional tests envisioned could
include testing Sections 3, 4 , and 5 on a s impli fied ver s ion
of a terrain data base.
6
6.1

SYSTEM/NETWORK TESTS

I
I
I
I
I

System Startup Test

The purpose of this test is t o ensure t hat the AUT does not
put adverse/errorneous data onto the n etwork wh en it
reinitializes.
For this test, the AUT must go through an initializat ion ,
which could be reboot or cold start of the system. The TESTER
will log network traffic during this time and analyse the data
to ensure no adverse/errorneouse DIS data was transmitted by
the AUT during this time.
7

MANNED SIMULATOR INTERACTION (Qualitative Testing)

The TESTER shall conduct interactive tests using its M-1
simulators with operators in the loop . The purpose shall be
to make qualitative assessments regarding interoperability and
to identify any problems which quantitative testing may have
missed.
The identification and resolution of problems shall
be determined mutually by the TESTER and the AUT.
8

PROTOCOL TRANSLATOR TESTS

The abundance of existing systems which do not currently use
the DIS PDUs to communicate indicate the potential abundance
of protocol translator mechanisms to be used as front ends to
these systems.
Protocol translation applications convert
from/to DIS to whatever information format the system will be
using.
Protocol translation applications also translate
between coordinate systems and dead reckoning algorithms. To
test a protocol translation device, the protocol that is b e ing
translated to/from DIS 2.0.3 must be completely known so t hat
descrepencies can be identified. The following sections give
guidance for additional tests which must be performed on
protocol translation applications.
These tests will be
expanded as more experience is gained with the integration of
these devices/applications into DIS.
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8.1
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System Setup

To accurately test a protocol translation application,
the
TESTER must have access to the information on both sides of
the translation. If the protocol translation is accomplished
with an independent device, the TESTER will monitor all
network connections into and out of the device.
8.2

Network Protocols

For an independent protocol translation device, the TESTER
will monitor the network traffic on all network connections of
the device. The TESTER will verify consistency of the network
protocols for information traveling on these connections. The
TESTER will verify that the device does or does not meet
throughput as stated by the AUT.
8.3

Translation

For the translation performed by the device/application, the
AUT must provide a very complete capabilities statement of
what is being translated.
The TESTER will verify that the
stated translation is taking place based on the information
provided by the AUT. In coordination with the tests stated in
the earlier sections of this document, the TESTER will verify
that coordinate transformations are accurate, that entity IDs
remain consistant, that entity types are consistent, and that
movement (velocity and acceleration) is consistent .
The
TESTER will also verify that translation of dead reckoning
information is consistent.
9

CAPABILITY TESTS

(Quantitative Testing)

This section is reserved for those tests that determine the
level of interoperability a AUT may possess. These tests are
intended to identify the limits of system performance, network
performance, and correlation of simulations. These tests are
quantitative and the measurements may be compared against
those of other systems to determine level of compatibility for
interacting in DIS applications. Specific tests, below, will
be mutually selected by the TESTER and the AUT.
8.1

System Loading

The TESTER will present the AUT with a continual increase in
PDU's (both broadcast and point to point) up to a load
representing 200 entities, if possible. The AUT shall proceed
along a course as outlined in Section 3.1, above (repeating
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the route until conclusion of this test). The purpose will b e
to observe the PDU type and quanti ty from the AUT and to
discern, visually and analytically (through frequency analysis
of PDU type) the ability of the AUT to handle (or ignore)
heavy network traffic.
8.2

Line of Sight Correlation Test

This test is intended for those systems with image generators.
It will produce a measure of the intervisibility of a AUT's
generated image by creating entities on the terrain and
recording if a human can see them.
This test is us ed to
determine terrain correlation for systems which generate their
own terrain databases.
The TESTER will provi de the test
software to be used on a PC.
This software will drive the
image generator to create the entities on the terrain.
A
person at the PC indicates whether or not he can see the
entity. The correlation index is used as an indicator of how
different the terrain database is represented between
different image generators and because of this difference,
whether those generators can compete ln a fair fight.
8.3

Target Background Contrast Ratio

This test is used for any system with an image generator. The
TESTER will use a chronometer to measure the contrast ratio
between a target and the background for specified colors.
This measure will be used to determine the level of fair fight
that the simulator can compete in.
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APPENDIX A
Coordinates To Be Used For Tests

A.1 Virtual Testbed TDB
TBD
A.2 Hunter Liggett 1993 10x30 TDB
The following coordinates are based on the use of the Hunter
Ligget database and are computed on the following assumption.
The southwest corner of the 1993 Fort Hunter Ligget database
is:
geocentric:
geodetic:

N 35 deg 15'

0

A.2 positions for Section 3.1.1.
A.2.1 Air Entity Starting Position
UTM
E 594908.93, N 3911166.00, Zone 10
UTM offset
X=-55091.7, Y=-63834.0 , Z=10000
geocentric (derived):
X=-2761110.1, Y=-4426326.8, Z=3674417.9
geodetic (derived):
N 35 deg. 20' 21.3" W 121 deg. 57' 20.2"
10000 alt.
A.2.2 Air Entity Ending Position
UTM
E 594909.31, N 3921167.49, Zone 10
UTM
X=-55090.7, Y=-52832.51, Z=10000
geocentric (derived):
X=-2757949.3, Y=-4421460.3, Z=3682586.7
geodetic (derived):
N 3 5 deg. 25' 45. 9 " W 121 deg. 57' 16 "
10000 alt.
A.2.3 Ground Entity Starting Position
E 670000.70, N 3979998.53, Zone 10
UTM
X=20000.7, Y=4998.53, Z=292
UTM
X=-2671397.8, Y=-4425792, Z=3723839.4
geocentric (derived):
geodetic (derived):
N 35 deg. 56' 58.5" W 121 deg. 6' 54.3"
298 alt.
A.2.4 Sea Entity Starting position
UTM
E 594908.94, N 3911166.04, Zone 10
UTM
X=-55091.06, Y=-63833.96, Z=0.02
geocentric (derived):
X=-2756792.7, Y=-4419405.6, Z=3668633.8
geodetic (derived):
N 35 deg. 20' 21.3" W 121 deg. 57' 20.2"
o alt.
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A.2.5 Sea Entity Ending Position
E 594909.32, N 3921167.43, Zon e 10
UTM
X=-5 5090.6 8 , Y=-53832.57, Z=0.0 2
UTM
X=-2753636.9, Y=-441 4546. 8 , 2=3676789.7
geocentric (derived) :
N 3 5 d eg. 25 45. 9 " W 121 deg . 57 16 "
geode tic (derived) :
o alt.
I

I

A.3 positions for section 4.1.1.1.1
A.3 . 1 Ground Entity position
See section A.2.3.
A.3.1 Sea Entity posit ion
See section A.2.4.
A.3.1 Rotory Winged Aircraft Hovering position
UTM
E 594908.96, N 3911166.05, Zone 10
UTM
X=-55091.04, Y=-63833.95, 2=1000
geocentric (derived):
X=-2757224.4, Y=-4420097.7, 2 =36 69212. 2
geodetic (derived):
N 35 deg. 20 21.3" W 121 deg. 57 ' 2 0.2"
1000 alt.
A.3.2 Beaming positions
position 1
UTM
E 635706.59, N 3951711.64, 20ne 10
UTM
X=-14293.41, Y= ~32 88.36
geocentric (derived):
X=-2709413.024104,
Y=-4421360 .215115 ,
2=3701210.935812
Position
2
UTM
E 685922.75, N 4002564.37, Zone 10
UTM
X=35922.75, Y=27564.37
geocentric (derived):
X=-2652154.227640,
Y=-4425581.83043 5,
Z=3744003.785569
I

A.4 positions for Section 4.1.1.3.1
A.4.1 Ground Entity position
See section A.2.3
A.4.2 Sea Entity Postion
See section A.2.4
A.4.3 Air Entity position
See section A.2.1
A.5 positions for Section 4.3.1.2.1
A.5.l Ground Entity Position - Lockwood Post Office
UTM
E 672936.31, N 3976402.79, Zone 10
UTM
X=22936.3l, Y=1402.79
geocentric (derived):
X=-2669926.874l55,
Y=-4428900.674l44 ,
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Z=3720707.134921
A.5.2 Sea Entity position
approximate location
geocentric:
X=-2716162.393570,
Z=3683167.978451
A.5.3 Rotory Winged Aircraft Position
approximat location
geocentric:
X=-2692454.020881,
Z=3726193.449712

Y=-4432374.185066,

Y=-4416723.773855,

A.6 Position for Section 5.1.1.1.1
A.6.1 Ground Entity position
See section A.5.1.
A.6.2 Sea Entity position
See section A.2.4.
A.6.3 Air Entity position
See section A.3.1.
A.7 Positions for Section 5.3.1.1.1
A.7.1 Ground Entity Postion
See section A.5.1.
A.7.2 Sea Entity Position
See section A.2.4.
A.7.3 Air Entity Position
See section A.3.1.
A.8 Position for Section 5.7.1.1
The TESTER will position an entity at
section A.5.1.
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LOGGED TESTING
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET

For Compliance And Interoperability Testing of Systems using

DIS 2.0.3+ for the I/ITSEC '94 Conference

October 7, 1994

1

I.

System Configuration for Logged Testing

To do logged testing, your site n eeds to us e the fol l owing test
tools provided by 1ST a nd available on the password protected DIS
Testbed FTP nod e:
- Testbed Computer Generated Forces (CGF) lat est v ersion
- Data Logger
- Playback u tility
For AUTs (Appli cation Under Test)
configuration for tes ting s hould be:
one PC (non -floati n g poi nt)
one PC (non-floating point )
recorded binary (.bin) files
the CGF and playback script
For AUTs that are
testing should be:

that

to run
to run
or one
(.scr)

are

list en

only,

the

the Data Logger
Playback to play back prePC ( f loa ting point) to run
files

send/receive devices,

the

configurat ion

I
I
I
I
I
I

for

one PC (non -float ing ptiint) to run the Data Logger
one PC (float ing point) to run the CGF and the Playback
There are several items to check when connecting the PCs to your
system to insure that testing will be smooth . Both the CGF and the
Data Logger have configuration files (.cfg). For these tests, the
first UDP port number in each configuration file should be set to
6994, the number chosen for the IITSEC '94 demo:
udp-ports

=

"6994,3001,3002,3003"

Also, in the CGF con f iguration file,
make sure the IP number is set to an IP number to be used for
IITSEC.
make sure the Terrain Database being used is "hl_cmpls" for
the 1993 database and that the database origins are set
correctly .
make sure that if your system
that this is set "ON"
II.

1S

calculating checksum for UDP

Using The Test Too1s

The documentation for the CGF, Data Logger, and Playback test tools
is available wi th the test tools. This documentation tells you how
to run the test tools.
For logged testing, the Data Logge r is
obviously the most important tool.
You must use the 1ST Data
Logger to log your files or 1ST will not be able to interpret and
analyze your results. The Playback tool is used to play back t h e
2
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.bin files so your system can receive data created by another
system as well as receive PDUs for various types of entities doing
various types of maneuvers.
The CGF is used for interacti vi ty
tests between your AUT and another system. The executable for the
CGF is call "dis.exe" and the configuration file associated with it
is called "sim.cfg".
II.l Data Logging Results

You can use the Data Logger to be a debug tool by having it log in
text mode as well as binary . mode. Type "logger" to start the Data
Logger. Then type "b" to toggle on saving to a binary file.
Type
"b" again to stop logging to the binary file.
In the same manner,
type "t" to toggle logging to a text file and type "t" again to
stop the logging.
These files will be named "pdu. bin" and
"pdu.txt" respectively.
Logging in text mode will allow you to
view the hex and decimal values of your pdus prior to actual
testing. WARNING:
if you toggle logging on again after you have
logged something, you will write over the contents of the file you
just created.
Before starting each test, turn on the data logger to log in binary
mode with a file name indicative of the test and your company. To
do this, at the directory where you have the data logger type
"logger x <filename.bin>" to save binary logged data to the
"filename.bin" file. When the data logger menu comes up, type "b"
to toggle on the logging of the binary data.
When the test data
has been captured, close the test files by "b". The <filename> for
each test should begin with the company prefix, followed by the AUT
number (if the company has more than one AUT), and the test number.
The following list are company prefixes that have indicated to 1ST
participation in I/ITSEC '94 demo:
Company

Prefix

ADTI

ADT

AAI
Amherst Systems
ASTi
Booze and Allen
CACI
CAE Link
Coleman Research Huntsville
Coleman Research Orlando
Concurrent
Coryphaeus
CSC
DEC
Defense Res. Agency
OOAC
ECC

AAI
AMS

AST
BAA
CAC
CAE
CRH
CRO
CON
COR '
CSC
DEC
DRA

DOA
ECC
3

Encore Computers
Evans and Sutherland
FMC - TRW
Greystone
Harris
Hughes Training
IDA
1ST - Eagle BDSD/TRAC
1ST - TRIDIS
Kaman Sciences
Loral ADS
Loral FSD
MaK Technologies
Marconi
Martin Marietta
McDonnell Douglas Tr. Sys.
Motorolla
NAWC-TSD
NAWC-AD
Northrop-Grumman
Raytheon
Reality By Design
Reflectone
SAIC-Warbreaker
SAIC-COMPASS
Silicon Graphics
Southwest Research Institute/USMC
Syscon
TASC
Texas Instruments
TNO/FEL
TRW
TSI
University of Iowa
US Army Tank, Natick Labs
Veda INC.
Wright Patterson AFB

ENC
EAS
TRF
GRE
HAR
HHT
IDA
ISE
1ST
KAS
LAD
LFS
MAK
MAR
MMA

I
I
I
I
I

MDT
MOT
NTS
NAD
NOR
RAY
RBD
RFT
SAW
SAC
SIL
SRI
SYS
TAS
TXI
TNO
TRW
TSI
UOI
UAN
VED
WPA

Example <filename>: NATl-511.bin
Once testing has been completed, the binary files should be
"zipped" and saved to disk under a directory for that AUT, i.e.
"IST1", "IST2", etc. Depending on the test, the files could become
very large so multiple disks may be needed.
II.2 Running Script Fi1es

Almost all RECEPTION tests require predefined script files or bin
files to be run. The binary (.bin) files, previously logged data
files, are run using the PLAYBACK tool.
The script files (.scr)
are used with the CGF to create entities and behavior from the
4
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simulator.

Most .bin files were created from the script files.

Two important notes:
(1)
The Dell test computers have a problem running PLAYBACK and
then running DIS. You must reboot between the two.
(2) The CGF does not reuse entity IDs. When running script files,
the CGF must be EXITED and restarted before running another script
file because the script files assume certain entity ID numbers in
the commands.
III. Testing

Before a system is tested, a Capabilities Statement must be on file
with 1ST.
This Capabilities Statement determines what tests the
AUT will be required to do. If you have any questions about which
tests your system needs to perform, call 1ST for clarification.
All systems will be required to perform the "RECEPTION" tests where
the AUT listens to the .bin or .scr files provided by 1ST.
Only
systems that send data will be required to do the "TRANSMISSION"
tests.
The following tests are numbered based on tests in the Test
Procedures document. The numbering of tests does not exactly match
the Test Procedures document since the tests we perform are a
reduced version of those in the Test Procedures document.
Please.
follow the numbering indicated by the tests described below and for
the naming of the logged files.
Some important points:
1. The AUT must have the UDP port number set to 6994.
2. The AUT must have the IP address set to the IP address t o be
used for the I/ITSEC demo, namely the DSI IP addresses assigned to
all by IDA.
3. Use exerClse ID of 1 for all tests.
4. Follow the instructions in this document and the Test Procedures
document.
If
there
are
any
questions,
send
mail
to
idemotest@dis.ist.ucf.edu.
1.

NETWORK TESTS

1.1

Broadcast Test

1.1.1 TRANSMISSION

I
I
I

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF.
5

Test Name: PrefixAUT#tlll.bin (ex:ISTltlll.bin)

The AUT should broadcast a PDU onto the network
(ENTITY STATE preferred) .

Instructions:

1.1.2 RECEPTION TEST

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.

I
I

Test Name: PrefixAUT#rlll.bin (ex:ISTlrlll.bin)
Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback ENTITY.BIN
or run the script ENTITY.SCR and log data as this is played. AUT
should be running at this time.
1.2

I

Point-to-Point Tests

1.2.1 TRANSMISSION TEST

This test need only be performed by those participants sending nonDIS data on the network (i.e., operator interface data).
Test Name: PrefixAUT#tl12.bin (ex:ISTltl12.bin)

To perform the test, the AUT must be connected to
its 01 target machine as well as to the Data Logger.
The AUT(s)
should then transmit unicast data between themselves and the
traffic should be logged.
Instructions:

1.2.2 RECEPTION TEST

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#r112.bin (ex:ISTlr112.bin)'

To perform the Reception test, Playback PTOP. BIN and
log data as this is played. AUT should be running at this time.

Instructions:

2.

PDU TESTS

The AUT may go to the next level of testing regardless of having
all fields correct.
Allor groups of the PDU transmission tests
may be data logged together.
If this is done, a README.PDU file
must be included listing which PDUs are in which logged files.
Several of the ideal PDU reception tests may be data logged
together because the same script/bin file is used for the test. If
this is done, include the name of " the logged file and which tests
it applies to in the README.PDU file.
All adverse PDU reception
tests must be data logged seperately.
6
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2.1

Entity State

2.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t201.bin (ex:ISTlt201.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT should broadcast an ESPDU onto the network .
The data should be recorded with the data logger.
2.1.2 RECEPTION
2.1.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#r201.bin

(ex:ISTlr201.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback ENTITY.BIN
or run the script ENTITY.SCR and log data as this is played. AUT
should be running at this time.
2.1.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i . e. , stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/ CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a201.bin (ex:ISTla201.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Adverse Reception tes t , Playback
ES_ADV.BIN and log data as this is played. AUT should be running
at this time.
2.2

Fire

2.2.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAU~#t202.bin

(ex:ISTlt202.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT should broadcast a FPDU onto the network .
The data should be recorded with the data logger.
2.2.2 RECEPTION
2.2.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices
7

(i.e . , stealths ,

radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r202.bin (ex:ISTlr202.bin)

To perform the Reception tes t, Playback FIRE_ DET. BIN
or run the script FIRE_DET.SCR and log data as this is played. AUT
should be running at this time.
Instructions:

2.2.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a202.bin (ex:ISTla202.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Adverse Reception test, Playback
FIRE_ADV.BIN and log data as this is played. AUT should be running
at this time.
2.3

Detonation

2.3.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t203.bin

(ex:ISTlt203.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT should broadcast a DPDU onto the network.
The data should be recorded with the data logger.
2.3.2 RECEPTION
2.3.2.1 Ideal.

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r203.bin (ex:ISTlr203.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception tes t, Playback FIRE_DET. BIN
or run the script FIRE_ DET.SCR and log data as this is played. AUT
should be running at this time.
2.3.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a203.bin (ex:ISTla203.bin)

To perform the Reception test, Playback DET_ADV.BIN
log data as this is played. AUT should be running at this time.

Instructions:

8
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2.4

Collision

2.4.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF generating s ea and land
entities only (not required for air vehicles) .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t204.bin (ex:ISTlt204.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT should broadcast a CPDU onto the network.
The data should be recorded with the data logger.
2.4.2 RECEPTION
2.4.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i . e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r204.bin (ex:ISTlr204.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback COLL.BIN or
run the script COLL.SCR and log data as this is played. AUT should
be running at this time.
2.4.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name: PrefixAUT#a204.bin (ex:ISTla204.bin)
Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback COLL_ADV . BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running a t t h is
time.
2.5

Service Request

(not required for IITSEC 94)

2.5.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is
Request PDU.

mandatory

for

simulators/CGF

issuing

the

Service

Test Name: PrefixAUT#t205.bin (ex:ISTlt205.bin)
Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast a Service Request PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

2.5.2 RECEPTION
2.5.2.1 :Ideal
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This test is mandatory for List e n Only devices (i. e ., stea l ths,
rad ar s, network monitors, e tc.) a nd fo r simulators/ CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r205.bi n (ex:IST1r2 05.bin)

Instructions:
To p e rform the Recept i on t es t, Playbac k LOGIST . BIN
or r un the scrip t LOGIST .SCR a n d l og data a s this is pl ayed . AUT
shou ld be running a t thi s time .
2.5.2.2 Adverse

Thi s t e st is mandatory f or Li sten Only d e vices ( i . e ., steal ths,
r adars , network mon it o r s, etc.) a nd for s imulators /CGF .
Test Name:

Prefi xAUT#a205.bin (ex :I ST1 a2 05.bin)

I
I
I
I
I

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SERR_ ADV . BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at t h is
time.
2.6

Resupply Offer (not required for IITSEC 94)

2.6.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing
Off e r PDU.
Test Name:

the Resupp ly

PrefixAUT#t206.bin (ex:IST1t206.bin)

Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast a Resupply Offer PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logge r .

2.6.2 RECEPTION
2.6.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., steal t h s,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r206 . bin (ex:IST1r206.bin)

Instructions:
To per form the Reception test, Playback LOGIST.B I N
or run the script LOGIST.SCR and log data as this is played . AUT
should be running at this time.
2.6.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i . e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a206.bin (ex:IST1a206.bin)
10
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Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback RESO_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.7

Resupply Received

(not required for IITSEC 94)

2.7.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF lssulng the Resupply
Received PDU.
PrefixAUT#t207.bin (ex :IST1t207.bin)

Test Name:

Instructions:
The AUT should broadcast a Resupply Received PDU
onto the network.
The data should be recorded with the da ta
logger.
2.7.2 RECEPTION
2.7.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
PrefixAUT#r207.bin (ex:IST1r207.bin)

Test Name:

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback LOGIST.BIN
or run the script LOGIST.SCR and log data as this is played . AUT
should be running at this time.
2.7.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a207.bin (ex:IST1a207.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback RESR_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.8

Resupply Cancel

(not required for IITSEC 94)

2.8.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Resupply
Cancel PDU.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t208.bin (ex:ISTlt208.bin)
Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast a Resupply Cancel PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger.
11
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2.8.2 RECEPTION
2.8.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only d e vices (i. e ., st e al t h s ,
rada r s, network monitors, etc.) and fo r simulators / CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r208.bin (ex :I STl r2 0 8 .bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception t e st, Playback LOGIST .B IN
or run the script LOGIST.SCR and log da t a as this is played . AUT
should be running at this time.
2.8.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only d e vices (i.e., stea lth s ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a208.bin (ex:ISTla208.bin)

To perform the Reception test, Playback RESC_ADV.BIN
Instructions:
AUT should be running at this
and log data as this is played.
time.
2.9

Repair Complete

(not required for IITSEC 94)

2.9.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is
Complete PDU.

mandatory

for

simulators/CGF

issuing

the

Repair

Test Name: PrefixAUT#t209.bin (ex:IST1t209.bin)
Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast a Repair Complete PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

2.9.2 RECEPTION
2.9.2.1 Idea1

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r209.bin (ex:IST1r209.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback LOGIST.BIN
or run the script LOGIST.SCR and log data as this is played. AUT
should be running at this time.
2.9.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices
12

{i.e.,

stealths,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a209.bin (ex:IST1a209.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback REPC_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.10 Repair Response

(not required for IITSEC 94)

2.10.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is
Response PDU.

mandatory

for

Test Name: PrefixAUT#t210.bin
Instructions:

the network.

simulators/CGF

issuing

the

Repai r

(ex:IST1t210.bin)

The AUT should broadcast a Repair Response PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

2.10.2 RECEPTION
2.10.2.1 Ideal

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r210.bin (ex:IST1r210.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback LOGIST . BIN
or run the script LOGIST.SCR and log data as this is played. AUT
should be running at this time.
2.10.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#a210.bin(ex:ISTla210.bin)
Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback REPR_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.11 Create Entity
2.11.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Create Entity
PDU.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t211.bin (ex:ISTlt211.bin)
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Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast a Create Entity PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

2.11.2 RECEPTION
2.11.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r211.bin (ex:IST1r211.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN. BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.11.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PrefixAUT#a211.bin (ex :IST1a211 . bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback CREN_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.

I

2.12 Remove Entity
2.12.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF lssulng the Create Entity
PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t212.bin (ex:IST1t212.bin)

Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast a Remove Entity PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

2.12.2 RECEPTION
2.12.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r212.bin (ex:ISTlr212.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN. BIN ·or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played .
AUT
should be running at this time.
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2.12.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc. ) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a212 . bin (ex:ISTla212.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback RMEN_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.13 Start/Resume
2.13.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF lssulng the Start/Resume
PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t213.bin (ex:ISTlt213.bin)

Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast a Start/Resume PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger .

2.13.2 RECEPTION
2.13.2.1 Ideal.

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r213 . bin (ex:ISTlr213.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN . BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played .
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.13.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e ., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name: PrefixAUT#a213.bin (ex:ISTla213.bin)
Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback STRE_ADV . BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.14 Stop/Freeze
2.14.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Stop/Freeze
15

PDU .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t214 . bin (ex :I ST1t 214 . bin )
The AUT s hould b roadca s t a Stop/ Freeze PDU on to the
The data should b e rec orde d with t h e data logger .

Instructions:

n e two r k.

2.14.2 RECEPTION
2.14.2.1 Ideal

This tes t is ma nda t ory fo r Lis ten Onl y devi c e s (i . e ., steal ths ,
radars , network monitors, etc.) and f o r simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

Pre fi xAUT#r214.bin (ex :IST1r2 1 4 .bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception t e s t, Playback SIMAN . BIN o r
run the script SIMAN . SCR and log data as t his is played.
AUT
should be running at this time .

2.14.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devi ces (i.e., s teal t hs,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a214.bin (ex:IST1a214.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception t est, Playback STFR_ ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running a t t his
time.

2.15 Acknowledge
2.15.1 TRANSMISSION

This t est is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Acknowledge
PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t215.bin (ex:IST1t215 . bin)

Instructions:

the network .

The AUT should broadcast an Acknowledge PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logge r .

2.15.2 RECEPTION
2.15.2.1 Ideal

This t est is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars , network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#r215.bin (ex : ISTlr215.bin)
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Instructions:
To perform the Reception tes t, Playback SIMAN. BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.15.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators / CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a215.bin (ex:IST1a215 . bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback ACK_ADV.BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.16 Action Request
2.16.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is
Request PDU.
Test Name:

mandatory

for

simulators/CGF

issuing

the

Action

PrefixAUT#t216.bin (ex:IST1t216.bin)

Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast an Action Request PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

2.16.2 RECEPTION
2.16.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r216.bin (ex:IST1r216.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN. BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.16.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a216.bin (ex:IST1a216.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback ACRQ_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.17 Action Response
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2.17.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is
Response PDU.
Test Name:

mandatory

for

simulators/CGF

issuing

the

Action

PrefixAUT#t217.bin (ex:ISTlt217.bin)
The AUT should broadcast an Action Response PDU
network.
The data should be recorded wi th the data

Instructions:

onto the
logger.

2.17.2 RECEPTION
2.17.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i .e ., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators /CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r217.bin (ex:ISTlr217.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN. BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.17.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PrefixAUT#a217.bin (ex:ISTla217.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback ACRS_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.18 Data Query

I

2.18.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Data Query
PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t218.bin (ex:ISTlt218.bin)
The AUT should broadcast an Data Query PDU onto the
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

Instructions:

network.

2.18.2 RECEPTION
2.18.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices
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r a dars, network monitors, etc.) a nd for s imulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r218.bin (ex : IS T1 r 218 .b in )

Instructions:
To perform the Reception tes t , Playbac k SIMAN . BIN or
run t h e script SIMAN. SCR and l og dat a as t h is is p l a yed.
AUT
shou l d b e r unning at thi s time.
2.18.2.2 Adverse

This t est is mandatory fo r Li sten Only d e vices (i. e. , stea l t h s ,
radar s , network monitors, etc. ) a nd f or' simul a tors/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a 2 1 8. bin (ex :IST1a218.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Re ception test, Playback DATQ_ ADV. BI N
and log data as this is played .
AUT should be running at th is
time .
2.19 Set Data
2.19.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Set Data PDU .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t219 . bin (ex:IST1t219.bin)
The AUT should broadcast an Set Data PDU onto the
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

Instructions:

network .

2.19.2 RECEPTION
2.19.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#r219.bin

(ex:IST1r219.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN. BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.19.2.2 Adverse

. This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a219.bin (ex:IST1a219.bin)

Instructions:

To perform the Reception test, Playback SETD_ADV. BIN
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and log data as this is played.
time.

AUT should be running at this

2.20 Data
2.20.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF iss uing the Data PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t220.bin (ex:ISTlt220.bin)
The AUT should broadcast an Data PDU on to
The data should be recorded wi th the data logger.

Instructions:

network .

the

2.20.2 RECEPTION
2.20.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars , network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r220.bin (ex:ISTlr220.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN. BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is . played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.20.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a220.bin (ex:ISTla220.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback DATA_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.21 Event Report
2.21.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Event Report
PDU .
Test Name:

I
I

PrefixAUT#t221.bin (ex:ISTlt221.bin)

Instructions:

the network.

The AUT should broadcast a Event Report PDU onto
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

2.21.2 RECEPTION
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2.21.2.1 Ideal.

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r221.bin (ex:IST1r221.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN. BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time .
2.21.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a221.bin (ex:IST1a221.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback EVRP _ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.22 Message
2.22.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Message PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t222.bin (ex:ISTlt222.bin)
The AUT should broadcast a Message PDU onto the
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

Instructions:

network.

2.22.2 RECEPTION
2.22.2.1 Ideal.

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and forsimulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r222.bin (ex:IST1r222.bin)

To perform the Reception test, Playback SIMAN. BIN or
run the script SIMAN. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.

Instructions:

2.22.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a222.bin (ex:IST1a222.bin)
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To perform the Reception test, Playback MESG_ ADV.BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
Instructions:

2.23 Emission
2.23.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Emission PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t223.bin (ex:ISTlt223.bin)
The AUT should broadcast an Emission PDU onto the
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

Instructions:

network.

2.23.2 RECEPTION
2.23.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r223.bin (ex:ISTlr223.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback EMIT.BIN or
run the script EMIT.SCR and log data as this is played. AUT should
be running at this time.
2.23.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., steal t hs,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a223.bin (ex:ISTla223.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback EMIT_ ADV.BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.24 Designator
2.24.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Designator
PDU.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t224.bin (ex : ISTlt224.bin)
The AUT should broadcast a Designator PDU onto the
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

Instructions:

network.

2.24.2 RECEPTION
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2.24.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r224.bin (ex:ISTlr224.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Receptlon test, Playback LASER. BIN or
run the script LASER. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.24.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#a224.bin (ex:ISTla224.bin)
Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback DESI_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
2.25 Transmitter
2.25.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Transmitter
PDU.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t225.bin

(ex:ISTlt225.bin)

The AUT should broadcast a Transmitter PDU onto the
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

Instructions:

network.

2.25.2 RECEPTION
2.25.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i. e., steal ths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r225.bin (ex:ISTlr225.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback RADIO. BIN or
run the script RADIO. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.25.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
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PrefixAUT#a225.bin (e x:ISTla225 . bin)

Test Name:

Instructions:
To perform the Rec e ption te s t, Playback TRAN_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is play ed.
AUT s h o uld be running at t hi s
t ime .
2.26 Signal
2.26.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for s imulators/CGF i s suing the Signal PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t226.bin (ex :ISTlt 2 26.bin)
The AUT should broadcast a Signal PDU ont o t h e
The data should be recorded with the data logger .

Instructions:

network.

2.26.2 RECEPTION
2.26.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for sirnulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r226.bin (ex:ISTlr226.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback RADIO. BIN or
run the script RADIO. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.26.2.2 Adverse

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths ,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a226.bin (ex:ISTla226.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test Playback SIC;N_ADV. BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
I

2.27 Receiver (not required for IITSEC

'94)

2.27.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for simulators/CGF issuing the Receiver PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t227.bin (ex:ISTlt227.bin)
The AUT should broadcast a Receiver PDU onto the
The data should be recorded with the data logger.

Instructions:

network.
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2.27.2 RECEPTION
2.27.2.1 Ideal

This test is mandatory for Lis ten Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r227.bin (ex:IST1r227.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback RADIO. BIN or
run the script RADIO. SCR and log data as this is played.
AUT
should be running at this time.
2.27.2.2 Adverse

This test is .mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#a227.bin (ex:IST1a227.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, Playback RECR_ADV.BIN
and log data as this is played.
AUT should be running at this
time.
3.

TERRAIN ORIENTATION TESTS

3.1

Orientation Transmission Tests

3.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t31.bin

(ex:IST1t311.bin)

The AUT should follow the course stated in the Test
Procedures test · 3.1 for the appropriate vehicle.
Data log the
Entity State PDUs generated by the AUT.
Instructions:

3.1.2 RECEPTION

This test is by request only for Listen Only devices (i. e. ,
stealths, radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r311.bin (ex:ISTrt311.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test,
script file or Playback the .bin file:

31.SCR or 31.BIN
4.

APPEARANCE TESTS
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run the following

4.1 Location and Attitude
Location Tests

4.1.1

4.1.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t411.bin (ex:IST1t411.bin)

The AUT should go to the position stated in the Test
Proc edures sec tion 4.1.1.1 .
Data log the Enti ty State PDUs
generated by the AUT.
The AUT should generate Ent ity State PDUs
for approximately one minute.
Instructions:

4.1.1.2 RECEPTION

This test is by request only for Listen Only devic es ( i. e . ,
stealths, radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r411.bin (ex:ISTlr411 . bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, run one the following
script or Playback the .bin file:

4111.SCR or 4111.bin
4.1.2

Attitude Tests

4.1.2.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t412.bin (ex:IST1t412.bin)

The AUT should follow the course stated in the Test
Procedures document section 4.1.1.2 or 4.1.1.3.
Data log the
Entity State PDUs generated by the AUT.
Instructions:

4.1.2.2 RECEPTION

This test is by request only for Listen Only devices ( i. e. ,
stealths, radars , network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r412.bin (ex:ISTlr412.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test,
script or Playback the . bin file:

4113.SCR or 4113.bin
4.2

Dead Reckoning Validation
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Linear Velocity Validation

4.2.1

4.2.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF using dead reckoning
algorithm 2.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t422.bin (ex:IST1t422.bin)

The AUT should follow the course stated in the Test
Procedures document section 4.2.1.2. Data log the Entity State PDUs
generated by the AUT.
Instructions:

4.2.1.2 RECEPTION

This test is by request only for Listen Only devices (i. e. ,
stealths, radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r422.bin (ex:IST1r422.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test,
script or Playback the .bin file:

run the following

4212.SCR or 4212.bin
4.2.2

Angular Velocity Validation

4.2.2.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF using dead reckoning
algorithms 3 or 4.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t423.bin

(ex:IST1t423.bin)

The AUT should follow the course stated in the Tes t
Procedures document section 4.2.1.3. Data log the Entity State PDUs
generated by the AUT.
Instructions:

4.2.2.2 RECEPTION

This test is by request only for Listen Only devices (i . e . ,
stealths, radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r423.bin (ex:IST1r423.bin)

To perform the Reception test,
script or Playback the .bin file:

Instructions:

4213.SCR or 4213.bin
4.2.3

Linear Acceleration Validation

4.2.3.1 TRANSMISSION
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run the following

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF uSlng dead reckoning
algorithms 5.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t424.bin (ex:IST1t424.bin)

The AUT should follow the course stated in the Test
Procedures document section 4 . 2 . 1 . 4. Data log the Entity State PDUs
generated b y the AUT.
Instructions:

4.2.3.2 RECEPTION

This test is by request only for Listen Only devices (i. e. ,
stealths, radars, network monitors, etc. ) and for simulat ors/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r424.bin (ex:IST1r424.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test ,
script or Playback the .bin file :

run the following

4214.SCR or 4214.bin
4.3

Appearance Validation

4.3.1
4.3.1.1

I
I
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I

Entity Type validation
TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t431.bin (ex:ISTlt431.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT should produce an ESPDU for each of the
entity types it is capable of generating.
Data log the Entity
State PDUs generated by the AUT.

I

4.3.1.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r431.bin (ex:ISTlr431.bin)

The AUT needs to receive an ESPDU for each entity
from the I/ITSEC 94 entity type list. This test can be performed
by executing the script file "ALL_ENTS.SCR" from the simulator or
by playing the "ALL_ ENTS.BIN" file.
Instructions:

4.3.2
4.3.2.1

Entity Appearance Validation
TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF.
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Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t432.bin (ex:ISTlt432.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT should produce an ESPDU for each of the
entity appearances it is capable of generating according to
sections 4.3.1.2.1 and 4.3.1.2.3 in the Test Procedures . Data log
the Entity State PDUs generated by the AUT.
4.3.1.2 RECEPTION

Not required at this time.
4.3.3
4.3.3.1

Entity Marking Validation
TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF with entity marking
capability.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t433.bin (ex:ISTlt433.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT should . produce an ESPDU for each of the
entity types and the associated marking stated on the Capabilities
Statement. Data log the Entity State PDUs generated by the AUT .
4.3.3.2 RECEPTION

Not required at this time.
4.3.4

Articulated Parts Validation

4.3.4.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF that produce entities
with articulated parts.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t435.bin (ex:ISTlt435.bin)

Instructions:
If the entity's rotating part has a maximum
excursion, it should move each articulated part to its maximum
position, return to neutral, and then to its minimum position. If
the entity's rotating part has no maximum excursion, it should move
its turret clockwise 3 revolutions and counter-clockwise 3
revolutions and then raise the gun to its maximum elevation and
lower to its minimum elevation 3 times. Data log the Entity State
PDUs generated by the AUT.
4.3.4.2 RECEPTION

This test is by request only for Listen Only devices (i. e. ,
stealths, radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF .
Test Name: PrefixAUT#r435.bin (ex:IST1r435.bin)
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To perform the Reception test, run
"4313AP.SCR" or play back the .bin file "4313AP.BIN".

Instructions:

5.

INTERACTIVITY TESTS

5.1

Maneuver,

the

script

Shoot, Kill

This test can be conducted for either moving or stationary targets.
It does not have to be performed for both.
5.1.1

Stationary

5.1.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators and CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t511.bin (ex:IST1t511.bin)

The AUT should go to the position stated in the Test
Procedures document section 5.1.1.1.
With the 1ST CGF, create a
vehicle (of the AUTs choosing) at least 1000 meters away from the
AUT. The AUT should maneuver toward the CGF entity and open fire
in an attempt to achieve a kill.
Data log the PDUs generated by
the AUT.
Instructions:

5.1.1.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAU~#r511.bin

(ex:IST1r511.bin)

To perform the Reception test, use the CGF to
replicate the entity type and course followed by the AUT in the
TRANSMISSION test so that the AUT -gets shot at with the attempt to
kill. Data log the PDUs generated by both systems.
Instructions:

5.1.2

Moving

5.1.2.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators and CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t512.bin (ex:IST1t512.bin)

The AUT should go to the position -stated in the Test
Procedures section 5.1.1.2 and begin moving in a closed loop. Use
the 1ST CGF to create a vehicle (of the AUTs choosing) at least
1000 meters away from the AUT. The AUT should maneuver toward the
1ST entity and open fire in an attempt to achieve a kill. Data log
the PDUs generated by the AUT.
Instructions:
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5.1.2.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i. e ., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulator s/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r512.bin (ex:ISTlr512.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, us e the CGF to
replicate the entity type and course followed by the AUT in the
TRANSMISSION test so that the AUT gets shot at with the attempt to
kill.
5.1.3 Deactivate

(Bit 23)

5.1.3.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators and CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t513.bin (ex:IST1t513.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT should go a position wi thin the area of
interest (terrain database) or fly over the area of interest. 1ST
will provide a target.
The AUT will then proceed to fire its
ammunition one at a time. After each munition is either detonated
or determined a sky shot, the munition should terminate.
5.1.3.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stea l t h s,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for · simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r513.bin (ex:IST1r513.bin)

To perform the Reception test,
IBIT23.SCR" or playback the IBIT23.BIN" file.

Instructions:

5.2

run

the

script

Collisions

This test can be conducted for either moving or stationary targets .
It does not have to be performed for both
5.2.1

Stationary Vehicle

5.2.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF generating sea and
land entities.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t521.bin (ex:IST1t521.bin)

The AUT should go to the position stated in the Test
Use the 1ST CGF to create a vehicle (of the AUTs choosing) .

Instructions:

Plan.
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The AUT should maneuver in an attempt to cause a collision with the
1ST entity.
Data log the PDUs generated by the AUT.
5.2.1.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i. e ., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r521.bin (ex:IST1r521.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, use the 1ST CGF to
replicate entity type and course followed by the AUT in the
TRANSMISSION test to collide with the AUT. Log the PDUs generated
by this transaction.
5.2.2

Moving Vehicle

5.2.2.1 TRANSMISSION

I
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This test is mandatory for all . simulators/CGF generating sea and
land entities.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t522.bin (ex:IST1t522.bin)

The AUT should go to the position stated in the Test
Procedures section 5.2.1.2.
Use the 1ST CGF to create a vehicle
(of the AUTs choosing) and begin moving it in a closed loop.
The
AUT should maneuver in an attempt to cause a collision with the 1ST
entity.
Data log the PDUs generated by the AUT.
Instructions:

I

5.2.2.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for Listen Only devices (i.e., stealths,
radars, network monitors, etc.) and for simulators/CGF.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r522.bin (ex:IST1r522.bin)

Instructions:
To
replicate entity
TRANSMISSION test
PDUs generated by
5.3

perform the Reception test, use the 1ST CGF to
type and course followed by the AUT in the
and attempt to collide with the AUT. Data log the
the AUT.

Radio Communications

This test can be conducted for any AUT that can interact with
entities using Radio Comms.
Systems which do not transmit need
only pass the voice reception test.
5.3.1.

Signal Transmission Test (Short Burst)

5.3.1..1. TRANSMISSION
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This test is
transmitters.
Test Name:

mandatory

for

all

simulators/CGF

with

Radio

PrefixAUT#t551.bin (ex : IST1t551.bin)

The AUT shall p er form an off-on tran s ition of the
transmitter followed by 1 - 4 seconds of signal transmission a nd an
on-of transition of the transmitter. Data log the PDUs gen e rat e d
by the AUT.
Instructions:

5.3.2 Signal Transmission Test

(Long Burst)

5.3.2.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is
transmitters.
Test Name:

mandatory

for

all

simulators/CGF

with

Rad io

PrefixAUT#t552.bin (ex:IST1t552.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT shall perform the previous test again, but
with 6-10 seconds of signal transmission. The PDUs shall be data
logged.
5.3.3

Voice Transmission Test

5.3.3.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is
transmitters.
Test Name:

mandatory

for

all

simulators/CGF

with

Radio

PrefixAUT#t533.bin (ex:IST1t533.bin)

The AUT shall perform an off-on transition of the
transmitter.
The
AUT
operator
shall
then
speak
several
pre-determined sentences into the microphone of the AUT. Data log
the PDUs produced.
Instructions:

5.3.4

voice Reception Test

5.3.4.1 TRANSMISSION .
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This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF with Radio
transmitters.
This test must be performed live with 1ST and cannot be done via
logged testing.
5.3.5

voice Interaction Test

5.3.5.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is
transmitters.

mandatory

for

all
33

simulators/CGF

with

Radio

I
This te st must be p e rformed live with 1 ST a nd cannot b e done via
logged test ing .
5.3.6

Receiver PDU Issuance Test

(not required for I/ITSEC 94)

5.3.6.1 TRANSMISSION

This
test i s ma ndato ry f o r
al l
s imu lato r s/CGF
transm i tters.
Th is tes t is n ot require d for I I TSEC '94 d emo.
Test Name:

with

Radio

PrefixAUT# t536 . bin (ex : IST1t 536. bin)

Instructions:
The AUT shall enabl e it s r e c e ive r.
The AUT s h al l
per f o r m an o f f - on tra nsition o f t h e r ec eiver, wa i t 6 s e conds a nd
perform an on - off transition of the re c e ive r.
Re cord a ll PDUs
generat ed.
5.4 Emissions
5.4.1 Emissions State/Delta Update Test
5.4.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF which issue Emission
PDUs.
Test Name:

Pref i xAUT#t561.bin (ex: IST1t561..bin)

Instructions:
The AUT will activate each selected emi t ter beam and
cycle through its selected parameter sets with a minimum 15 second
interval. The AUT will activate mUltiple systems/beams if such a
conf i guration is possible. The AUT will deactivate all systems and
continue entity simulation for a period of 30 seconds.
Data log
all PDUs produced by the AUT.
5.4.2 Beam Location Orientation Test Search Beam

In order to accommodate the diversity of simulators to be te s ted,
the operator o f t he AUT may choose to interact with a ground,
surface , or air entity in the tests described below.
These t ests
apply to those entities which have the capability of maneuve ring
and f i ring muni t ions .
5.4.2.1 Stationary
5.4.2.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF which issue Emission
PDUs for entities which have the capability of maneuvering and
firing munitions.
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Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t562.bin (ex:1ST1t562.bin)

To perform the Transmis s ion test , follow the
instructions in the Test Procedure s , secti o n 5 . 6.2 . 1 . 1. 1. Record
all PDUs .
Instructions:

5.4.2.2 Moving
5.4.2.2.1 TRANSMISSION

This t e st i s mandatory fo r all simulators / CGF which i s s ue Emission
PDUs for entities which have the capability of man e u v ering and
firing munitions.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t563.bin (ex:1ST1t563.bin)

To perform the Transmission test ,
follow the
instructions in the Test Procedures, section 5.6. 2 . 1 . 2 .1. Record
all PDUs.
Instructions:

5.5

Laser/Designator

This test is mandatory
Laser/Designator PDU.

for

all

simulators/CGF

which

i ssue

5.5.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF generating sea and
land entities.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t571.bin (ex:1ST1t571.bin)

The AUT shall perform an off-on transition of t he
laser transmitter followed by 1-4 seconds of laser transmission and
an on-off transition of the laser transmitter . Data log the PDUs
generated by the AUT.
Instructions:

5.5.2 RECEPTION

This testis mandatory for all simulators/CGF with Laser Guided
Weapons.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#r571.bin (ex:1ST1r571.bin)

I
I
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Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, use the 1ST CGF to
create the same target entity and course specified in Test
Procedures 5.7.1.1 and another entity capable of. lasing the first .
The AUT will create its Weapons Platforms whereever necessary to
fire its Laser Guided weapon at the target .
Data log PDUs
generated by this transaction.
5.6 Simu1ation Management
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Transmission Tests apply to Simulation
Devices), while Reception Tests apply
controllable by a Simulation Manager

Managers
(Category 3
to Systems that are

5.6.1 Create Entity
5.6.1.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all Simulation Managers that can build
and send a Create Entity PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t581.bin (ex:IST1t581.bin)

Instructions:
The AUT shall build and send a Create Entity PDU as
specified in Test Procedures section 5.8.1.1.1. Data log the PDUs
generated by the AUT.
5.6.1.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF that can respond to
the Create Entity PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r581.bin (ex:IST1r581.bin)

Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, use the 1ST CGF to
create the same
Create Entity PDUs with the values from Test
Procedures section 5.8.1.1.1 and send to the AUT.
The AUT must
demonstrate the ability to receive the PDUs and generate an
Acknowledge PDU for each request. Follow the instructions in Test
Procedures section 5.8.1.1.2. Data log the PDUs generated by this
interaction.
5.6.2 Remove Entity
5.6.2.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all Simulation Managers that can build
and send a Remove Entity PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t582.bin (ex:IST1t582.bin)

The AUT shall build and send a Remove Entity PDU as
specified in Test Procedures section 5.8.2.1.1. Data log the PDUs
generated by the AUT.
Instructions:

5.6.2.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF that can respond to
the Remove Entity PDU.
Test Name:

I
I

PrefixAUT#r582.bin (ex:IST1r582.bin)
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Instructions:
To perform the Reception test, use the 1ST CGF to
create the same Remove Entity PDUs with the values from Test
Procedures section 5.8 .2.1 .1 and send to the AUT.
The AUT must
demonstrate the ability to receive the PDUs and generate an
Acknowledge PDU for each request. Follow the instructions in Test
Procedures section 5.8.2 .1 . 2. Data log the PDUs generated by this
interaction.
5.6.3 Start/Resume
5.6.3.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all Simulation Managers that can bu il d
and send a Start/Resume PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t583.bin (ex:1ST1t583.bin)

Instructions:
Prior to the test, use the 1ST CGF to create an M1
and an M2 (two ground entities) at a valid location on the
database. The SM will build and send a Start/Resume PDU with the
information specified in Test Procedures section 5.8.3.1.1. Data
log the PDUs generated by the AUT.
5.·6.3.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF that can respond to
the Start/Resume PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r583.bin (ex:1ST1r583.bin)

. Prior to the test, the AUT will create two entities
in the stopped state on the database. To perform the Reception
test, use the 1ST CGF to create the same Start/Resume PDUs with the
values from Test Procedures section 5.8.3.1.1 and send to the AUT.
Follow the instructions in Test Procedures section 5.8.3.1.2. Data
log the PDUs generated by this interaction.
Instructions:

5.6.4 Stop/Freeze
5.6.4.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all Simulation Managers that can build
and send a Stop/Freeze PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t584.bin (ex:1ST1t584.bin)

Instructions:
Prior to the test, use the 1ST CGF to create an M1
and an M2 (two ground entities) at a valid location on the
database. The SM will build and send a Stop/Freeze PDU with the
information specified in Test Procedures section 5.8.4.1.1. Data
log the PDUs generated by the AUT.
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5.6.4.2 RECEPTION

Thi s test is mandatory fo r a l l simulat ors/ CGF that c a n respo n d to
t h e Stop/Freeze PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r 5 8 4.bin (ex : 1ST1 r584 . bi n)

Prior to the test , the AUT wi ll c rea t e two e n tities
in the s topped sta te on the d a taba s e . To perform t h e Re c e p tion
test, u se the 1ST CGF to cre at e t h e s ame Stop/Freez e PDUs with the
values f rom Test Pr oc e dur es s e c ti on 5. 8. 4.1.1 and s end to the AUT .
Follow the inst r uct i ons in Te st Pr ocedure s section 5 . 8. 4 . 1. 2 . Data
log th e PDUs gene rat e d by t h i s in te ract i on.
Instructions:

5.6.5 Action Request/Action Response
5.6.5.1 TRANSMISSION

This t e st is mandatory for all Simulation Manageis that can build
and send an Action Request PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t586.bin (ex : 1ST1t586.bin)

Instructions:
Prior to the test, use the 1ST CGF to creat e a n M1
and an M2 (two ground entities) at a valid location on the
database . The SM will build and send an Action Request PDU with the
information specified in Test Procedures section 5.8.6.1.1.
Da ta
log the PDUs generated by the AUT.
5.6.5.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF that can respond to
the Action Request PDU by generating an Action Response PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r586.bin (ex:1ST1r586 . bin)

Instructions:
Prior to the test, the AUT will create two entities
at a valid location on the database . To perform the Reception test,
use the 1ST CGF to create the same Ac t ion Request PDU with the
values from Test Procedures section 5.8.6.1.1 and send to the AUT .
Follow the instructions in Test Procedures section 5.8.6.1.2 . Data
log the PDUs generated by this interaction .
5.6.6 Event Report
5.6.6.1 TRANSMISSION

Not required at this time.
5.6.6.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF that can respond to
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the Action Request PDU by generating an Action Response PDU.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#r588.bin (ex:1ST1r588.bin)
Instructions:
Prior to the test, the AUT will create two entities
at a valid location on the database. To perform the Reception test,
utilize the 1ST CGF Testbed Simulation Management commands to set
up conditions necessary to induce an Event Report from the AUT 1ST
CGF.
Data log the interaction for each significat event the AUT
is capable of reporting.
5.6.7

Data Query / Data

5.6.7.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all Simulation Managers that can build
and send a Data Query PDU.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t589.bin (ex:1ST1t589.bin)
Instructions:
Prior to the test, use the 1ST CGF to create an M1
and an M2 (two ground entities) at a valid location on the
database. The SM will build and send an Data Query PDU with the
information specified in Test Procedures section 5.8.9.1.1.
Data
log the PDUs generated by the AUT.
5.6.7.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF that can respond to
the Data Query PDU by generating a Data PDU.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#r589.bin (ex:1ST1r589.bin)
Instructions:
Prior to the test, the AUT will create two entities
at a valid location on the database. To perform the Reception test,
use the 1ST CGF to create the Data Query PDUs and send to the AUT.
The AUT will respond with appropriate Data PDUs. For more detail,
follow the instructions in Test Procedures section 5.8.9.1.2. Data
log the PDUs generated by this interaction.
5.6.8

Set Data / Data

5.6.8.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all Simulation Managers that can build
and send a Set Data PDU.
Test Name: PrefixAUT#t58A.bin (ex:1ST1t58A.bin)
Instructions:
Prior to the test, use the 1ST CGF to create an M1
and an M2 (two ground entities) at a valid location on the
database. The SM will build and send a Set Data PDU with the
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information specified in Test Procedures section 5.8 . 10.1.1.
log the PDUs generated by the AUT.

Data

5.6.8.2 RECEPTION

This test is mandatory for all simulators/CGF that can respond to
the Set Data PDU by generating a Data PDU.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#r58A.bin (ex:1ST1r58A.bin)

Prior to the test, the AUT will create two en t ities
at a valid location on the database. To perform the Reception test,
use the 1ST CGF to create the Set Data Query defined in Test
Procedures section 5.8.10.1.1 and send to the AUT.
Follow the
instructions in Test Procedures section 5.8.10.1.2. Data log the
PDUs generated by this interaction.
Instructions:

5.6.9

Set Data /Data

5.6.9.1 TRANSMISSION

This test is mandatory for all Simulation Managers that can build
and send a Message PDU to a valid destination address.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t58C.bin (ex:1ST1t58C.bin)

The AUT will build and send a Message PDU with the
information specified in Test Procedures section 5.8.12.1.1. Data
log the PDUs generated by the AUT.

Instructions:

5.6.8.2 RECEPTION

Not required at this time.
6 SYSTEM/NETWORK TESTS
6.1 System Startup Test

This test is mandatory for all systems/applications.
Test Name:

PrefixAUT#t601.bin (ex:1ST1t601.bin)

For this test,
the AUT must go through an
initialization, which could be reboot or cold start of the system.
Data log the network traffic generated during this process.
Instructions:

IV.

I

Sending Files To IST

After completing the tests, the disks containing the logged files
should be sent (via express mailing) to :
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Amy Vanzant-Hodge
Institute For Simulation and Training
3280 Progress Drive
Orlando, FL 32826-0554
The
files
may
also
be
idemotest@dis.ist.ucf.edu.

s e nt

vla

email

(uuencoded)

to

Also include a point of contact with phone number. 1ST will review
the logged files and may be in phone contact while reviewing. 1ST
will contact the poe as soon as any problems or results are known .
1ST will review logged files on a first-come-first - basis unless a
time was previously scheduled for reviewing.
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Terrain Correlation Test Support and Results
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Terrain Database (,fOB) Correlation Test Support and Results
Terrain database correlation has been a prominent issue durin g the past two Interservice/lndustry
Training Systems and Education Conferences (I1ITSEC 92 and I1ITSEC 93). Soon after the
completion of the first Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) demonstration at I1ITSEC 92
several vendors collaborated with the Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST) to develop a
procedure for quantifying the amount of discrepancy between two independently developed
TDBs. At the 1993 I1ITSEC conference a minimum interaction distance between battle field
participants was suggested. This heuristic rule stated that visual anomalies would be evidenced
if a vehicle encroached the space of another vehicle (not of the same ownship) defined by the
"Six Times Rule."I'1 The Six Times Rule defined the minimum interaction distance to be six
times the sum of the mean plus the standard deviation of the elevation differences between the
two databases. However, this rule was renounced by its developers and quickly replaced by a
more statistically significant test. This method is known to statisticians as acceptance sampling,
and recently introduced to the Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) community in [2] and [3] .
DIS demonstration Planning Meetings
Resolutions of the I1ITSEC 94 DIS demonstration planning group related to TDBs included: (1)
decision three which stated that the same source TDB would be used from the previous year
(lIITSEC 93 Ft. Hunter Liggett -- SIFIHDI) and (2) decision nineteen which stated that each
member of the IIITSEC 94 DIS demonstration planning committee also agreed that each run-time
TDB being used at I1ITSEC would be terrain correlation tested prior to DIS conformance
testing. I')
Members of the DIS demonstration planning group were briefed at monthly planning meetings
on the progress of the correlation-testing. It was agreed upon that participating organizations who
were receiving run-time databases from other participating vendors were not required to complete
TDB correlation testing, however, if any hand modeling was done to TDBs after delivery then
TDB correlation testing is still a requirement. As of the first day of I1ITSEC, only 15
participants submitted elevation data for correlation testing prior to I1ITSEC 94.
During the June DIS demonstration planning meeting, Dr. Guy Schiavone (1ST) reviewed the test
methodology and the procedure for obtaining the sample points for the statistical correlation test
(see attachments for handouts). It was agreed upon that each participating organization would
submit a minimum of 2000 elevation values selected from the high detail area of Ft. Hunter
Liggett by the 1ST.
The test procedure has been outline here:
o
Generate 2000 uniform random samples in IIITSEC
Ft. Hunter Liggett TDB
o
Generate a uniform grid of samples in I1ITSEC 94 Ft. Hunter
Liggett TDB
~ ... o.
o
Distribute the test points to participantS '
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,

Run Z-Correlation Analysis Program® on data
- compute stati stics
- plot hi stograms
- plot scatterplots
- plot elevation difference map
o
Interpret res ults
o
Report findin gs
The sample point locations for the correl ation test were pl aced on an anonymou s ftp site at 1ST
in directory /publitsec94; the name of the file is sampie-pts.94. The test methodology has also
been pl aced in the same directOlY under the filename TDB _ TestingJorj_ITS EC_ '94 .hqx . Demo
participants were encouraged to use any means poss ible to return the elevation values (i.e., email , ftp , TAR tape), as long as the data was in the correct format for consi stent interpretations
of error measurements.
o

Capabilities Statement and DIS Compliance Testing
Each system under test (SUT) was described in a Capabilities Statement prior to DIS
conformance testing. The Capabilities Statement for vrTSEC 94 indicated that all SUTs would
be compliant with the DIS PDU Standard YI A set of procedures was devised to evaluate the
conformance of the SUT to the vendor claimed capabilities. '61 This procedure suite was designed
to test six aspects of a SUT's capabilities. One of these levels was terrain and coordinate
capabilities.
The Terrain and Coordinate Capabilities section of the Capabilities Statement included
information regarding coordinates systems, coordinate transforms , and terrain databases .
Complete descriptive answers were necessary for an exhaustive analysis of the elevation data that
was collected, but only a handful of organizations responded completely due to the proprietary
nature of the algorithms involved. When discrepancies were observed in databases from vendors
whose responses were incomplete, it was impossible to determine the exact source of the error
(e.g., source database, run-time database, coordinate transformation algorithms, etc.) If the 1ST
is to continue in its role of evaluator, it is recommended that non-disclosure agreements be
pursued with participating vendors for release of proprietary data. This would be done for
purposes of evaluation and critiquing to establish industry uniformity necessary to make DIS
viable.
Terrain correlation tests were conducted on the terrain skin developed for use by the baseline
system (IST/SAFOR). 1ST's Visual Systems Laboratory (VSL) researchers submit that there
is negligible error between the SIF/HDI 3D polygonal source and the 1ST/SAFaR run-time
database. The mean elevation difference between the source database and the IST/SAFOR
run-time database was approximately -0.000336 meter, and the standard deviation of the
elevation difference was 0.026890 meter. The maximum elevation difference reported was
approximately 0.6086 meter. Although the run-time TDB of the baseline system is highly
correlated with the SIF/HDI source database, pass/fail criteria for entity location and mobility
tests based on agreeance with the baseline system TDB is contradictory with the notion of
testing against a standard source terrain surface.
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Several steps have been described in [5] for assuring compatibility between two networked
simulators' reports of ground truth . Pass/fail criteria is given in this document for a location test.
The compliance document indicates numerical tolerances by which each simulator must abide.
For example, it has been mandated in [5] that a maximum allowable elevation difference between
the reported geocentric location of the SUT and the coordinates specified in the test manual are
not greater than one meter along anyone axis . It should be understood that one meter was
chosen with good engineering judgment but has no significance. If a simulator passes the
location test in one area (especially a flat area) based upon the location reported in its Entity
State PDU there is no guarantee that the simulator will pass the same test in a rougher region (a
more undulating region). Moreover, one meter is an unacceptably large error when considering
visualization on a raster display, which is the most common display technology used in the
simulation community.

TDB Sources Used at IIITSEC 94
At the present, there are several possible solutions for standard source elevation data. Some of
these sources include the Defense Mapping Agency's Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DMADTED Levels I and II), Standard Interchange Format/High Detail Input/Output (SIFIHDI and
SIFIDP), Interim Terrain Data !Planning"Interim Terrain Data (lTD and PITD) , and Fire Finder
Data. Each elevation model has its own specifications for spatial datums and content.
The use of common source data is a fundamental requirement to achieve acceptable terrain
correlation. The DIS PDU Standard recommends the use of Project 2851 's SIF/HDI as a source
for all players in a joint exercise. However, the run-time databases used at IIITSEC 94 originated
from more than one source (see Table I.).
Table I.
Org. #
1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8a

Source Elevation Data
SIFIHDI Polygonal Data
unknown

Up Sampled SIFIHDI Polygonal Surface Data
SIFIHDI Polygonal Data
Down Sampled SIFIHDI Gridded Data
SIFIHDI Polygonal Data
SIFIHDI Polygonal Data

8b

unknown
unknown

9

Up Sampled SIFIHDI Polygonal Surface Data

10

Ila

llb
12
13

unknown

DMA DTED
SIFIHDI Polygonal Data
Up Sampled SIF Gridded Data
SIFIHDI Polygonal Data
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14
15

unknown
unknown
source: DIS Ca pabililies Slalements

Correl ation Test Parameters
After reviewing the 2000 random samples, there were 4 samples (I ines 434, 565, 961, and 1831)
that existed outside the SIF/HDI polygonal source database; therefore, the table of results seen
below are based on 1996 uniform random samples. In this test, the X is still 83 (where IDZ(X)I""k
,>n!=d = critical value) for N=1996 (N = sample lot size), Beta = 0.05 (confidence level = I - Beta),
and QL = 0.95 (QL = low accuracy proportion). Thus, the test has not been altered by dropping
four of the samples .
Correlation Test Results
Organizations that reported data are listed numerically 1 through 15. Some organizations
submitted more than one database for correlation testing, and these databases are listed alphanumerically (i .e., 8a and 8b for databases from company 8). High flier databases are denoted
with a "t", all others should be considered databases for ground vehicles, low fliers, or sensors .

Table II. Statistics for Organizations Reporting Elevation Data for I1ITSEC 94
Org. #
1
2
3
4
5 ttt
6
7
8a t
8b
9
10
11 a tt
11 b
12
13
14t
15

Mean DZ (m)
-0.0013
0.0008
0.0014
0.0001
-21.1302
-0.0008
-0.012104
-0.9230
0.00179
-0.0045
0.0407
-2.4117
-0.00002
0.4547
-0.0006
0.80576
-1.0853

Std. Dev. of DZ (m) Max DZ (m)
0.0159
0.6707
. 0.0890
3.6034
2.2743
0.1487
0.0734
0.7739
27.9387
158.7132
0.0390
0.2006
0.5344469
22.8389
19.7613
108.7243
0.078807
0.7506
1.84728
20.2786
0.1112
3.0963
25.0213
176.4768
0.003074
0.01570
2.6334
12.5143
0.0003
0.1361
16.5954
488.3115
5.7204
45 .3979

Critical Value (m)
0.3039
0.0006
0.2668
0.1729
83.9805
0.0948
0.3706
49.2449
0.18190
4.54895
0.7807
60.7283
0.00520
4.0908
0.0441
19.7789
14.3705

If the mean value is negative the terrain skin of the subject database is generally lower in
elevation than the source database. The mean is not a reliable indicator of the degree of
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correlation between two TDBs .
each other and not be evidenced
a better indicator of the degree
reliable indicator of the tightness
an elevation difference less than

Large negative and positive elevation differences could offset
in the mean elevation difference statistic. The critical value is
of accordance between two different terrain skins. as it is a
of correlation. For this test 95% of the subject data points have
the critical value with a confidence of 95%.

A few vendors could not sample only the terrain skin due to optimization of the run-time
database for their 1G. For example, some vendors merged and could not separate large 3D areal
features with the terrain. The continuous surface that was sampled included tree canopies
resulting in invalid correlation metrics. These results are denoted with a "tt."
CUITently 1ST tools do not include the capability of either discerning or correcting this artifact.
One vendor used a manual method for acquiring elevation data (i.e., placement of cross-hairs at
the location of interest on the display and clicking a mouse button). The method proved to be
inaccurate and once again could not sample terrain beneath culture overlays. This data is denoted
by "ttt."
The statistics reported herein are valuable global descriptors of differences between two
databases. At the present time there is no requirement for a database to agree with a standard
source within some given value. Variables that would affect such a standard include display
characteristics (low resolution vs. high resolution), simulation application (i.e., high flyer vs. D1),
and training mission (i.e., full mission vs. aviator training)')'.
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Lessons Learn ed:
Non-co mpliance by several vendors with the agreement to use a single data source res ulted in
a vari ation of terrain surfaces and elevation difference stati sti cs.
It is important to recognize that a successful terrain location test during compli ance testing is
precluded by a run-time TDB that does not match the standard source TDB .
The standard deviations and critical values indicate metrics are a more sensitive measure of
correlati on th an mean elevation differences.
The degree of locali zed elevation error can be predicted prior to scenario development or
compli ance testing, and "proposing" vehicles could be avoided .
Unfortun ately, the grid coordinates for the mini-demos were not available at the time of the
demonstration nor thi s report.
CGF databases had better correlation results than visual databases.
Database hand modeling has a direct effect on correlation results and could produce discernible
discrepancies between run-time databases (see Org .# 3 results) .
TDB certification tolerance criteria should be based upon:
a) displ ay parameters
b) scenario or application (high flyer vs. DI)
c) training mission (instrumentation training vs. full miss ion rehearsal)
The terrain skin correlation test should be revised to consider databases that do not isol ate the
terrain skin from culture planted on top of the terrain .
Down sampling a gridded source TDB decreases the degree of correlation with the source
database (see results for Org. # 5)
Testing against polygon vertices or grid posts only is insufficient. It is necessary to compare
interpolation of elevation data between polygon vertices and grid posts; the terrain is a continuous
surface.
The one meter elevation difference allowed by the DIS compliance test [5] is too lenient. An
acceptable elevation error should be a function of the highest resolution out-the-window display.
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1994 I1ITSEC IDEMO Mini-Dcmonstr.ltion Scripts
On behalf of the over 50 participating companies , academic in stitutions and government labs ,
I would like to welcome you to the third Di stributed Interactive Simulation ( DIS)
Interoperability Demonstration.
Throughout the I1ITSEC Conference, live demonstrations by all of these pal1icipants will be
scheduled to demonstrate the capabilities of DIS and the individual net-worked systems. We
encourage you to visit all of the participants booths. During these narrated demonstrations
you are invited to visit any of the networked STEALTHS located throughout the Conference
Center to observe the networked interaction. Each of the participants will be mentioned by
name and booth location during these demonstrations.
A list of all of the pm1icipants can be found in your handouts or at any participating IDEMO
booth. All of the participating booths can be identified by a bright orange and yellow DIS
participant logo shaped like an Interstate sign. Also, any booth which has a colored wire
dropped from the ceiling is a DIS Interoperability Demonstration Participant.
******* ********************************************************* ********* *****
(2.)

UK - DOAC (SIMNET from Graf & Rucker)
(Coord. Nigel Paling)
Players: DOAC/Rucker (122) *Ex I.D. #2

(4.)

SIMAN Demonstration
(Coord. Ralph Whitney)
Players: Martin Marietta (701), Motorola (10S), Veda (1032), DRA (Chertsey)(61 6) ,
ECC (208), Marconi Simulation (1110), NAWCITSD (314), 1ST (112), NSWC (1216),
TRW (1020), SYSCON (1012), Endicott Electronics (208), Coryphaeus (418), MRJ
(1201 )

1. Introduction
Welcome .
Mini-demo can be viewed at many booths such as 1ST's, Veda's, and Motorola's. In addition,
most of the organizations participating in the mini-demo have plan-view displays and/or
stealths. You are invited to observe the mini-demo from their booths as well.
Purpose of the SIMAN mini-demo: Show heterogeneous simulator control through the use of
the 12 Simulation Management PDUs.
Some companies have not implemented all of the SIMAN PDUs. We've tried to put together
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a scenari o in such a way as to let all interested SIMAN organizations pal1icipate.
Remind : Real-time and not being played back from a data logged file.
Mini -demo composed of 2 battles: land and sea
Land battle scenario (fo rce laydown) prepared by MRJ's Rasputin - "Scenario
I.
Preparatio n System"
2.
Naval battle scenario (fo rce laydown) prepared by NA WCTSD's APEP Tool
Veda will be man ag in g the land battle and Motorola will be managing the sea battle, each
with their own Simul atio n Manager. Martin Marietta will be starting and stoppin g the
exercise with their manager as well.
At thi s time all entities should be ready and waiting for their respective SIM M anager to issue
Create and Set Data PDUs .
Land entities please check in .
Sea entities please check in .
Simulation Managers please check in .

2. Entity Initiation
Veda will send out the Create PDUs and Set Data PDUs now for instantiation and initial
condition s of all the land forces. Motorola will do the same for all of the sea forces .
Participants please acknowledge when you are ready to be started.
Initiated by Veda's SIMAN (10 entities):
1.
Marconi (MITL) - 1 tank
2.
DRA3 (MITL) - 1 tank
3.
MM (MITL) - 1 tank
4.
IST3 (CGF) - 5 tanks, 2 rotary wings
Initi ated by Motorola's SIMAN (31 entities):
1.
NAWCTSD (MITL) - I ship
2.
NA WTSD3 (MITL) - 2 fixed wings
Motorola3 (MITL) - I fixed wing
3.
4.
ECC (MITL) - I fixed wing
5.
TRW (CGF) - ships and aircraft
6.
BFTT (CGF) - ships
(appear when exercise is started)
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3 Denotes full SIMAN Compliance

3. Start
MM starts the exercise with their exercise manager. Issue start PDUs to all players .
If MM cannot, Motorola will issue the Starts.
MM please acknowledge after issuing Starts.
Mini-demo participants please acknowledge when started and hold your fire until
everyone is started.

4. Battle
Fire at will.
When a level 3 (i.e. a fully SIMAN compliant) sim goes down it will be reconstituted by its
respective Simulation Manager. If a sim which is not level 3 goes down, then they are to replace themselves on the terrain, and when ready, asked to be started.
Halfway through exercise have MM freeze the exercise.
Simulation Managers may want to move some entities around to make things interesting.
Try to stop with missiles in the air and then move the targets which are being fired upon.
When ready, have MM restart the exercise.
If land battle is a wash, have Motorola come in from the sea to engage.

5. End
Stop PDUs are issued by either MM or Veda.
Participants please acknowledge when stopped.
Veda and Motorola issue Removes to their respective entities.
Participants please acknowledge when removed.
By this time all entities should be gone from the battlefield concluding the SIMAN minidemo.
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Thank all the participants for a job well done!
Filler
l.
VITSEC 94 SIMAN mini-demo is first time that a variety of programs and branches of
the armed services have participated with simulation man agers, man-in -the-loop sims, and
computer generated forces in a real-time networked environment.
2.

Three SIM managers participating together.

3.

Scenario prep tools based on sound military doctrine.

4.

DRA - lon g haul from the UK.

5.

Attendees can listen and watch the SIMAN mini -demos at any of the participating
participants' booths on their PVDs. In addition, the following participants have stealths for 3d
viewing: Coryphaeus, TRW, ECC, Marconi, Veda, 1ST, and MM (?).

6.
Only rules of engagement are that when an entity is killed and is not level 3 then it
must wait to be started by a Sim Manager before return ing to the battle.
7.

12 of the 27 total PDUs are SIMAN PDUs and the mini -demo is using all of them.

(5.)

CGF Demonstration
(Coon!. Vicky Rowley)
Players: Loral ADS (616), CAE-Link (1240), Greystone (1340), 1ST (112)

The Computer Generated Forces (CGF) scenario is being conducted to demonstrate the
versatility of todays CGF systems. Many CGF systems are capable of supporting large scale
exercises with the simulation of hundreds of battlefield systems, all of which can be
controlled by a single operator. Often, complex behaviors, either fully automated or serniautomated, have been applied to these systems. CGF systems like those used here, support
the DIS protocol and, as such, are capable of interacting both with other CGF systems and
with manned simulators .
The vehicles in this demonstration will be simulated by 4 different CGF products which are
communicating via DIS. Entities in the scenario include:
Grouping
company M I's
company MI's
flight of 3 Apaches
flight of 3 Apaches

Provider
Loral
CAEILink
1ST
Loral
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Total Entities
14
14
3
3
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2
2
3
1

F-18s
F-18s
Mig-29s
company T72s
company T72s
company BMPs

CAE/Link
Greystone
Loral
Lora!
1ST
Lora!
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2
2
3
10
10

.uL

These forces will be situated with respect to an intended engagement area running roughly
southwest to the northeast. Initially, the M I companies will be moving toward the
engagement area from the northwest, with the Apaches acting as air support. The T72
companies will be located to the southeast of the engagement area and will engage the M 1
companies with support from the BMP company located slightly farther to the southeast.
As this ground engagement begins, air support will come in from the west. F-18s will launch
from two positions, one on the coast, and one midway between the engagement area and the
coastal launch position. Initially, both will fly a routes to the east intended to take them over
the engagement area. The FI8s launched from the coastal position will detect and engage the
Mig-29s launched from the southwest. The Fl8s launched from the midpoint will overfly the
engagement area to provide air support for the MIs.

(6.)

Close Air Support Demonstration
(Coord. Ray Duqette )
Players: McDonnell Douglas (1002), CAE-Link, (1240), ECC (208), Greystone
(1340), Northrup-Grumman (1026), Applied Data TechnologylENSCO (1306)

The Close Air Support scenario demonstration will be conducted as a Joint Air Attack
Training Exercise. The JAAT mission is a coordinated exercise consisting of US Army
Apaches (provided by McDonnel Douglas and CAE-Link), US Air Force F-15E, US Navy
and US Marine Corps F/A-18 and a USMC Forward Air Controller (provided by McDonnell
Douglas). The Air-to-Air CAP protection consist of a F/A-18 (Provided by NorthrupGrumman) and a F-15E (provided by McDonnell Douglas). Enemy air force is provided by
ECC .and Greystone, enemy tanks are provided by CAE-Link, and an enemy command &
control bunker is provided by Applied Data Technology.
Besides those players located here on the I1ITSEC show floor, AH-64 Apaches are being
long hauled over the DSI network from both the McDonnell Douglas simulation facility at
Mesa, Arizona, and from the CAE-Link's CMS at Ft. Rucker, Alabama.
Key features of the Demo are digital communication between friendly fighters, and comm
between the FAC and the strike aircraft and the attack helicopters. Also featured is the F-15E
SEAD mission with a HARM missile shoot, and the Laser designation by an Apache for the
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FI A-18 strike mi ss ion coordin ated by a ground FAC.

StaI1 Scenario:
At thi s time a F-15E is maneuvering to deliver a HARM missile on an enemy SAM site.
This SEAD mission will allow our strike aircraft safe passage during hi s route to the target.
(Missile launch) The F-15E has launched the HARM and is maneuvering to head 270
degrees for possible reattack .
SAM site is destroyed!
We are now switching to the ground FAC positioned 2000 meters south the enemy airfield .
He is giving Apache 01 a 9-line brief to laze a harden bunker for an F/A - 18 . Time to Target
given was 7+00. An additional 9-line is bein g passed to the F/A-18.
Mean while ...... the enemy air force has observed this previous activity and is maneuvering to
engage our strike force. Friendly aircraft are maneuvering to engage these aircraft to protect
the strike. aircraft.
It seems that the friendly aircraft have diverted the enemy aircraft from the strike force .
Back a the close air support mission, the Apache has now reported to the FAC that he is in
position assigned for laser designation .
The FI A-l8 with two minutes to target, communicates to the F AC that he is at the initial
point inbound to the target.

I
I
I
I

The Apache reports "Laser designating"
The FI A-1 8 reports he has the laser designation .
The F/A-18 begins his targeting run and reports to the FAC "Wings Level"
FAC reports back "cleared hot"
Bombs are released and target is destroyed!
(Continue if necessary ... .)
FAC observes two enemy tanks in the open, and provides an immediate 9-line brief to
Apache 02 to destroy the targets
Apache maneuvers into position, and destroys the tanks with Hellfire missiles.
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(7.)

Naval Battlc
(Coord. Vicki Moore )

Players: NAWCrrSD (314), DRA (CHS) (616), TRW (1020), Coleman Research
(l008),AAI (1322), NSWC PHD (BITT) (1216), Northrop Grumman (1026), Marconi
(1110), (NASCENT?), FAAC (1023), ADTI/ENSCO (1306), Unisys (911), Motorola
(105), ECC (208), SYSCON (1210), DEC (1206), Greystone Technology (1340),
Motorola (105)
18 participants created the Naval Battle scenario. Diverse systems operating from PCs
opposed Unix-based systems; Man-in-the-Loop (MITL) systems went head-to-head with
Computer Genersated Forces (CGF); Surface fought Subsurface while both were fighting Air
entities. RF Emissions were played by both friendly and opposing sides using both radar and
jamming throughout the simulated battle. DIS compliant radio was used extensively to
control MITL simulators. One Long-Haul player (DRA) participated in the simulated Naval
Battle by providing a simulated ship on the network from Great Britain . The entire exercise
was data-logged for replay and exercise reconstruction.
The scheme of maneuver for the scenario had the Blue Forces to the North, the Red Forces to
the South just off the coast of the Hunter-Liggett California Terrain Data Base.
The Blue Forces were composed of 1 CVN from BFIT; 3 CGs ,lea. from Coleman, BFIT,
and TRW; 4 FFGs, 1 ea. from BFIT, DRA, OCSTI, and AAI; 2 F/A 18s, 1 ea. from
Northrup and OCSTI; 1 Sea King Helo provided by Marconi; and 1 F-16 provided by ECC.
The Red Forces were composed of 1 CG form BFIT; 3 FFG from BFIT; 1 Tango Class Sub
from Marconi; and 3 MiG-29s, 1 ea. from NA WCTSD, Motorola, and AAI
The action started when the Blue Forces were attacked by incoming Red Force (Motorola,
and AAI) Migs operating from an airfield ashore.
The Blue Force engaged with an integrated active and passive Air Defense plan using radar,
radar jamming, MITL aircraft (1 F/A 18 from Northrup) and CGF driven ships engaged the
Red Force Air assets.
Blue force assets attack ship and shore based radar and Air Defense assets of the Red Force.
The Blue Force CGs (TRW and FAAC) fire on and kill the MiG 29 (Motorola).
One Blue Force F/A 18 (Northrup) intercepts MiG 29 (NAWCTSD, dog fights and kills MiG
29.
The Blue Force repels the attack with FI A 18s assisted by F-16s. Blue forces attacks and
kills the incoming air attack.
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Blue Force CG (BFIT) launches attack against Red Airfield (ADTIfENSCO)
Blue Force FI A 18 (OCSTT) launches from CVN (OCSTT) heads to air battle.
A Red Force Submarine (Marconi) attacks a Blue Force SUIface Ship (FFG7) (ORA) in the
Northern half of the operating area. FFG is hit and killed.
Blue Force Sea King (Marconi) launches search for Tango Class Sub (Marconi).
The Blue Force (FFG7 (BFIT) and CG (BFTT) carrys out a Search and Destroy operation
against the Red Force torpedo attack .
Red Forces (FFG from BFIT) attacks from the N0I1h. FFG fires missile and mi sses CG
(TRW).
Blue Force CG (TRW) fires on and kills Red Force FFG (BFIT).

I
I

Blue Force FFG (BFIT) locates resurfaces Tango (Marconi), fires on and kills Tango.
Red Force MiG 29 (AI circling above Red Force attempts to jam Blue Force Radar.
Blue Force FFG7 (AAI) radar jammed.
Blue Force F-16 (EDD) approached from shore and fires on I kills Mi G 29 (AA1) .
Red Force CGs and FFGs (BFTT) retreat
Blue Force celebrates!

(8.)

Night Combat
(Coord. Graham Shanks)

layers: Marconi (1110), Loral ADS (616), DRA (Chertsey)(6l6), 1ST (112),
U.S . Army Natick RD&E Center (1214) , CAE-Link(1240).
Scenario Outline
DRA Chertsey
Marconi Simulation and Training
US Army Natick RD&E Center
CAE Link (FT. Rucker)
OPFOR Group 1
1ST
OPFOR Group 2

Warrior 1FV
Warrior 1FV
01
AH-64 Apache
3 Trucks, 1 BMP
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(1)
(1)
(1-3)
(2)
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LORAL

3 T-72, 3 BMP, 2 Mi 24

ORA and Marconi Warrior vehicles, with mounted infantry on board will be progressing from
UTM position 662237, 3981119 heading approx. 300 0 , up the San Antonio River bed.
The CAE Appaches will fly a holding pattern around 665000 3978000.
OPFOR group 1 will start at UTM position 659983, 3981200 heading approx. 085 degrees O
along the road. When they reach the junction at 660800 39815000 the trucks turn left
heading North East up the road. The BMP will occupy a position at roughly 660800 3981500
guarding the trucks from attack from the South East.
OPFOR group 2 will start at UTM position 658000, 3981500 heading North East along the
road until position 6591000 3982500. They then deploy onto a firing line between 659500
3982300 and 660 I 00 3982900.
The UK forces get to approx. UTM position 661500, 3981500 they will acquire OPFOR
group 1, and take up firing positions. The 01 will "dismount" and deploy to the North West
to guard the flanks. The Appaches and Hinds will commence to move once contact is made.
UK forces will take out OPFOR group 1. 01 will engage the advancing group 2, initially on
their own, then supported by the Warriors as they disengage from OPFOR group 1. Big
battle then home for tea!
Highlights
•
•

•
•
•

(9.)

Scenario takes place at dusk - barely enough light to see to drivelfly by naked eye.
Image generator displaying low light visuals and Image Intensifier sights at Marconi
booth and DRA site.
CAE Apaches (long haul from Ft. Rucker) using FUR imagery.
CGF from LORAL and 1ST and 01 from Natick showing ability to modify their
abilities to simulate fighting in low light conditions.
CAE (long haul from Ft. Rucker), DRA (long haul from UK) and Marconi (on the
show floor) using DIS radio to coordinate scenario.

Helicopter Anned Reconnaissance Demonstration
(Coord. Chris Bouwens)

Players: CAE-Link (212), McDonnell Douglas (1002), ADTI (1306)
The purpose of this next Demo is to demonstrate the ability to network devices of different
fidelity to accomplish team training at the company or platoon level to perform a Helicopter
Armed Reconnaissance.
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Companies participatin g in thi s demo are: CAE-Link - CELLNET Apac he (operating LongHaul from Ft. Rucker) and ITEMS in booth 1240, McDonnell Douglas - Apache has the
Gunner in Orlando in booth 1002, coupled with the Pilot in Mesa, AZ, and ADTI located in
Booth 1306 is providing the target Airfield Shelters.
During the demonstration , networked man-in -the-Ioop training devices for Apache heli copters
act in conjunction with computer generated forces (CGF) to blunt an armored advance.
Helicopter teams, both man-in -the-Ioop and CGF, screen forward to contact, report, engage
OPFOR armor and ADA, and destroy specific ailfield shelters . Autonomou s and re mote
designation Hellfire engagements, as well as aerial rocket engagements, are used durin g the
trai ning demonstration.
Voice radio traffic is being sent over the DIS network as data packets. The technology is
such th at individual voices may be recognized .
The manned helicopter training devices move to assigned Battle/Observation Positions. The
pilots are using DOPPLER navigation and pilotage over three visual databases correlated to
the same reference datum points to move to their .assigned positions. The computer generated
forces are moving according to their mission and doctrine.
Manned devices arrive in position and begin sensor and visual search. (Men and equipment
separated by almost the entire width of the North American continent are brought together to
accomplish a team collective task.)
First APACHE designates on the other Second APACHE's code for the first engagement.
Second APACHE designates on First APACHE's code for the second engagement.
(10.) Air-to-Air Demonstration
(Coon:l. Don Shillcutt)
Players: Northrop Grumman (1026), Greystone (1340), Encore (101), McDonnell Douglas (1002), ECC (208), Motorola (105), NAWC-TSD (314) and Digital (1206),
Harris (916), AAI, (1322)

The Action Begins: Two flights of two MIG-29's (a flight with Encore and Motorola MITL
simulators and a GreyStone flight of two MITL simulators) start a Fighter Sweep ahead of the
strike force breaking the coastline on a heading toward the Carrier Battle Group. The radar
(AAI's Radar emission) on the Carrier Battle Group detects inbound hostiles and directs the
F- 14 (NAWC-TSD) and F-18's (Digital, Harris and Northrop-Grumman) from their CAP and
commits for firing if "fired upon". The lead Mig-29 (Encore) closes to visual range on the F14 (NAWC) , launches a missile and the War begins. The F-14 calls the hostile shot, takes
evasive action to avoid the first missile and maneuvers to take a shot at a second MIG-29
(Motorola). Two flights of two F-18's (a flight of Digital and Harris MITL simulators and a
flight of two Northrop-Grumman MITL simulators) engage a flight of two MIG-29's
(GreyS tone MITL simulators), and the Air battle for control of the Southwest Gulf begins
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with a "fur-ball" of 4 Red aircraft versus 5 Blue aircraft. As the first two shots of the war
miss their targets and go ballistic, the opposing forces maneuver hard to gain firing positions.
The F-18's take shots and the MIG-29's return the fire. In the heat of battle, two MIG's and
two F-18's are hit and the forces separate after a "lifetime" of 4 minutes.
The F-14's call of hostile fire generates the command to commit the Offensive Counter Air
strike (McDonnell-Douglas MITL F-I 5 and F-18 and the ECC MITL F-16) against the Red
Airfield and defending SAM site. Detecting the inbound tracks of the Blue aircraft, the Red
Air CAP (MIG-29 CGF's from GreyStone) depart their CAP to intercept the attacking forces .
As the MIG's start their attack, the F-16 maneuvers to defend the "Strike Eagle" as it
continues it's SEAD mission against the SAM site. The MIG's and the "Falcon" exchange
shots as the "Strike Eagle" finishes the HARM pass and repositions to an Air-to-Air Combat
posture. The FI A-18 completes it's GB U (laser) pass at the airfield and the Strike force
disengages to return to friendly territory.

(11.) Ground Combat Demonstration
(Coord. Dan Mullally)
Players: Texas Instruments (224), Kaman (1306), Univ. of Iowa (516), SWRI (513),
TNO-FEL (212), NAWC-MFS (1314), U.S. Army Natick RD&E Center (1214), Loral
Federal Systems (616), Martin Marietta (701), MAK Technologies (903), TNO I FEL
(212), Silicon Graphics, (50 I)

Purpose
The First purpose of this Demo is to demonstrate tqe ability of DIS networked simulators
interacting to provide team training of vehicle drivers and operators in support of a
DFO/MULE. ground-based laser designation system.
The Second purpose is to demonstrate the ability of networked dis-similar tank ·training
simulators linked together to train personnel in specifically "Bounding Overwatch".
Scenario
The scenario opens with the DI from Natick Labs in booth 1214 embarked in the lead M2
Bradley provided by Texas Instruments from booth 224. Kaman is driving the M93 FOX
NBC vehicle from booth 1306, while the HMMWV is being driven by the Univ. of Iowa
from booth 516. This column of support vehicles moves across country from the vicinity of
Coord. 594790 to a position in the vicinity of an OP at 565816.
The DI dismount and maneuver to provide security for the DFOIMULE Laser Designator
provided by SouthWest Research Institute in booth 513. The DFOIMULE team observes
several OPFOR vehicles from the OP and is fired upon by these Tanks.
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SouthWest Research Institute lases one of the T-72 Tanks provided by TNO -FEL, operating
Long Haul via booth 2 12 from Holland, for an F/A 18 from NAWC-MFS in booth 1314 to
fire a Maverick mi ssile to destroy the tank.
While the CAS support mission is being called in , a platoon sized ground reaction force
consisting of 4 M I Tanks located in an assembly area near a road junction at 571829 is called
forward to reinforce security for the OP. This 4 tank platoon employs "Bounding Overwatch"
to move to the OP Position.
Bounding Overwatch is a tactical technique designed to allow vehicles to reduce their level of
risk while moving in combat by "Bounding" to the next "covered" or "Hull Defilade"
position . One tank or section of tanks, for example, would move while the other tanks would
remain "Set" providing coveri ng fire to the moving vehicles .
The 4 tanks in the reaction force platoon are provided by Loral, Federal Systems form booth
616, Martin Marietta from booth 701, MAK Technologies from booth 903, and Silicon
Graphics operating from booth 501.
TNO-FEL operating Long Haul via booth 212 from Holland, and Silicon Graphics operating
from booth SOl provide the OPFOR T-72 tanks firing and moving to wipe out the OP. All
of the Blue forces fire and maneuver to wipe out the Red Forces attacking the hill.

(12.)

I

Advanced Targeting/Precision Strike
(Coord. Reed Whitington)
Players : Booz Allen (1008), Texas Instruments (224), USAF, Wright Labs (412),
ADTIlENSCO (1306)

Scenario Purpose
Targets will be stationary ground targets (scuds, bunkers, missile sites). ADTI is providing
active targets with their bunker simulation. Other targets will be generated/placed locally by
CGF.
P-3 will be in the air flying a search pattern when scenario begins. Command and Control
Station will be ready to receive tracks and imagery. Shooter will be flying a holding pattern
waiting for targeting data. The shooter (USAF Wright Laboratory's FIS simulator) is coming
in long haul via DSI connection .
Scenario Highlights
Unique features of this scenario:
Advanced tactical elements:
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Precision strike, Advanced Targeting, Combat ID.
Standoff MITL guidance of missile to target.
New uses of DIS:
Transmission and reception of imagery over DIS using signal PDU .
Transmission and reception of radar tracks using DIS signal PDU.
Transmission and reception of SAR imagery requests for particular area of interest.
Entity (missile) handoff (shooter to steerer) and standoff guidance of missile to target.
Scenario Highlights
mm:ss
00:00

P-3 flys a search pattern over land next to coast

00:30

P-3 Ss3 collects tracks from radar contacts

02:00

P-3 T ACCO sends tracks to C3I station via DIS data link

03:00

C3I Station sends command to spotlight an area with SAR via DIS dsata link

05:00

P-3 Ss3 acquires SAR image of area of interest

05:30

P-3 TACCO sends SAR image To C3I station via DIS data link

07:00

C2 station analyzes SAR data, IDs target and vectors shooter to target

08 :00

Shooter fires JSOW P3I missile (Using Enum. for Agm-65) on target

08:01 P-3 assumes terminal control of JSOW and guides it to target based on prebrief (SAR
Data) data and live Flir Imagery from missile sensor
(13a)Above Real-TIme
(Coord. Dutch Guckenberger)

Players: Motorola (1045), N AWCrrSD (3 t 4), Coryphaeus (418), ECC International
•
(208), Greystone (1340), Digital (1206)

L , _ ••

Scenario Objective
The ability to play above real-time in a Distributed Interactive Simulation was the purpose of
this demonstration .
Scenario Outline
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Blue Forces
2 F-16 (ECC)
2 F-15 (GreyStone)
I F-18 (Digital)

Red Forces
MiG 29 (Motorola)
MiG 29 (NA WCrrSD)
MiG 29 (Coryphaeus)

Red Forces will initialize at the AirpOlt location at 35 45', west 121 10'. Red Forces will
proceed directly South for Head to Head Combat.
Blue Forces will initialize at 35 35' West 121 10'. Blue forces will proceed directly North for
Head to Head Combat.
Action will take place a 2X to 3X real-time for 7 minutes.
(13b.)Road of Death
(Coonl. Dutch Guckenberger)
Players: Motorola (045), NAWCrrSD (314), Coryphaeus (418), ECC International
(208), Greystone (340), Digital (1206)

Red Forces will initialize at the Airport location at 35 45', west 121 10'. Red Forces will
proceed directly South for Head to Head Combat.

I
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Blue Forces will initialize at 35 35' West 121 10'. Blue forces will proceed directly North for
Head to Head Combat.
Action will take place a 2X to 3X real-time for 7 minutes. The scripted targets will not .
shoot" back and the real-time speeds of the Road of Death demo should look like slow motion .
Entities that are killed reincarnate at the initialization point.
(14.)

Integrated Multi- Warfare
(Coonl. Susan Gross)
Players: Wright-Patterson AFB (412), Amherst Systems (1023), NAWC-TSD (314),
Motorola (105), Kaman Sciences (1306), NA WC AD -MFS (1314), AAI (1322),
Greystone Technology (340), Northrop Grumman (1026), Coleman Research (1008),
ECC International (208), Marconi (1110), F AAC (1023), TRW (1020), Encore (l 0 I)
ADTIlENSCO (1306).

I

1. SCENARIO OUTLINE
A. Bosnian type situation: Country Green surrounded by Orange. Green has some friendly
Blue forces in-country for protection (like UN). These Blue forces consist of some ground
units and some air defense units manning Patriot SSM launchers.
B. Green asks blue to help. Blue sends two carrier battle groups and an amphibious assault
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group, plus moves air units to airbase in nearby country.

C. Orange attacks green, starting with scud launches. Orange decides it also needs to take out
blue naval force before blue naval aircraft can attack orange or blue marines can land .
D . After Orange air strikes against the two carrier battle groups, Blue responds with Air Force
strikes on Orange Scud tels and C3 facilities.
E. Blue marines land on orange coast with blue air providing close air s upport.
F. Follow-up air strikes and ground assaults destroy orange capabilities .
2. Demonstration phases
A. Gain local air and naval superiority: protect currently held airbases, army bases and naval
forces from threat air and naval attack, and permit local air and naval operations.
B. Gain air and naval superiority within objective area: attack and destroy hostile air, air
defense and naval units and facilities.
C. Prepare the battlefield: attack hostile ground force positions, and isolated these ground
forces by cutting lines of communications (battlefield interdiction).
D. Initiate ground operations: conduct amphibious assault to secure beachhead and landing
zones.
E. Advance on objectives: land main body of friendly ground forces and secure objectives .
3. Demo ground rules
A. Gameboard: with minor exceptions, all scenario events are within the standard HunterLiggett gameboard area (see attached for coordinates). This is a very small area, so distances
and therefore timelines are unrealistically compressed.
B. Orange sites: see attached for details. Airfield will be starting point for all orange aircraft.
Airfield defended by SAM site and SAM c3 bunker. Scud sites are where scud SSMs are
launched, and also targets for F161F15 Scud busters. Any remaining Orange elements are fair
game for any Blue element, but only after that Blue element has completed its assigned
primary mission .
C . Blue naval: see attached for details . Both carrier battle groups will start as one formation .
ASW free-play area designated within 5nm radius area in front of formation. After all
aircraft are launched, each Battle Group may maneuver independently, with each formation
centered on its own carrier. Whatever, there are two rules : (1) stay in assigned sector; and
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(2) make left turns only .
D . Naval Rules of Engagement:
(I) Defend only assigned sector

(2) Outer air defense zone (25nm to 45nm from cgn39): CAP intercepts only; no
surface ship lau nched SAMs.
(3) Inner air defense zone (Onm - 25nm from cgn39): no CAP engagements; sUlface
ships SAM launches only.
(4) No CAP outside 45nm limit; Air Force has rest of area, except any strike aircraft
may defend itself.
4. Nawc: provide cvn68, cg47, and ffg46 (plane guard position); provide at least one fl4 cap
to defend against mig27s approaching from north . If fl8s used, targets are 2/t72 tanks at
orange tank group 1 location (see attached). Tot for this strike is about 1700. Specific
details on naval maneuvers, aircraft profiles and targets will be provid~d .
5. Northrop Grumman: provide two F/AI8s. Profiles attached.
6. Wright-Patterson provide FI5e escort with RWR for FI6s out of Vandenberg AFB; profile
attached.
7. Amherst: attach RWR to A WACS; profile attached.
8. NAWC TSD: provide FI8 off CVN 68 (see para 4 above). If AH-IW Cobra or V 22
available, fly off LHA I (see profiles) and support amphib assault.
9. ADTIlENSCO : provide Scud & SAM C3 bunke.rs (see attached), and get ready to take
blows.
10. Motorola: provide MiG; provide escort for MiG 27s attacking battle groups, engaging
Blue CAP; and/or defend Orange targets from Blue FI6IFI5 attacks.
II . Lockheed: provide Patriots in Blue territory, or at amphib beach.
12. Kaman: provide frag patterns for patriots.
13. Coleman Research: provide scuds
14. AAI: provide FFG7 and MiG29; see attached for FFG7 PIM; operate freely for fi rst 8
minutes , then be subject to attack.
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IS. ECC: provide F16; join other fl6s (see attached)
16. All: any other F15/F16 aircraft, join Fl6 strike on all Orange scud/sam/airfield targets.
17. All : any other migs, escort MiG 27s and defend them from navy cap ; and/or defend
Orange land targets.
18. All : after each element has completed the assigned mission, but no earlier than 20:00, its
free -play time until 27:00. We will generate new targets as needed during this period.

DETAILED DATA AND PROFILES
GAMEBOARD :
36 11 N/ 122 04 W
36 11 N/ 120 56 W
35 15 N/ 120 56 W
35 ] 5 N/ 122 04 W

HIGH RESOLUTION AREA:

36 02 N/ 121 00 W
35 57 N/ ] 21 00 W
35 57 N/ 121 ]6 W
36 02 N/ 121 ] 6 W

AIRFIELD - ORANGE:
CENTER POINT

35 57 04 N/ ] 21 16 2] W

ORIENTATION

]40 degree / 320 degree

ELEVATION

]400 feet
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UPPER LEFf

35 57 35 .9097 N
12 1 1653.2 147 W

LOWE R RIGHT

35 56 33 .8003 N
12 11549.9 539 W

LENGTH

1.3440 nml 8162.7297 fee t! 2491 .0000 meters

GROUND ORANGE:
ELEVATION

LOCATION
SSM_C3_BUNKER

35 56 36NI 121 18 14W

1308

SCUD_SITE_ 1

35 56 41NI 121 18 16W

1308

SCUD_SITE_2

35 56 28NI 121 1807W

1334

SCUD_SITE_3

35 56 28NI 121 18 19W

1402

SAM_ C3_B UNKER

35 56 48NI 121 17 59W

1295

SAME_SITE_ l

35 56 52NI 121 1753W

1287

ORANGE TANKS (T72):

1:

4rr7 2

35 53 49NI 121 1426W

2:

2rr7 2

35 49 26NI 121 2242W

3:

4rr72

35 46 2INI 121 1022W

4:

2rr7 2

35 39 56NI 121 11 15W

GROUND BLUE:
ELEVATION

LOCATION
TF_BORDWATCH

35 55 55NI 121 07 36W

918

35 58 52NI 121 07 12W

150
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35 55 07NI 121 07 56W

895

35 56 09NI 121 07 17W

150

35 55 19NI 121 04 59W

944

NAVAL:
OPERATIONAL AREA
POINT ALPHA -

35 15 00 NI 122 04 00 W

THREAT AXIS -

045 degree

CVN68 SECTOR -

225 degree - 045 degree

CVN72 SECTOR -

045 degree - 225 degree

FORMATION:
ZZ: CENTERED ON CGN39 OUTER AIR DEFENSE: 45nm
INNER AIR DEFENSE: 25nm

CGN39

LOCA TION

KNOTS

NM

HEADING

35 25 57NI 121 5023W

20

4.35

225

3522 53NI 12154 09W

20

2.65

047

35 24 41NI 121 51 46W

20

2.17

042

35 26 17NI 121 49 59W

20

17.25

225

35 14 06NI 122 04 54W

20

START POSITIONS (LEFT TURNS ONLY):
CGN39

35 25 57NI 121 5023W

CVN68

35 26 41NI 121 52 55W
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CYN7 2

35 23 47N/ 121 4925W

AOEI

35 24 30N/ 12 1 5209W

CG47

35 41 29N/ 12 1 50 01 W

CG54

35 26 37 N/ 12 1 31 21W

FFG30

35 24 09N/ 12 1 4900W

FFG46

35 27 02N/ 12 1 5229W

I
I

RANGE/BEARING FROM CGN39:
HEADING

NM

CVN68

289

2.21

FFG46

301

2.05

CG47

001

16

CVN72

161

2.3

FFG30

149

2.13

CG54

088

15

I

RANGE/BEARING FROM CVN68:
HEADING

NM

FFG46

045

.5

CG47

009

5

PICKET:
FFG7

LOCATION
35 56 07N/ 121 39 13W

KN OTS

HEADING

NM

20

325

15.98
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3609 12NI 121 5030W

20

145

15.92

35 56 07N 11 2 1 39 20W

AMPHIBS (CENTERED ON LHA I):
LOCATION
35 39 14NI 121 3004W

KNOTS

HEADING

NM

20

064

6.22

3541 59NI 121 2233W

ORANGE NAVAL:
LOCATION
KASHIN DDG

KNOTS

35 36 07NI 121 33 02W

15

35 29 35NI 121 36 30W

15

35 36 24NI 121 3449W
ASW:
5nm RADIUS CENTERED ON

35 19 32NI 121 58 07W

AIR:
F18

LOCATION

FEET

KNOTS

HEADING

3529 19NI 12142 36W

500

325

225

35 18 37NI 121 5547W

4000

350

134

35 15 32NI 121 51 55W

4000

325

042

35 22 04NI 121 4444W

4000

500

037

35 32 55NI 121 3445W

4000

500

314

35 34 31NI 121 3648W

4000

300

224

99

35 18 29NI 121 5549W

4000

300

133

35 15 29NI 121 51 56W

4000

500

037

35 36 48NI 121 31 49W

4000

500

064

35 47 03NI 121 0602W

4000

340

189

35 23 56NI 121 10 26W

4000

340

261

35 20 08NI 121 3931W

2000

300

309

35 25 26NI 121 47 40W

800

250

225

35 23 43NI 121 4945W

600

200

135

35 22 14NI 121 47 54W

600

200

044

35 23 43NI 121 4607W

300

200

297

35 2444NI 121 48 32W

45

180

216

FEET

KNOTS

TIME

34 42 59NI 120 32 45W

6000

580

34 59 43NI 120 52 SOW

6000

580

02:27

35 27 46NI 121 00 15W (CIP)

3000

580

05:25

35 53 26NI 121 03 19W

3000

600

08:05

35 56 41NI 121 18 13W (TGT)

10000

300

09:20

3609 53NI 121 18 19W

10000

300

11 :59

36 10 15NI 120 56 30W (ORBIT)

10000

300

15:31

FEET

KNOTS

TIME

I
I

F16 PROFILE:
LOCATION

AWACS PROFILE:
LOCATION
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34 43 03NI 120 32 49W

35000

400

35 14 16NI 121 11 51W (GB)

35000

400

06:43

3606 35NI 12202 lOW

35000

400

16:42

36 09 35NI 121 56 57W

35000

400

17:29

35 14 20NI 121 0250W

35000

400

28:05

AHIW COBRA:
Depart LHA I vicinity 35 41 59nl 121 23 13w at 23:40. Support amphib landing; attack
group 2 T72 Tanks.

OVERALL TIMELINE OUTLINE

DEMO TIME
(MIN:SEC)
00:00
21FFG;

2IDDG)

EVENTS
Naval carrier battle group appears (2/CVN; IICGN; 2/CG-AEGIS; 41DD ;
IIAOE)
Naval amphibious assault group appears (l/LHA; lILHD; 3ILSD; l ILST;

Naval picket appears (lIFFG)
AWACS and 21F16 takeoff from vandenberg AFB
12 T72 tanks appear

01:30

CVN68 Carrier aircraft start takeoffs (21F14; 21F18)

Ot :30

CVN72 carrier aircraft start takeoffs (l1E2C; l/KA6; 21F14; 2IFt8 - Joined
overhead by 21F18)

03:30

Carrier aircraft rendezvous/inflight refuel 16/Mig27 start takeoffs from Orange
airfield
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04:00

Initial scud launches; kichoff of hostilities; targets are green facilities:
populati on centers, ground force concentrations, airfields, etc.

07 :00

F 18s Attack Orange KASHIN DDG

08 :30

F 161F 15 strikes on scud targets

13:00

MIG27 s attack carrier battle groups, which is defended by FI4 CAP and
AEGIS CGs

17 :00

FI8s start strike on T72s

21 :30

Amphibious group approaches beach; 6/LCAC launched ; UA V over battle area

24:00

4/ AH I W Cobras launched from LHD to provide CAS for amphibious assault
forces

25:00

6/LCACs and LST hit beach; LCACs AND LST disembark landing force
including MI main battle tanks; elements flank to North/South along coast;
main elements move inland and secure high ground; one armored company
engages 4rr72 tanks

25:00

SCUD launch salvo against amphib assault; assault forces defended by patriots

28:00
VFR
(15.)

I
I
I
I
I

All remaining aiborne naval aircraft return to carrier and recover aboard VIA
carrier approach pattern
Air Defense Demonstration (Coord. Joe Fann)
Players: Coleman Research Corporation (1008), Booz AIl en & Hamilton (1008),
Kaman Sciences Corp. (1306), TRW (1008), Northrop Grumman (1026), USAF
Modeling and Simulation (1320), USAF Wright Labs (412), McDonneIl Douglas
(1002), ADTIlENSCO (1306), Greystone (1340)

Purnose
The Air Defense Demonstration represents a real-time DIS simulation environment which can
be used to measure/evaluate the impact and implications of current and future Theater Missile
Defense (TMD) weapons systems on the battlefield.

Active Defense, Attack Operations, Passive Defense, and Battle Management/Command Control
Communications and Intelligence (BMlC3I), are represented using a combination of constructive
simulations and virtual simulators . .
The Air Defense Scenario consists of multiple threat launchers firing TBMs against friendly
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assets defended by PATRIOT and THAAD batteries.
Attack Operation s representation s include system models of Arm y TACMS , the Air Force F- 15
Eagle, the Navy FI A- 18 Hornet, and a virtual cockpit simul ator.
Passive Defen se capabilities are included in a debris model simulating the fallout resulting from
a success ful tactical balli stic mi ss il e (TBM) intercept. The BM/C3I is represented by the tactical
data link (TDL) emulati on between the Active Defen se models and an Air Defense T as k Force
Tactic al Operation s Center (ADTFfOC) simulation .
A con structive TMD simulation provides the backbone of the Air Defen se scenario providin g all
TBM acti vi ty as well as the Active Defense and parts of the Attack Operation s activity. Thi s
simulation is provided by Coleman Research Corporation in booth 1008.
During the scen ario, as TBMs are tracked by the battery radars, track messages will be sent to
the ADTFTOC which is provided by Booz Allen & Hamilton in booth 1008. The ADTFTOC
operator will monitor all tracks and perform interceptor launch deconfliction . The track messages
are transmitted from the fire units to the ADTFTOC utilizing the DIS radio PDUs; specifically
the Transmit and Signal PDUs.
Upon TBM intercept, the resulting missile fragments and/or chemical submunitions will be
modeled from point of intercept to the ground. Kaman Sciences Corporation located in booth
1306 provides the debris model which creates fragments and submunitions as new DIS entities
after an intercept has occurred.
.
The Attack Operations pillar is modeled by a variety of models. TRW located in booth 1020
provides a variety of Computer Generated Forces (CGF) capability including a Naval carrier and
attack aircraft. Northrup Grumman in booth 1026 provides a manned cockpit simulator.
McDolUlell Douglas in 1002 and Wright Laboratory in 412 also provide aircraft used to search
out and destroy threat launchers after the TBMs are launched.
Other capability represented in the Air Defense scenario includes friendly asset generation,
such as hangers and bunkers, by Applied Data Technology. from booth 1306
(16.)

Constructive- Virtual (Coord. Mikel Petty)
Players: TRADOC Analysis Center - UCFIIST (1317)

The purpose of this next Demo is to demonstrate the ability to link a constructive war gamebased system creating a total of 108 entities to the virtual DIS world.
The EAGLE BDSID system is sponsored by the U. S. Army's TRADOC Analysis Center
(TRAC). All the entities you are viewing are Computer Generated Forces created on low-cost
PC computers networked to a DIS compliant Corps combat model from booth 1317. While
these 30 entities are in the operating area and can be seen another 90 entities representing a
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coordinated battle bestrewn threat and friendly forces are being generated outside the viewin g
area.
The scenario being demonstrated is a peace keeping mission which includes the 2 RAH-66
Comanches and 4 AH-64 Apaches searching for SCUD launchers in the Hunter-Li ggett are a.
The SCUD unit is moving tactically to a launch s ite with a combined arms escort organized
for both air and ground protection.
The six friendly helicopters will fly to a desi g nated release point. Due to their low silhouette,
the R ah-66s are charged with the Suppression of Air Defense (SEAD) of the ground based
mobil e AD entities protecting the moving SCUD missile unit.
Followin g the destruction of the AD vehicles, two of the AH-64s helicopters will be rel eased
for th e assigned mission of reconning and destroying the SCUD missile launchers. The 2
remaining AH-64s will be assigned the destruction of the remaining ground armored
components.
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Appendix H : Hot Wrap Meeting Minutes
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From: dis-std-demo
To: Multiple recipi ents of li st
Subject: "Hot Wrap" meeting notes
Date: Monday, December 12, 1994 4:25PM
The following is a compilation of the notes and recollections of comments made during the "Hot
Wrap" meeting. Please feel free to add to, or correct these notes, in the interest of accuracy .
Prefer that comments be sent to the undersigned, although reflector input will work also .
1. A meeting of the demo participants was called for 3:00 PM Thursday , I Dec., immediately
after the last mini-demo . Purpose was to obtain feedback on things that worked well and those
that need to be changed if a similar demo is to be done again. Attendance was relatively li ght,
but a representative group did attend and offer their insights.

I
I
I

2. Comments recorded below are as understood by the IST attendees who tried to take notes .
Comments, corrections and additions are welcome and may be directed to the undersigned or
entered on the DEMO reflector. Comments are entered in the order in which they were made and
do not reflect a priority .
3. An initial observation was that there was increased interest in the demos going on in the
booths this year, as compared to last. This was especially true where a good stealth was
complemented by a good narrative description of events.
4. A question was raised on the continued availability of the DEMO reflector, followed by a
significant number of attendees indicating that it would be helpful to maintain it. [This will be
done.]
5. There was a general feeling that the demo lacked the publicity it needed to get attendees to
the mini-demos. Need big signs, placards or whatever telling attendees what demos are on, where
and at what time, located outside the exhibit halls and throughout the facility.
6. Most accepted suggestion was to use the "blue light special" type beacon
participating in an active demo to show the crowd where to go.

III

booths

7. Corollary problem was the lack of stealths showing the demos. Suggested a central "show"
stealth in addition to the stealths in participants booths might help. Problem of cueing the stealth
operator on where to be and where to look exists , but not solved.
8. Problem of the distributed narration of demos was discussed. The sound system tried this year
did not work, in most cases. Narrators were not heard, and many demos did not even have a
narrator. Most accepted the suggestion that next time the narration should be done by individuals
at each stealth site involved, with each site having some sort of sound amplification capability
so that the narrator could be heard. Attendees agreed that this was a reasonable condition for
them.
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9. Observation was made that for multiple narrators at dispersed stealths to work together the
demo must develop a script for that person and be able to work against that script. This was
generally not possible this year, due to the continued evolution of the scenarios. A much earlier
freeze on pl ayers and scripts will be required, next time.
10. We did not have visual correlation testing for ground vehicles this year. Almost all showed
up at the show with the entities center at the center of the intersection with the ground, rather
than the center of bounding volume as specified in the Standard. This caused them to appear
halfway buried, when viewed from a correctly set up CIG.
II . Comments on testing in general asked that it be speeded up . The process of stepping through
the sequence might be automated. Need better ability to flood test, perhaps using data-logged
traffic from this year. Make it available so participants could do it at home base, better prepare
themselves for the network. Need to further improve the adverse and erroneous tests.
12. Observation was made that the network traffic this year was five times greater \than
experienced last year. We peaked at approximately 1-.6 megabits/second. If the traffic load
continues to grow or even remain this high, network separation might be necessary to keep PC
based simulators alive.
13. Observation was made that 1ST needed to test their tests. Observed that emissions attached
to an entity lost that entity identification. Also participants showed up with inappropriate number
of articulated parts and with entity enumerations not on the agreed to list for IDEM094.
14. On a show of hands, all in attendance indicated that they would like to do a DIS demo again
next year. There was a strong preference for a new terrain data base, one with more interesting
terrain features .than Ft. Hunter-Liggett, with an adjacent sea, of course. Decided we all need to
decide on a data-base in Jan ., depending on whether a demo is in the cards for next year's
I1ITSEC.
15. There was an observation/recommendation that the use of geocentric coordinates be dropped
from the Standard. Participant was referred to the DIS Steering Committee and encouraged to
write a position paper.
16. Several noted and complained that a few participants did not show up for the beginning of
rehearsal week, yet were allowed to participate. Suggested a stricter enforcement next year that
all must be in rehearsal.
Jim Williams
1ST
williamj @ist.ucf.edu
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Appendix I : After Demo Survey and Results
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From: dis-std-demo
To: Multiple recipients of list
Subject: DIS Demo assessment
Date: Tuesday , December 20, 1994 6:20PM
VITSEC '94 DIS DEMONSTRATION QUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire is intended to improve the quality of future large scale
experiments involving DIS. It includes many of the same questions we
IDEMO , plus a few additional covering this years changes . Our intention is
process for creating a large scale demonstration or experiment focusing on
DIS. 1ST will use the results of this survey to improve the quality of
future interoperability demonstrations.

demonstrations and
asked after the 93
to review the entire
interoperability and

We would like inputs only from those who were directly involved in the planning or execution
of the final demonstration. Responses to this questionnaire can be anonymous. 1ST will protect
the identity of anyone wishing to put their name on the questionnaire. One input per
participating organization, please. Large organizations who had multiple divisions participating
in the demonstration may respond on a division basis. Inputs may be provided to 1ST via e-mail
(goldiez@admin.ist.ucf.edu), fax (407-658-5059, ATTENTION: GOLDIEZ), or via mail
addressed to:
Institute for Simulation and Training
ATTENTION: Brian Goldiez
3280 Progress Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
1ST will distribute results to all participants via the final report published on the demonstration
and make distribution to as wide an audience as practical. Responses can be sent at any time,
however, 1ST will accumulate all data received by the close of business on January 13, 1994 for
initial processing and input to STRICOM and DMSO for their consideration and for the IIITSEC
'95 Planning Meeting later in January.
The following scale should be used to respond to appropriate questions :
A. STRONGLY AGREE
B. SOMEWHAT AGREE
C. NEUTRAL OR NOT APPLICABLE
D . SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
E. STRONGLY DISAGREE
Those questions requiring a YES or NO can be amplified if desired.
1. The monthly planning meetings should be:
A) Increased in frequency

1 09

B) Decreased in freq uency
C) Eliminated
D ) Held at the curre nt frequ ency
2. The technica l content of the monthl y meetings is appropri ate.
3. The DIS tes t procedures used for the I1ITSEC are appropri ate with res pect
to scope. _

I
I
I
I

4.The deadlines created fo r the demonstration should be:
A) More ti ghtly e nforced
B) OK as currentl y impl emented
C) Relaxed more.
5. All syste ms were DIS tested in a consistent manner.
6. 1ST's testing prior to I1ITSEC should be continued. _
7. Methods to access 1ST for testing are adequate (i.e., bring simulator to 1ST, use 1-800 service,
send disk to 1ST). _
8. Data base correlation tests were adequate.
9. All systems were correlation tested consistently.
10. All test results were timely. _
11 . The use of mini-demonstrations allowed me to demonstrate my DIS capability adequately.

I

12. Mini-demo scenarios were well defined.
13. Scenarios were defined in a timely manner. _
14. The demonstration contents were appropriate for the audience.
15 . The time allowed for rehearsal was too long. _
16. The demonstration content in individual booths was appropriate.
17. The use of the network for experimentation was adequate.
18. Performance of the physical network was adequate. _
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19. Performance of the software layers of the network was adequate.
20. Resolution of problems was timely. _
21 . Resolution of problems was equitable. _
22. The roles of all participants was well defined .
23. The format of the demonstrations is appropriate.
24. Participant recognition was appropriate. _
25 . IST kept participants informed of activities, decisions, meetings, etc. in a timely manner.

26. Group decisions were adhered to by participants. _
27. I would encourage my organization to participate in another DIS demonstration .
28. I believe that the use of e-mail for coordination, with emphasis on the DIS-STD-DEMO
Conference and the availability of files using ftp was effective for the coordination of
participants. _
29. The e-mail conference can be used to reduce meetings to no more frequently than every other
month.
30. Additional conference settings should be sought to demonstrate DIS .

YOUR NAME (Optional):
YOUR ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATION (Optional):
Thanks for your help,
Jim Williams
1ST
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From: Kovalcik, Michelle
To : Williams, Jim; Vanzant-Hodge, Amy
Date: Friday, January 20, 1995 2:57PM

DIS DEMO SURVEY RESULTS

The following scale was used to respond to appropriate questions:
A. Strongly Agree
B. Somewhat Agree
C. Neutral or Not Applicable
D. Somewhat Disagree
E. Strongly Disagree
I.

The monthy planing meetings should be:
A) Increased in frequency
B) Decreased infrequency
C) Eliminated
D) Held at the current frequency
A-O

2.

B-8

C-2

D-2

E-2

B-5

C-2

D-7

E-I

B-9

C-O

All systems were DIS tested in a consistent manner.
A-O

6.

D-Il

The deadlines created for the demonstration should be:
A) More tightly enforced
B) OK as currently implemented
C) Relaxed more

A-6

5.

C-O

The DIS test procedures used for the I1ITSEC are appropriate with respect to scope.
A-O

4.

B-4

The technical content of the monthly meetings is appropriate.
A-l

3.

I
I
I
I
I

B-4

C -6

D-3

E-2

1ST's testing prior to IIITSEC should be continued.
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A-8
7.

C-9

0-4

E-O

B-1

C-12

0-1

E-O

B-4

C-2

0-2

E-4

B-7

C-l

D-l

E-O

B-6

C-O

D-6

E-O

B-5

C-l

D-9

E-I

B-7

C-2

D-2

E-O

The time allowed for rehearsal was too long.

A-O
16.

B-2

The demonstration contents were appropriate for the audience.

A-4
15.

E- I

Scenarios were defined in a timely manner.
A-I

14.

0 -2

Mine-demo scenarios were well defined.

A-3
13.

C-5

The use of mini-demonstrations allowed me to demonstrate
my DIS capability adequately .

A-6
12.

B-4

All test results were timely.

A-3
11.

E-I

All systems were correlation tested consistently.
A-I

10.

0-0

Oata base correlation tested consistently .

A-O
9.

C-o

Methods to access 1ST for testing are adequate ( i.e., bring simulator to 1ST, use 1-800
service, send di sk to 1ST).

A-3
8.

B-8

B-O

C-O

D-JO

E-5

The demonstration content in individual booths was appropriate.
A-I

B-8

C-4

0-1

E-l
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17.

The use of the network for experimentation was adequate.
A-O

18 .

B-6

C-s

D-O

E-O

B-8

C-I

D-2

E-I

B-3

C-S

D-2

E-I

B-7

C-O

D-8

E-O

B-8

C -2

D-3

E-l

I

B-4

C-4

D-4

E-l

B-ll

c-o

D-l

meetings, etc.

In

a timely

E-O

Group decisions were adhered to by participants.
A-O

27.

E-O

1ST kept participants informed of activities, decisions,
manner.
A-3

26.

D-3

Participant recognition was appropriate.

A-2
25.

C -2

The format of the demonstrations is appropriate.
A-I

24.

B-3

The roles of all participants was well defined.
A-O

23.

E-O

Resolution of problems was equitable.

A-4
22.

D-2

Resolution of problems was timely.
A -3

21.

C -7

Performance of the software layers of the network was
adequate.

A-4
20.

B-8

Performance of the physical network was adequate.

A-7
19.

I
I
I
I

B -5

C-3

D-8

E-O

I would encourage my organization to participate in another
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DIS demonstration .
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A - IO B-5

28.

E-O

B-4

C-O

0-0

E-O

The e-mail conference can be used to reduce meetings to no
more frequently than every other month.

A-5

30.

0-0

I believe that the useof e-mail for coordination, with emphasis on the OIS-STO-DEMO
Conference and the availabi lity of files using ftp was effective for the coordination of
participants .

A-II

29.

C-O

B-3

C-O

0-7

E-O

Additional conference setti ngs should be sought to demonstrate DIS .

A-9

B-3

C-O

0-\

E-2
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ASSUMPTIONS AND INTERPRET ATION
OF VERSION 2.0.3
OF THE DIS PDU STANDARD
FOR TESTING

S.H. Smith

8123/94
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1.

ISSUE:

AMBIGUOUS SPECIFICA nON OF VALUES

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD AND APPENDIX

I

DISCUSSION:
The appendix and the standard use a number of numerical bases including, base 2, 10,
and 16 and combinations. These are usually not identified.
The word "decimal" occurs nowhere in the appendix but most values for enumerations
appear to be decimal. They could, however, be in some other numerical base and no one
would ever know.

I
I

Many references to values for Identifiers use terms like "all ones" or "all zeros ."
Sometimes values are expressed as quantities in combined bases such as 2 to the 16th
power minus two.
Sometimes values are described using english rather than numerals , such as the case in
which the version is listed as "three". This is even more confusing because the version
number is supposed to be an enumerated value, enumerations are supposed to begin with
zero, and it then is questionable whether this is the third enumeration or the fourth, whose
value would therefore be Decimal 3.
Section 5.3 states:
"This section specifies requirements for basic data types and records.
Enumeration values and bit-encoded values are given in Section 4 in Document
IST-CR- 93-02 unless otherwise stated."
This is not always true. There are man'y places in the standard where enumerations are
noted as being defined elsewhere when they are not.

I

In many places (e.g . 5.4.4.2.5(4) hard values are included in the standard.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
I . We have a number of choices where and how we could clarify the values.

We could require that every test must explicitly specify the values to be used.
If the test references a section of the standard or the appendix 'where the values are
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already stated, then the test would further specify the numeric base that it assumes was
intended by the writers of the standard. For example, all of the Entity Type codes in the
Appendix, section 6.0, are probably intended to be decimal. This shou ld be stated in a
subsection called "ASSUMPTIONS" in every test in which an entity type code must be
involved.

If the test must specify values which are not in the standard or the Appendix then these
values should be collected in an appendix to the test. Here all values should be spec ified
in Hex in a notation which accounts for every bit in the referenced data type. In addition,
each specified value should be equated to a unique character string or identifier. These
symbols should be used in the tests, not the numeric values. This serves the same purpose
as declaring defined values in "include" files, the values are specified only one time, in
one place. If changes must be made, they are made in that one place to avoid
inconsistencies. If, in the future, the standard adopts this practice, then the appendix could
be removed from the Test Procedures and the Standard itself could be used .
If a test were to specify values which are not already specified in the standard, then they
would have to be defined, possibly in a new section called "ADDITIONAL
ASSUMPTIONS" at the beginning of the test document or a separate appendix. Here, all
values should be specified with the numeric base and data type made explicit. A prefix
could be used, for example:
.
Dec:123
Hex:123
B in: 11 0 10 1100 1 1 100 1 1
Real: 14567.445
However, it would be much less confusing if one numeric base were to be used
throughout. Hex would be best for integers because it can make it clear what size data
structure is being used, it is easier to detennine whether a specific bit is TRUE or
FALSE, and it helps to illustrate the bitfields. The only problem with Hex is in the cases
where real numbers must be represented; there decimal is most easily interpreted.
Whatever is chosen, it should be made clear in a section like 5.2, "Representation of
Data." This is critical to consistency. This section should be presented at the very
beginning of the standard, before readers throw up their hands in frustration.
2. Ultimately, the whole standard should be gone over with a fine-toothed comb. All
numerical values should be presented in the same numerical base. Then, all values should
be defined in the appendix, not the text. This serves the same purpose as declaring
defined values in "include" files; the values are specified only one time, in one place. If
changes must be made (and they will) they are made in only one place. Inconsistencies
will magically disappear!
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LEVEL: ALL
Because no one is sure who is right if an ambiguity exists .

2.

ISSUE:

AMBIGUOUS SPECIFICATION OF ENTITY IDENTfFIERS :

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD AND APPENDIX

DISCUSSION:

I
I
I
I

In section 4.4.6. 1.2 and many other sections throughout
The Standard is vague and incomplete in specifying values for entity IDs.
I. Entity IDs are comprised of three fields. There are constraints on the values that can
go in the three different field s of an 10. The standard quite often states values for a field
or fields but doesn't say which or how many fields the value applies to.
Section 5 .3.8 . 1 states :
"No site shall be assigned an 10 containing all zeros or all ones .. . No simulation
application shall be assigned an 10 containing all zeros or all ones ."
Section 5.3.8.2 states :
"Each entity in a given exercise executing on a DIS application shall be assigned
an entity identifier unique within that application. This identifier is valid for the
duration of the exercise, however, entity IDs shall be reused when all possible
entity IDs have been exhausted. No entity shall have an ID of zero.
This incomplete description shows up in sections:
4.4.3.1
4.4.3.2.] (2)
4.4.3.2.1 (3)
4.4.3.3.1(2)
4.4.3.3.1(3)
4.4.3.3 . ](4)
4.4.5.1 . 1(2)
4.4.5.1 . 1(4)
4.4.6.4.12.2
5.3.8
5.3.8 .2
5.4.4.1.1(3)
5.4.4.1.1(4)
5.4.4.1.2(3)
5.4.4.1.2(4)
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5.4.4.3 . 1(3)
5.4.6.3(4)
Tests involving any of the above sections must specify what field s need to have which
values.
2. Throughout, the standard is very inconsistent in specifying the values it allows or
disallows in IDs . It uses "all ones" to mean, probably, binary (see section 4.4.6. 1.2.2, but
could just as easily mean any number base.) Sometimes it uses base 2, expressing legal
values as 2 ra ised to the power of 16, minus 1 or 2 (see section 4.4.6.1.2.2 again) .
3. In the SIMAN sections, IDs have four parts, including the additional "Group ID" field
which is not defined in the standard or the appendix.
4 . Sometimes the standard says that an 10 will refer to
"no specific entity"
and says to use "all zeros" (4.4.6.4.12.2)
"all entities"
and says to use "all ones" (4.4.6.1.2.2) and (4.4 .6.4.12.2)
"unknown entity"
and says to use "zeros" (4.4.5.1.1)
5. Based on sections 5.3.8.1 and 5.3.8.2 (listed above) the following combinations of three
fields may not be used to identify any particular simulated entity.
SITE

HOST

ENTITY

0
HexFFFF

*
*

*
*
*

0
HexFFFF

*
*
*
*

*
0
where "*" represents any bit pattern

Apparently entities may have "entity identifier" fields containing all ones so "* * FFFF"
is legal.
6. Section 4.4.6.1.2 states:
"Identification numbers assigned to specific entities participating in a DIS exercise
shall not have a value of zero or all ones. These values are reserved for other
designations.
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This is not clear. Which fields and how many fields may not be zero or all ones? Does
all ones mean Binary 1111111111111111 = HexFFFF or Decimal I ?
Are these legal Entity IDs?
Hex :OOOO:HexOOOO :HexFFFF
HexFFFF:HexFFFF:HexFFFE
What is the meaning now of an ID which is ALL ONES?
RECOMMENDATIONS :
I . Define some special IDs as follows:

ANY_ SITE
ANY_HOST
ANY_ENTITY
ALL_ENTITIES
which is the same as

HexFFFF
Hex FFFF
HexFFFF
ANY _SITE:ANY _HOST:ANY _ENTITY
HexFFFF:HexFFFF:HexFFFF

NO_SITE
NO_HOST
NO_ENTITY
NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY
which is the same as

HexOOOO
HexOOOO
HexOOOO
NO_SITE:NO_HOST:NO_ENTITY
HexOOOO:HexOOOO:HexOOOO

These should ultimately find their way into the Appendix.

2. Specify in each test the complete IDs that are required or forbidden. Use the symbolic
representations for the defined values from above (Do not use mUltiple numeric bases)

3.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

RECOGNIZING ENTITY TYPES

SCOPE:

APPENDIX

DISCUSSION:
The PDU Standard does not specify which of the entity types listed in the appendix must
be generated or recognized by any particular application . An application cannot be faulted
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if it does not recognize every entity type.
No one simulator, even CGF, is ever likely to really need to generate or recognize all of
the entity types . Practical limitations and additions have been required for demonstrations
such as I1ITSEC-92 and I1ITSEC-93. For example, subsurface entities (submarines) will
rarely ever have to interact with ground entities (tanks, for example ).
RECOMMENDA TrONS :
DIS Exercise Agency must define subsets for each Domain. These subsets should be
configuration files which applicable test tools use. Only this subset would be tested .
A very small subset has been defined for I1ITSEC-94 but this will not be sufficient for
a general test.
LEVEL: INTEROPERABILITY.
The subsets that will be required are exercise dependent.

4.

ISSUE:

TERRAIN CORRELATION

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION:
Tests to detennine an application's ability to place the entity(ies) it simulates in the virtual
world in proper physical relation to terrain features depend upon the level and kinds of
correlation between the application's implementation of the terrain and that of the test
tools. To allow this, the measures of correlation must be presented in a usable fonn.
There is not, as yet, a usable terrain correlation measure. The current measure (2000
points test, 1ST VSL) is statistical, reflects only Z-differences, and does not give any
indication of the "proper" slope at any individual location. Separating the application's
placement of entities from its rendering of terrain could be done by detennining the
application's Z-error and slope-error and subtracting these from the entity origin-error and
orientation-error. Without methods like this we cannot perform a credible or meaningful
test.
RECOMMENDA TrONS:
The test procedures should specify a "Virtual Test Range". This could be a standard,
artificial, mostly flat, test terrain database with special features like prismoidal mountains
to facilitate testing entity orientation, Line-of-sight calculations, mobility, etc. It must be
specified such that differences in polygonization, interpolation, etc. can be ruled out. For
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example, it might specify that all terrain surfaces within polygon al region s be pe rfec tly
planar, disallowing implementations which interpolate between elevation posts.
LEVEL: INTEROPERABILITY
Because th is iss ue requires interaction with the Terrain D atabase services and
these may have to be co mpared from a point of view whi ch involves exerc ise
specific para meters.

5.

ISSUE:

UNSPECIFIED ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT NATURAL LAWS

SCOPE:

PD U STANDARD

DISCUSSION :
Simulated entities of the same type may perform different behavior in simil ar
circumstances. Ground vehicles are not expressly prohibited from operating in any of the
other domains . A helicopter may fly under water and not be considered wrong. Objects
may fall 'up' if let go. Who is to say what is wrong and what is right?
DIS does not specify all of the physical laws that must be obeyed or the conditions that
must be accounted for. Many of the following will need to be specified for tests involving
interoperability and compatibility:
Gravitational constant
Ambient temperature
Wind Velocity
Humidity,
Dust content of air
Temperature and density of sea water
Time of Day, season, phase of the moon (tides, light level)
RECOMMENDATIONS:
We should start a list of these things, figure out what units might be appropriate for each,
and make a list of exercise specific or program specific test parameters to be set by the
agency requesting DIS testing.
LEVEL: INTER OPERABILITY/COMP A TIBILITY.
These are obviously going to be problems in serious applications of DIS but
cannot be specified now for compliance testing.

6.

ISSUE:

LATENCY IN COMMUNICATIONS LINKS

1 24
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SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION:
The Standard does not specify enough about latency to allow a clear pass-fail criterion
to be stated for an application. General req uire ments about the maximum latency allowed,
such as 100 ms. between ti ghtly-coupled application s and 300 ms . between looselycoupled applications ARE NOT part of the PDU standard . Defin ition s of tight and loose
are missing . System locations where latency should be meas ured are not specified.
This area is closely related to the subject of timestamps and time sy nchronization . Testi ng
of relative or absolute timestamps will not be separable from considerations of latency
and synchronization.

RECOMMENDATIONS :
If a criterion, such as the ] 00 ms. value mentioned above, is accepted then it will be
required, at a minimum, to detennine that the latency between a simulator's application
level software and its LAN connection is less than half that maximum allowable end-toend delay. This measurement is not going to be possible wi thout some intrusion into the
application. Inferences may be made from measurements of applications' apparent time
to "react" to stimuli provided on the network. For example, it could be required that an
application indicate its detection of a detonation by issuing an Entity State PDU which
shows it to be destroyed within a specified interval. This would be an attempt to
substitute "response time" for "latency" . There might be different mandatory maximum
"response times" for various PDUs.

LEVEL: INTEROPERABILITY
Because timing criticality will be scenario dependent.

7.

ISSUE:

CRITERIA FOR SENDING ESPDU

SCOPE:

ENTITY STATE PDU, DEAD RECKONING SECTION OF APPENDIX

DISCUSSION:
The Standard does not specify that an Entity State PDU is to be sent if there is a change
in an entity's capabilities.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Amend section 4.4.2.1.3 to state that an Entity State PDU will be issued whenever a
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I
change occurs in an ent ity's capabilities.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE
Because we need to be sure that thi s change tri ggers an ESPDU .

8.

ISSUE:

DEAD RECKONING THRESHOLDS

SCOPE:

ENTITY STATE PDU, DEAD RECKONING SECTION OF APPENDIX

I
I

DISCUSSION:
Desp ite section 4.4.2.1.3 of the PDU Standard which says to look in section 7 of IST-CR93-02 (the appendix), neither the standard nor the appendix specify how to calculate the
di screpancy between an entity's DR model and its internal higher fidelity. model, nor are
the threshold values specified.
- CCTT proposes to use a 1 cubic meter method for location and to use a 3 degree
difference applied separately to each Euler angle.
- Some systems use a 1 meter, 3-dimensional distance threshold
- Some systems compute the angle separating the two orientation vectors in the plane
which includes them both.
-Some systems use 10% of the entity's bounding dimensions as location thresholds with
respect to the entity's path.
These criteria were never precisely stated for I1ITSEC-92 and I1ITSEC-93. Most
participants probably used something like the generally accepted values specified in some
of the SIMNET documents. However, BBN Report 7627 "The SIMNET NETWORK
AND PROTOCOLS " discusses the need for differing thresholds for different classes of
vehicles (and different DR algorithms) and discusses the need for making decisions about
these criteria to make better tradeoffs.
RECOMMENDATIONS :
1. Ideally, this should be examined in detail by the same people who are investigating DR
algorithms. They should specify a definite mechanism for each case. (Ideally, but
probably too simplistic, it would specify the same criteria for all DR algorithms). It may
turn out that some algorithms require complex computations just to detect threshold
crossings. If so, then maybe these algorithms are too expensive to serve their intended
purpose, which is to reduce computational and network loading.
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2. Until a clear specification is forthcoming, test procedures should adopt the simplest
method, with the least computational overhead. This would probably be a location test
using a cubic volume, say 1 meter on a side, and a comparison between the separate euler
angles with a 3(decimal) degree threshold .
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

9.

ISSUE:

CONSISTENT ENTITY TYPES

SCOPE:

ENTITY STATE POU , APPENDIX

DISCUSSION:
The Standard allows chameleon entities, i.e. there is no prohibition explicit or implied,
in the standard, against changing the type of an entity at any time during an exercise. This
is not necessarily a problem, in fact it may be useful (an example follows) but it is an
issue in which conflicting assumptions and implementations have been made.
One of 1ST's tests, performed by executing a script called "all_ents.scr" on the 1ST CGF,
generates a series of entities, one after the other, in the same location, using the same ID,
but with different entity_type codes for each. The purpose of the test is to determine
whether or not an AUT properly interprets all of the entity type codes.
In the test, each entity is explicitly removed (using bit 23) before the next is created. This
was not properly done because the same ID was used each time, rather than choosing new
values until all values through HexFFFF had been used, but it did point out that some
simulators did not pay attention to changes in the entity type field; they used the value
found in the first Entity State POU they received for an entity and never checked it again.
Thus they continued to consider the entity to belong to the type class represented the first
type it was present on the network.
Some simulators check the entity type field continuously. They will recognize changes .
The example which illustrates a possible use of the ability to change entity types is as
follows:
A lifeform entity is created to represent a Navy Seal about to be inserted into a situation
via Halo Drop. He is created in the Air domain because he is created in the air as he exits
the insertion aircraft in free-fall at 70,000 feet (SEALS are tough). He remains in free fall
until he reaches 400 feet ASL, at which time he deploys a chute and decelerates for a
water landing. On entering the water he drops to 50 meters depth and changes his entity
type to reflect the subsurface domain. He proceeds underwater, holding his breath, for a
quarter mile, to an exit point next to an enemy outpost. As he exits the water, buries his
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breathing gear, and dons his boots, he changes his domain to land. After taking care of
business he is extracted at the end of a line by helicopter, at which time his domain
changes back to air.
RECOMMENDA TJONS :
State that the test procedures assume that changes in entity type are all owed at an y time.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

10.

ISSUE:

SPECIFlCATIONS OF BOUNDING VOLUMES

SCOPE:

ENTITY STATE, DETONATION, COLLISION, OTHER PDUs

DISCUSSION:
Section 5.3.20.1 states that:
"Location with respect to a particular entity shall be specified with respect to three
orthogonal axes whose origin shall be the center of the bounding volume of the
entity excluding its articulated and attached parts ... "
Section 1.2.2 requires an entity to use the center of its bounding volume as the origin of
its coordinate system ... But,
the standard does not specify dimensions of bounding volume for each entity type.
Therefore, entities cannot put proper origin into ESPDUs and other applications cannot
draw, do LOS, compute intersections, etc.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The test procedures will include a table listing the X,Y, and Z bounding dimensions of
each entity type listed in the Appendix.
This is easy to test for ground vehicles if there is a large enough piece of flat terrain at
a specified altitude so that different simulators' renderings of the surface are identical
there. If this is done, then the entity's location (the origin of its bounding volume) should
be exactly half the entity's height above the surface at the contact point. If the terrain is
not horizontal, the test becomes more complex.
This is not so easy to test for any other entities. Surface entities might or might not have
their center of bounding volume at their load waterline. (To make this easy, that should
probably be a requirement in the standard)
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For subsurface, air, and space entity types we have no convenient way to test placement
with respect to the environment.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE or INTEROPERABILITY ?

11.

ISSUE:

COLLISION EVENTS

SCOPE:

COLLISION, ENTITY STATE PDUs

DISCUSSION :

J. The standard does not define a coli is ion event.
2. The standard does not state that each entity will issue no more than
per collision event.

collision PDU

3. The standard does not state that all applications must or may not detect collisions (but
it does state in section 4.4.5.1.2) that:
"An entity that receives a Collision PDU without detecting such a collision shall
issue a Collision PDU to the entity that issued the first Collision PDU."
This may be taken as a requirement that all applications must RESPOND to collision
PDUs even if they do not detect the events themselves.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Add to the standard the following clarifications:
A. A COLLISION is defined to be an event which occurs when the following are all
true:

1. The bounding volumes of two simulated entities intersect (one of which may
be a terrain object.)
2. The distance between the origins of the two entities is decreasing.
3. At least one of the entities is moving at a speed greater than 0.1 mps.
B. When a simulation application detects a collision event involving an entity it simulates,
it:
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MUST: Broadcast a COLLISION PDU. In this PDU the COLLIDING ENTITY
ID field MUST contain the ID of the other entity (which will be the ID VALUE
defined for NO_ENTITY if it is a terrain object.
SHOULD: Record information about the event such as the time and location, and
velocities, masses, and IDs of the entities involved.

C. When a simulation application receives a Collision PDU naming an entity it simulates
as the other involved palty in a collision, without its first detecting the collision it:

I
I
I
I
I

MUST issue a Collision PDU naming the entity that issued the first collision
PDU.
SHOULD take steps to ensure that, if and when it subsequently detects the same
collision event, it DOES NOT generate a PDU to report it.
D. When an entity receives a Collision PDU naming an entity it simulates as the other
party involved in a collision after reporting the same collision event, it:
MUST NOT send another COLLISION PDU in response.
E. An application will always issue one and only one collision PDU per collision event
it detects or is informed about in which an entity it simulates is a participant, even if that
application does not perform collision detection tests.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

12.

ISSUE:

GUISES

SCOPE:

ENTITY STATE PDU

I

DISCUSSION:
The standard does not state how an application is to know whether or not "Guises" are
implemented for an exercise.

RECOMMENDA TrONS:

1. An enumeration will be added to the PDU Standard for "battlescheme". Values for this
enumeration are:
ABSOLUTE, which means and requires that Guises will NOT be implemented.
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RELATIVE. which means and requires that Guises wiIJ be implemented.
2. The battlescheme for an exercise will be provided to all appl ications prior to their
paI1icipation in the exercise.
3. The battlescheme may not change during an exercise.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE
Because an application must know how it is to interpret entity types before it can
be tested for the correctness of its interpretations.

13.

ISSUE:

PDU HEADER LENGTH FIELD

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION:
The definition of the meaning of the length field in the PDU HEADER data structure is
ambiguous (Section 4.4.1.5) because the PDU Header is not clearly defined to be a pa11
of a PDU or a precursor to it.
Section 5.3.15(5) states:
"This field shall specify the length of the PDU in octets.
represented by an 16-bit unsigned integer.

This field shall be

It does not clearly state whether the PDU includes the header but...
Section 4.4.1 is internally inconsistent. It states:
"A PDU header shall be the first part of each PDU."
which implies the header is part of the PDU. and it then states:
"The header shall specify ... the type of protocol data unit that follows ......
Which seems to imply that the PDU does not include the header. but. in practice.
implementers HAVE been including the length of the header in the calculations of the
value to be placed in the length field.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Call the header part of the PDU. Make LENGTH Field in header include length of
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header.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

14.

ISSUE:

ENTITY CAP ABILITIES

SCOPE:

ENTITY STATE PDU, APPENDIX

DISCUSSION :
The standard does not define the values for enumerations to be used in the capabilities
field of the Entity State PDU. (Section 4.4.2.1.1 (7))
Section 5.4.3. 1 states:
"This field shall specify the entity's capabilities. This field shall be represented
by an Entity Capabilities Record (see 5.3.7 and section 4 in Document IST-CR-9302)."
Section 5.3 .7 states:
"The capabilities of an entity shall be specified by an Entity Capabilities Record .
This record shall be defined as a 32-bit record of boolean types. The values
defined for this record are included in section 4 in Document IST-CR-93-02."
Capabilities are mentioned nowhere in the Appendix.
No one used the logistics PDUs at I1ITSEC-93 so this has not yet surfaced as a problem.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Define enumerations for capabilities as
REPAIR
bit 0 TRUE (1) represents the capability to provide repair services
RESUPPLY

bit 1 TRUE (1) represents the capability to provide resupply
services

LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

15.

ISSUE:

REPRESENTING MUNITIONS

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD
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DISCUSSION :
The standard (section 4.4.3.1 (2)) does not specify which munitions require tracking data.
It does not preclude the flyout or explicit representation via ESPDUs of any munitions,
nor does it require it.
It is possible to model the ballistic path of a bomb or bullet, although this is not usually
done. It is also possible to model the destruction caused by the explosion of an Exocet
missile while still in the magazine of the ship that is carrying it, without ever making it
apparent to other applications first.
This leads to problems in knowing whether or not to require IDs for munitions entities
in FIRE and DETONATION PDUs.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
In any exercise there may be some participants who will wish to fly (track) a munitions
entity type which other participants wish not to have to fly.
In either case, if a munitions is flown, it will have to be tracked by receiving simulators.
We need to be sure that if a munitions gets an ID, it is used in the FIREIDETONATION
PDUs. Therefore we need to test for consistency.
Require that:
If an application assigns an ID to a munitions it must use that ID in the FIRE
PDU used to launch it, all ESPDUs used to fly it out, and in any DETONATION
PDU involving its functioning or termination. A FIRE PDU with the munitions
ID set to NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY, followed by a stream of ESPDUs to fly it out,
will be considered in error. The same will be true for detonation PDUs which
must specify the same ID as any prior ESPDUs used to fly it out.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

16.

ISSUE:

DEACTIV ATION OF ENTITIES

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION:
In section 4.4.3.1 (2) the standard specifies that detonations end the existence of the
munitions which detonate.
The standard states:
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"The impact or detonation of a munitions represents the end of its path and the
end of the existence of a munitions entity. This event shall be represented by a
Detonation PDU. A Detonation PDU shall also be used to terminate undetonated
munition s that do not impact or detonate."

I
I
I

This is useful in some cases but:
I . It will not suffice for weapons systems which dispense submunitions . These may

require a FIRE or a DETONATION PDU to disperse the charges, followed by multiple
individual DETONATION PDUs per submunition. Meanwhile, the carrier may continue
to be modeled. It may crash to the ground and remain as a piece of junk. Some example
are FAE (Fuel Air Explosive) bombs, Wide Area Mines, and Intercontinental Ballistic
Missiles with MIRV warheads.

I

2. This conflicts with the use of bit 23 (which is not in V2.0 .3 but has been adopted for
the I1ITSEC-94 demo and is in V2.0.4). In any event, using an appearance field bit for
this signal is a poor attempt to clarify this. Deactivation is not a change in appearance but
a fundamental change in simulation status.
3. Detonations should not be mixed up with or confused with simulation status.
4. If a receiving application must listen to all DETONATION PDUs to know if the
existence of any entity has been terminated this means it must do more work.
There are currently 3 ways to remove an entity without using SIMAN PDUs .

1. Wait more than 2.4 times the minimum PDU issuance rate and let the entity time-out
on all receiving applications.
2. Set bit 23 to rip it out.
3. Send a DETONATION PDU with result

== NONE

I

RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Real Fixes

I. Get rid of the implied termination clause.
Require an explicit deactivation to remove an entity from an exercise. The
standard should be modified to allow the equivalent of the SIMNET Deactivate
PDU. This will let an application say when its entity is no longer to be modeled.
(The DIS Remove Entity PDU does not do this now. It is currently defined as a
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command to an application to remove an entity. See complaints below about the
REMOVE ENTITY PDU. Perhaps thi s could be modified to allow it to be sent
as a notification) .
2. Require the detonation PDU to precede the explicit termin ation of the munitions
entity's existence.
The DETONATION PDU must reference the ID of the munitions, therefore that
entity must still exist. After it goes away, all applications which were tracking it
should no longer associate anything with that obsolete ID . If the DETONA nON
PDU occurs then, the ID field will contain meaningless information.
3. Take the bit 23 specification out of V2.0.4.
4 . Get rid of the NONE enumeration for detonation result and DO NOT issue a
DETONATION PDU if there is no detonation ; just issue an explicit deactivation.
B. Interim Fixes
1. For testing "standard" V2 .0.3 applications, follow the standard as it is and use
the detonation as a signal to deactivate a munitions entity. Be sure not to allow
the use of bit 23.
2. For IIITSEC-94, use bit 23 because it is too late to change now.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

17.

ISSUE:

FIRE PDUs AND LAUNCH VELOCITY

SCOPE:

ENTITY STATE, FIRE PDUs

DISCUSSION:
The initial velocity of a munitions is listed in section 4.4.3 .2.1(f))
and is further described, in section 5.4.4.1.1, as that of the munitions when it leaves its
launcher. Leaving implies a relative movement between munitions and launcher, but the
velocity field is specified to be a LINEAR VELOCITY VECTOR, which section 5.3.20.3
states is:
"a vector with components in either world coordinate system or entity's coordinate
system depending on the value in the Dead Reckoning Algorithm field."
As there is no DR Algorithm field in a FIRE PDU, and because a FIRE PDU may
precede the first ESPDU used to represent the munitions entity, this is ambiguous.
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In practice (I/ITSEC-92 and I/ITSEC-93) most implementations use world coordinates
here.
QUESTIONS :
1. Can it be zero?

If not, this makes it hard to faithfully simulate the launch of a missile or rocket from a
stational)' platform. In the case of a rail launched missile, the motor will usually burn for
some period of time before it starts to move on the launcher. The FIRE PDU is intended
to be used to position "launch effects" displayed on visual systems. Some munitions, on
the other hand, may move from the launcher before igniting propellant. A submarine
launched ICBM may pop out of its launching tube and clear the sea surface before its
motor lights off. Some missiles may drop away from the aircraft that releases them to a
safe distance before ignition occurs.

I
I
I
I

2. If a missile is fired from a moving launcher does this field in the FIRE PDU indicate
the velocity imparted by the launcher?
Should the FIRE PDU account for the velocity difference of a weapon fired aft from a
platform moving forward?
3 . Can we assume (for a projectile) that we use the velocity as it exits the muzzle? If so,
is it when the tip first crosses the muzzle boundal)', or ..yhen the base completely clears
the muzzle?

I

RECOMMENDATIONS:
To fix the discrepancies related to velocity and issuance in sections 4.4.3.2.1,4.4.3.2.2,
and 5.4.4.1.1.
1. Define this velocity to be
"the velocity, in world coordinates, of the munitions when the externally visible
effects of the launch (exhaust plume or muzzle blast) first become apparent."
2. In addition, specify that,
"depending on the munitions type and method of launch or firing, the fire PDU
may precede or follow, as necessal)', other indications of the movement of the
munitions entity."

LEVEL: COMPLIANCE
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18.

ISSUE:

RANGE FIELD IN BURST DESCRIPTOR

SCOPE:

FIRE, DETONATION PDUs

DISCUSSION :
The range field in a FIRE PDU burst descriptor (in section 4.4.3.2. 1(g» is not specified
as a 3D range or a 2D range . If other simulators are to use it, they need to know . If they
are not to use it, then it shouldn't even be in the PDU .
RECOMMENDA TIONS:
I . This should be examined to determine the historical reasons for including it. It should
then be further defined or deleted from the standard.
2. For VITSEC-94 we should state that this is to be the 3D straight-line range between
location of the firing in the FIRE PDU and "expected" location to be placed in the
ensuing DETONATION PDU.

LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

19.

ISSUE:

EVENT IDs IN DETONATION PDUs

SCOPE:

FIRE, DETONATION PDUs

DISCUSSION:
Any explosion is a very significant event, and should always have a unique ID. It does
not make sense to say there is no event associated with a detonation which was not
preceded by a FIRE PDU, however, section 4.4.3.3 .1(4) states:
"If the detonation is not preceded by a corresponding fire event, then the event
identifier field of the event identifier record shall be zero (e.g., land mines
detonation). "
RECOMMENDA TIONS:
Delete the section listed above from the standard. Require all detonation events to have
unique event IDs.
LEVEL: COMPLIANCE

20.

ISSUE:

INFORMATION ACCOMPANYING DETONATION RESULT
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SCOPE:

DETONATION PDU

DISCUSSION :
The standard (section 4.4.3.3 .3) describes the enumeration for detonation result and the
location field which must be used in DETONATION PDUs . The Standard does NOT state
what should be placed in the some of the fields .
In
the
cases
when
the
re s ult
is
ENTITY
ENTITY _PROXIMATE_DETONATION, the standard states that

IMPACT

I
I
I
I

or

"the location of the impact or detonation in the entity coordinates of the affected
entity shall also be included."
It is not stated, but is probably usually assumed, that this value is to be placed in
the field which section 5.4.4.1.2(9) calls "Location in Entity's coordinates".
Nothing is stated about what value mayor must be placed in the field which
section 5.4.4.1.2(7) calls "Location in World Coordinate" .
In
the
cases
when
the
result
is
GROUND IMPACT
GROUND_PROXIMATE_DETONATION, the standard states that

or

"the location of the impact or detonation shall be communicated m world
coordinates. "
It is not stated, but is probably usually assumed, that this value is
the "Location in World Coordinate" field.

to

be placed in

Nothing is stated about what value mayor must be placed in the "Location m
Entity's coordinates".
In the cases when the result is NONE or DETONATION, the standard states that
"In either case, the terminal location of the munitions shall be communicated in
world coordinates."
Again it is not stated, but is probably usually assumed, that this value is to be
placed in the "Location in World Coordinate" field.
Again, nothing is stated about what value mayor must be placed in the "Location
in Entity's coordinates".
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
Rewrite section 4.4.3.3.3 as follows, listing completely what goes in both of the two fields
for each valid result.
"If the impact or detonation is known to have affected only a specific entity which was
directly affected by the munitions, a result of ENTITY_IMPACT is used.

If the impact or detonation is known to have affected only a specific entity but that entity
was
not directly affected by the mumtlOns,
a detonation result of
ENTITY_PROXIMATE_DETONATION is used .
For cases
in
which
the
result
is
ENTITY _IMPACT
or
ENTITY _PROXIMATE_DETONATION, the "Location in Entity's coordinates" field
holds the location of the detonation relative to the origin of the entity whose ID is in the
"Target Entity Identification" field and the "Location in World Coordinate" field holds
same location in the environment, but in world coordinates instead.
If the impact or detonation is known to have affected only the terrain and the terrain was
directly affected by the munitions, a result of GROUND_IMPACT is used.

If the impact or detonation is known to have affected only the terrain but the terrain was
not
directly
affected
by
the
munitions,
a
result
of
GROUND_PROXIMATE_DETONA TION is used.
For
cases
in
which
the
result
is
GROUND IMPACT
or
GROUND_PROXIMA TE_DETONA TION, the "Location in Entity's coordinates" field
holds the value [0.0, 0.0, 0.0], the "Location in World Coordinate" field holds the location
of the detonation effect, in world coordinates, and the "Target Entity Identification" field
holds the value NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY.
If neither a specific entity nor the terrain are affected by the munitions, a detonation result
of DETONATION is used. In this case the "Location in Entity's coordinates" field holds
value [0.0, 0.0, 0.0], the "Location in World Coordinate" field holds the terminal location
of the munitions, and the "Target Entity Identification" field holds the value
NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY."

NOTES :
1. After rewriting this section, there should be no case for a result of NONE.
2. The Appendix should define the enumerated values for the various results in a
consistent, easily distinguished format. I recommend all capital letters with
underscores. When these values are referenced in the text of the standard they
should be identical with those in the appendix.
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3. The meaning of NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY is defined elsewhere in this li st of
issues where Entity IDs are described.

21.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

DAMAGE TO ARTICULATED/ATTACHED PARTS

SCOPE:

DETONATION PDU, APPENDIX ON ARTICULATED/ATTACHED
PARTS

DISCUSSION :
Section 4.4.3.3.4 states that:
"When the firing entity determines that its round has impacted an articulated part
on the target entity, the firing entity shall include the articulation parameters of
the affected articulated part (at the time of impact) in the Detonation PDU. If the
articulated part is not directly connected to the base model, all intervening
articulations shall be included in the Detonation PDU."
However, the standard does not provide a way for the receiving application to know
whether any intermediate articulated parts were damaged or just those represented by the
leaves of the articulation tree. Applications might assume that only the endmost parts
were affected or that all listed parts were affected.
The standard does not specify what values should be placed in all of the "useless" fields
of an articulation parameter record when it is being used in a DETONATION PDU. The
fields are listed below with recommendations for values to be required when used in a
DETONATION PDU.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Rewrite to state that the following fields have the stated functions:
"Change Indicator"
"ID - Part Attached to"
"Parameter type"
"Parameter value"

Increments to reflect a change
10 of part attached to
New Enumeration for "DAMAGED"
0.0

Articulated or attached part parameter records with the "Parameter type" field set to
DAMAGED would indicate that the corresponding part had been damaged. This would
distinguish them from intermediate level parts which were not damaged.
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Two additional values for the "Parameter type" field enumerati on should be defined.
These should be DAMAGED and UNDAMAGED. These values should be chosen to fi t
in with the curre nt scheme which differenti ates articul ated parts fro m attached parts and
should ass ign new numbers to the Type Cl asses in the Appendix. Because the Type Cl ass
field is 26 bits in length it might be good to reserve the two larges t 26-bit un signed
integers fo r these values to keep them di stinct fro m all of the currentl y defin ed T ype
Classes.
An altern ative to puttin g 0.0 in the Para meter value fie ld would be to all ow that field to
spec ify the percent damage to be appli ed to the refere nced part.

22.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

ORIGINATING ENTITY ID

SCOPE:

SIMAN PDUs

DISCUSSION:
In section 4.4.6 .1.2.1 "Originating Entity ID" the data structure for Group ID field of
Originating Entity ID is referenced. It is NOT DEFINED anywhere in the standard.
WHAT IS IT?
HOW IS IT DETERMINED?
WHO ASSIGNS IT AND WHEN?
CAN A GROUP ID CHANGE?
RECOMMENDATIONS :

23.

TBD

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

ORIGINATING ENTITY ID

SCOPE:

SIMAN PDUs

DISCUSSION:
Section 4.4.6.1.2.2 says:
"In any case, the Entity ID of the new entity is returned in Originating Entity ID
field of the Acknowledge PDU."
This returns a 3 part ID in a 4 part ID structure. What do we expect to find in the group
ID field?
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WE CANNOT TEST THIS
RECOMMENDATIONS :

24.

TBD

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

CREA TrNG ENTITIES WITHlWITHOUT CREATE ENTITY PDU

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION :
Section 4.4.6.4.1.2 states:
"The Create Entity PDU shall be issued by a Simulation Manager when a new
entity is to be created for a DIS exercise. This PDU is not necessary for the
creation of munitions entities for which tracking information is necessary ."
Is the Create Entity PDU mandatory for creation of all other (untracked) munitions?
If it must be issued for all these others, must we require simulators to wait until the
Simulation Manager instructs them before they may create entities?
If so does this mean simulators cannot assign IDs any more?

RECOMMEND ATrONS:
Delete this requirement, let simulators spontaneously generate entities, at least for
VITSEC-94.

25 .

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

TIME OF LASING

SCOPE:

LASER PDU

DISCUSSION:
In 4.4.7.3.1 "Information Contained in a Laser PDU" it states that:
"The Laser PDU shall contain the ... Time of the lasing information.
We need to know why this is specified here. If it is the timestamp in the PDU Header,
then it is redundant. If it is something else, then why is it not mentioned in section
5.4.6.3?

I
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

26.

TBD

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

AMBIGUOUS
IDENTIFIERS

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

SPECIFICATION

OF

VALUES

FOR

EVENT

DISCUSSION :
Section 5.3 .12 states:
"The Event Identifier Record shall be set to one for each exercise and incremented
by one for each fire event or collision event."
This is misleading.
RECOMMEND ATIONS:
This should be changed to state that only the . third field in the Event identifier record
should be initialized to this value.

27.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

AMBIGUOUS SPECIFICATION OF ENUMERATION

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD, APPENDIX

DISCUSSION:
Section 5.3.15 states that the current protocol version is three.
This is an enumeration. Is it the third enumeration, which is the value two, or is it the
value three which would be the fourth enumeration?
Enumerations for protocol version are not in the standard or the appendix.
Section 5.2.2, " Enumeration Representation" states:
"All enumerated types shall begin with zero for the first element of the
enumeration. Enumerations may have any size between 1 and 32 bits."
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Define enumerations for VITSEC-94. Because enums start with 0, make up some names
so that this version 2.0.3 is the fourth in the list, giving it a numerical value of Dec:3.
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28.

I
I

LEVEL:

T BD

ISSUE:

CONFLICTING DATA STRUCTURE SPECIFI CATI ONS

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION :
Figure 5- 12 in Secti on 5.3 .15 (5) li sts the PROTOCOL VERSION fi eld as an 8 bit
enumeration but it is li sted as an 8-bil un signed integer in section 5.4 .5.1. 1
RECOMMENDATIONS :
Use 8-bit enumeration

29.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

AMBIGUOUS SPECIFICATION OF COORDINATE SYSTEM

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION:
Section 5.3.20.3 states that Linear Velocity Vectors may express values in world
coordinates or entity's coordinates depending on the value in an entity's Dead Reckoning
Algorithm field . In section 5.4.3.1 (8) in the description of the fields of the Entity State
PDU it is not clear which choice to apply.
RECOMMENDATIONS :
Specify that Entity State PDU linear velocity is a Linear Velocity Vector specified in
world coordinates.

30.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

V AGUE SPECIFICATION OF ID VALUE

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION :
In section 5.4.4. 1.2 on the DETONATION PDU it does not mention , but it would be
reasonable to require, the FIRING ENTITY ID field to be "NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY" if
there had been no preceding FIRE PDU.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
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Make firing entity ID
fire PDU.

31.

== the NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY

in the case there was no previous

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

CONFLICTING DATA STRUCTURE SPECIFICA TrONS

SCOPE:

DETONATION PDU

DISCUSSION :
Section 5.4.4. 1.2(5) misnames the event number field the event identifier field. It should
refer to the third sub-field of the event identifier record.
RECOMMENDATIONS :
Change:
"If the detonation is not preceded by a corresponding fire event, then the event
identifier field of the Event Identifier record shall be zero ... "
To:
"If the detonation is not preceded by a corresponding fire event, then the event
number field of the Event Identifier record shall be zero ... "

32.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

INCOMPLETE SPECIFICATION OF USE OF BURST DESCRIPTOR

SCOPE:

FIRE, DETONATION PDUs

DISCUSSION:
In section 5.4.4.1.2(8) and other places. The data in the BURST DESCRIPTOR of a
DETONATION PDU will usually be the same as that in the preceding FIRE PDU but it
is possible (not prohibited by the standard) that fewer rounds impact than were fired or
that they impacted at a rate different from that with which they were fired (depending on
the slewing of the muzzle when fired or the slope of the ground where they impact. A
single firing might also result in mUltiple DETONATION PDUs .
RECOMMENDATIONS :
We should not require identical info in all fields of corresponding burst descriptors .
LEVEL:

TBD
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33.

ISSUE:

AMBIGUOUS SPECIFICA TrON OF DATA VALUES

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD

DISCUSSION :
Section 5.4.4.1 .2(9) says the location in entity's coordinates should contain zeros when
the ID of the target is unknown. This is imprec ise in two ways.
RECOMMENDATIONS :
I . The ID value here should be a clearly defined value like "NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY"
2. The field should contain the "relative location (FLOA T:O.O, FLOAT:O.O, FLOAT:O.O)"

34.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

MISSING ENUMERA TrONS

SCOPE:

ACKNOWLEDGE PDU, APPENDIX

DISCUSSION:
Section 5.4.5.6(3) defines a 16 bit enumeration for what is effectively only a BOOLEAN
value (for a "response flag") but defines no enumeration values for the field .
RECOMMEND ATrONS :
Define enumerations (FALSE, TRUE) as (0,1)

35.

LEVEL:

TBD

ISSUE:

MISLEADING NAME FOR FIELD

SCOPE:

ACTION REQUEST PDU, APPENDIX

DISCUSSION:
In Section 5.4.5.7(2) and following sections on other SIMAN PDUs , a field is named
"Request ID" which is not an identifier but rather a type code.

RECOMMENDA TrONS :
Respecify this as an enumeration and provide enumerated values
LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE
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36.

ISSUE:

MISSING ENUMERATIONS

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD, APPENDIX

DISCUSSION :
Section 5.4.6.1.1(1) says there is a 16 bit enumeration for the field called "Emitter name".
Appendix 4 .3.1.16 has a set of enums for emitter system types but these are "other and
TBD" not names.
5.4.6.1.1(2)
4.3.1.17
and many other places

Same problem in

TBD values are embedded throughout the Appendix.
RECOMMENDATIONS :
Obtain useful enumerations from parties who have implemented these PDUs.

37.

LEVEL:

ALL

ISSUE:

MISSING ENUMERATIONS

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD, APPENDIX

DISCUSSION :
Section 5.4.6.2(4) says there is an 8 bit enumeration for the Emitter PDU "State Update
Indicator" field. There seems to be no such named list of enumerations in appendix
Same for beam function in 5.4.6.2(5(d(v)))
and high density track jam 5.4.6.2(5(d(vii)))
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Obtain useful enumerations from parties who have implemented these PDUs.

38.

LEVEL:

ALL

ISSUE:

MISSING DATA STRUCTURE

SCOPE:

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PDUs
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DISCUSSION :
Section 5.4.7.1.2.1 on the Omni -Directional Antenna Pattern Record references "Pse udorecords" which are not defined anywhere and says the Omni-direction al Antenna Pattern
Reco rd is one of these .
RECOMMENDATIONS :

39.

TBD

LEVEL:

ALL

ISSUE:

MISSING ENUMERATIONS

SCOPE:

LASER PDU, APPENDIX

DISCUSSION :
The enumerations for the Laser PDU are TBD.
RECOMMEND ATIONS :
Obtain these from parties who have implemented this PDU.

40:

LEVEL:

ALL

ISSUE:

POSSIBLY INSUFFICIENT
STRUCTURE

SCOPE:

LASER PDU, APPENDIX

RANGE

OF

SPECIFIED

DA T A

DISCUSSION:
Section 5.4.6.3(5) states that the "Laser code" field is an 8-bit enumerated field. This will
allow 256 different values. This may suffice for some weapons systems but, if it is
necessary to replicate all possible realistic values for weapons such as the HELLFIRE
missile, 8 bits will not be enough. The Hellfire missile for example can receive 4 digit
(decimal) codes, requiring Decimal: 10,000 possible values. This is a problem only if it
is necessary to be able to represent each of the possible values . If a representative sample
of the full range is all that is needed, then the 256 enumerations can be defined to
represent the specific values as required.

I

RECOMMENDA TIONS :
An adjacent 8-bit padding field could be combined to increase the range of the data
structure.
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41:'

LEVEL:

COMPATIBILITY

ISSUE:

AMBIGUOUS SPECIFICATION OF LOCATION VALUE

SCOPE:

LASER PDU

DISCUSSION:
Section 5.4.7.2 states that the "Laser Spot with respect to Lased Entity" field gives the
location of the spot with respect to the lased entity's coordinate system when the spot is
on an entity.
There is the possibility that no specific entity is being lased and that the spot is on a
feature of the terrain . The standard does not specify what this field is to hold in this case.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
If the designated entity is unknown (its ID should be set to
NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY) the "Laser Spot with respect to Lased Entity" field
should contain the location [0.0, 0.0, 0.0].

42.

LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE

ISSUE:

CONFLICTING SPECIFICATION OF PDU CONTENT

SCOPE:

LASER PDU

DISCUSSION:
Section 4.4.7.3 .1(4) states that the laser PDU will contain the "Time of the lasing
information". This is not a field in the PDU, and it is not explained. The line was
removed in 2.0.4. If this refers to the timestamp in the PDU header, then it is redundant.
If it refers to a new field, it has been left out of the specifications in section 5.4.6.3.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

43 .

TBD

LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE

ISSUE:

IMPRECISION IN SPECIFICATION

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD, ESPECIALLY LASER PDU

DISCUSSION:
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Section 4.4.7.3.2 states:
"The laser PDU shall be iss ued at a rate of 10Hz" .
The re is no toleran ce stated. Something like:
"within 10 % of I 0 Hz"
or some toleran ce should be stated since exac tly 10 Hz is difficult to obtain . S ince th ere
is no tolerance, is the value meant to be a minimum ?
RECOMMENDA TIONS :
Specify 10Hz +/- 10%

44.

LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE

ISSUE:

CONFUSION BETWEEN CENTER OF GRAVITY AND CENTER OF
BOUNDING VOLUME

SCOPE:

LASER PDU

DISCUSSION:
Section 4.4 .7.3.1(9) states that the "Laser spot position with respect to an entity"
field provides specific detail of the spot position with respect to an entity's center
of gravity .
An entity's location is its center of bounding volume. Center of gravity is not
specified.
RECOMMENDA TIONS :

I
I

Change "center of gravity" to "location in entity coordinates."

45 .

LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE

ISSUE:

IMPRECISE SPECIFICATION OF RESPONSIBILITY

SCOPE:

LASER PDU

DISCUSSION :
There are a number of problems with section 4.4.7 .3.3.
1. It states:
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"Upon receipt of the Laser PDU, the entity firin g the laser-guided
munitions shall use the information contained in the PDU to simulate the
guidance and the final detonation of the weapon after it is fired."
An application, not an entity , will simul ate somethin g.
There should be no requirement for the same application whi ch fired, launched,
or dropped the weapon , to simulate its flight, guidance, or fin al (s ic) detonation.
A laser guided munition s is an independent entity once it is all owed to home in
on a spot.

The same problem exi sts throughout the wording which foll ows :
"For the guidance and detonation simulations the entity firing the weapon
shall use PDU information from the field defining the location of the laser
spot. At the time of an impact the firing entity will check to see if there
is information in the PDU field for identification of a lased entity (for
accuracy a correlation should be made between the impact time and the
PDU timestamp) . If there is no entity identified as being lased then the
firing entity shall output the laser spot field information as part of the
detonation PDU. If there is an entity identified as being lased then the
firing entity shall use the laser spot with respect to an entity and
information from that target's entity state PDU to provide an accurate
impact position for the detonation PDU. The laser spot position with
respect to an entity shall also be used in the Detonation PDU for the
location with respect to entity field."
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Reword the section to remove the confusion between entities and applications .
Reword the section to specify that:
- The application simulating the LGM may use information from the
"Location. of the laser spot" field and the "Laser spot position with respect
to an entity" field for the guidance of the LGM.
- If, at time of detonation, the last received laser PDU has the value
"NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY" in its "Identification of the entity being lased"
field, the application simulating the LGM will use the information in the
"Location of the laser spot" field to determine the location of the
detonation . If there is a valid entity ID in the "Identification of the entity
being lased" field, the application simulating the LGM will use that ID and
the information in the "Laser spot position with respect to an entity" field
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to determine the entity affected. the detonation result, and the location of
the detonation with respect to the target entity .

46 .

LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE

ISSUE:

ERRONEOUS SPECIFICATION OF DATA TYPE

SCOPE:

SIMAN PDUs

DISCUSSION :
In section 5.4.5 . 1.1 (2) on the Simulation Management PDU Header Record. the standard
states:
the "Originating Entity Identification" field "... shall be represented by an Entity
Identifier Record (see 5.3.1.12)."
Section 5.3.1.12 actually defines an Event Identifier Record, which is something totally
different. (In version 2.0.4, this reference error is corrected, and the Entity Identifier
Record is declared and contains no Group ID.)
RECOMMENDATIONS:

47 .

TBD

LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE

ISSUE:

AMBIGUOUS SPECIFICATION OF ID VALUE

SCOPE:

CREATE ENTITY PDU

DISCUSSION:
In the sections on the "Create Entity PDU, it says that upon receipt of a Create Entity
PDU, the receiving application is supposed to return the ID of the new entity in the
Originating Entity ID field of the corresponding Acknowledge PDU. In the event that the
receiving Simulation Application is unable to comply with the Create Entity request, the
contents of that field are undefined.
RECOMMENDATIONS :
Require the insertion of NO_SPECIFIC_ENTITY in this case.
LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE
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48 .

ISSUE:

MISSING ENUMERATIONS

SCOPE:

ACKNOWLEDGE PDU

DISCUSSION :
In sectio n 5.4.5.6 (2) the standard states says that th e "response flag" field of the
Acknowledge PDU is represented by a 16-bit enumeration . There is no enumeration
defined for thi s field in the standard or the Appendix.
RECOMMENDA TrONS :

49.

TBD

LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE

ISSUE:

UNDEFINED CASE

SCOPE:

SIMAN PDUs

DISCUSSION:
In section 5.4.5.6 the standard states that the Acknowledge PDU is returned in response
to Create Entity, Remove Entity, Start/Resume, and StoplFreeze PDUs. There is no
defined behavior for a case where the Acknowledge PDU is not sent or received.
RECOMMEND ATrONS:

50.

TBD

LEVEL:

COMPLIANCE

ISSUE:

INCOMPLETELY OR INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED STATES

SCOPE:

PDU STANDARD, APPENDIX

DISCUSSION:
Section 4.4.6.5.3 and others are confusing and incomplete in their discussion of the states
that entities may exist in.
This section states that an entity may be in one of three states, READY, STOPPING, or
SIMULATING. Then it continues, naming other states, including REMOVED and
STOPPED. Figure 4-6 shows only three states . The same section states that "an entity is
in the Removed state until it is created and initialized. How an entity that has not been
created can be in any state is a mystery .
RECOMMENDATIONS :
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This should be completely rewritten by groups which have successfull y
implemented a SIMAN scheme which accomplishes the intem of the standard .

51.

LEVEL:

ALL

ISSUE:

UNDEFINED CONDITIONS

SCOPE:

STOP/FREEZE PDU

I
I
I
I

DISCUSSION :
In section 5.4.5.5 on the Stop/Freeze PDU, the meaning of Stopped/Froze n behav ior is
left undefined .
NOTE: Even in version 2.0.4, where the 3 possible entity states (Simulating, Stopped, and
Removed ("Wait" in 2.0.4)) are outlined in 4.4.6.5.3, the corresponding behaviors are not
fully defined.
RECOMMENDA nONS:
This should be completely rewritten by groups which have successfully
implemented a SIMAN scheme which accomplishes the intent of the standard.

52.

LEVEL:

ALL

ISSUE :

INCORRECT SPECIFICATION OF DATA STRUCTURE

SCOPE:

DATA QUERY PDU

DISCUSSION:
In section 5.4.5.9 on the Data Query PDU, the description of the PDU states that the
datum area is a Datum Specification Record, but figure 5-38 shows records consisting of
IDs only, with no space allocated for the datum values. (This has been corrected in 2.0.4)
RECOMMENDA nONS :
Redraw the figure showing the total amount of space required .

LEVEL:

I
I

COMPLIANCE

I
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